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Abstract

Developmentally responsive middle schools pruvide young adolescents with a
culture of caring that translates into action when the adults are attentive to the needs of
the students. It is necessary for teachers and counselors to address the academic, social,
and emotional well being of students. A philosophy held in middle schools with advisory
programs is that every child should be known well by at least one adult, and a
relationship facilitated with an adult advisor and a small group of peers is noteworthy.
This research included a mixecl methods experimental one-group pretest-posttest
formulated to answer the following question: How do teachers and counselors react to a
professional development course de,;igned to inf1 n~nce opinions and beliefs? A course
was created by the researcher after a thorough ,e,·iew of the literature in the areas of
middle school advisory, adult teaching methodobgies, and prufessional development
practices for educators.
Adult teaching methodologies and professionai devi::lopment practices were
utilized during the four month course on middle school advisory. Participants were
involved in many research based adult learning activities such as reflecting on current
practice and beliefs, engaging in dialogue by means of a protocol, providing feedback
through questionnaires and .an ex•t slip, collaborating, and reading current structures and
practices.
The paiticipants in.the study were teache~;: and counselors from one middle
school. The group of learners encompassed a b,oqd r,tnge of ages, years of experience in
education, and educational levels. The participri, '.·:s werf' ~,-~le..:;;ed by the convenience
method due to the researcher being the principal of the school. Sixty-one participants

returned the prequestionnaire and sixty-three teachers and counselors returned the
postquestionnaire.
Through the analytical process of interpreting the data, the findings indicated that
teachers and counselors changed their beliefs. The data suggested that participants
wanted to implement a middle school advisory, believed. that middle school students need
an advisor, and wanted_to be advisors. As the data was further examined, it became
apparent that some groups did not embrace advisory as much as.the others. Principals and
other facilitators could learn froni thif: study, sperifically by 11tilizing solid research based
practices for school staff development.
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Influencing Opinions and Beliefs on Middle School Advisory
Chapter I- Introduction

Background of the Study
For many years national attention has focused on the need for the reformation of
middle schools (Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development, 1989; National
Association of Secondary School Principals [NASSP], 2006; National Middle School
Association [NMSA], 1995). According to George and Alexander (1993), human
development research found that middle school aged students were unique in their
developmental phase of maturation, and the success of j- oung adolescents was in direct
conelation with the students' developmental needs. The NMSA (2003) noted that for
middle level schools to be successful, the school's organization, cuniculum, pedagogy,
and programs should be based on the developmental readiness, needs, and interests of
young adolescents. George and Alexander further noted that middle schools flourished
when the.students who were being served succeeded. The Carnegie Council on
Adolescent Development (1989) noted, "This is a time of immense importance in the
development of the young person" (p. 21).
Spurgeon (20.04) and George and Alexander ( 1993) concllrred that between 10
and 15 years of age early adolescents begin to experienr.~ puberty, stronger family and
peer relationships, doubt, confusion, and countless othe"· physiological and physical
changes. Dyrfoos (as cited in Mertens, 2006) rep')rted that J 0% of 14 year-olds
experiment with alcohol, tobacco, drug use, and unprotected sex during this phase. Nolle,
Guerino, and Dinkes (2007) noted that the rate of violent incidents in middle schools was
52 per 1,000 students. The rep01ied violence for all public schools was 31 per 1000

students, which made the reportcd'.'Tioience in middle id100Is-significantly higher. Forty-
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three percent of middle scbooJ.s reported-occurren.ces of~tudent bullying on a daily orweekly bases and 30.6% of students were reported being disrespectful toward teachers
(Nolle et al., 2007).
NMSA (2003) reported that academic success and personal growth of all students
seemed to have soared when the affective needs of students were met. In defense of this
report, Klem and Connell (2004) found that developmentally responsive middle schools
included an advisory program. Tile relationship that w~c; fa-:iiitated with an adult advisor
and a small group of supportive peer:; aided in mc;;ting the needs of the students.
Furthennore, student experiences of engagement were strongly influenced by positive
and encouraging teacher relationships. NMSA noted that whim developmentally
:.responsive middle schools pwvided ~rmng adolescents with :ci ~ulture of caring, it
,translated into action when the adults were attentive to the varying needs of the students.

In a comprehensive anc1Jysis of middle level ed11caLion. Jackson and Davis (2000)
recommended the following:
Every student should be well known by at least one adult. Students should be able
to rely on that adult to help them learn from their experiences, comprehend
physical changes and chaaging relationships with f\n.:ily and peers, act on their
behalf to marshal every school and community resource needed for the student to
succeed, and help fashion a promising vision of tht. future. (p. 142)
Jackson and Davis (2000) m·gued that advisory progFams were essential to the
success of young adolescents. Middle school reformers claimed that having a lasting
meaningful connection with a sing]~ adult in school improved academics and personal
outcomes. This feat.could be accomplished with the implementaticm of advisories which
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provided middle school students with a connection to a peer group. In peer groups,
students developed a sense of belonging ( Anfara, 2006b; Blum, 2005; Cushman, 1990;
Jackson & Davis, 2000; NASSP, 2006; NMSA, :2003; Stevenson, 1998; Washer &
Mojkowski, 2003). For teachers and counselors to implement middle school advisory, a
program that provided an adult adv0cate for ever:'!f middle school student, solid
understandings of advisory and its benefits was essential.
With adult learner~ as lhe targ.:.:ted parti:::\:<)ants. th~ ctaacteristics of adult
learners, essential elements needed for teaching adult-; ~eachicig methodologies, and
motivational strategies were explored. Andragogy teaching and learning methods were
researched for the purpose of delivering effective professional development for the
participants. In teaching adult learners, attention was focv;ed

0n

the facilitator's design of

the presentation.
Professional development sessions design~d for teachers and counselors regarding
the benefits of middle school advis01y can inflne1i:ie opinions and beliefs. Andragogy
learning strategies opposed to pedagogy strategies for the dependent learners were found
to be beneficial in the transformation of opinions and beliefs. Therefore, the
transformative learning theor.; w1s er!1ployed in.creating the prnfessional development
learning sessions.
Mertens and Flowers (2004) synthesized r.umerous ex:'}erts' literature and
research on effective professional development. Of thr points examined, they
recommended the following characteristics when planning for the development of
educators:
•

Enhances teachers' content knc.wledge andpedagugical.knowledge
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•

Based on the best available research evidence

•

Incorporates principles of adult learners

•

Relevant and focused (i.e. results-driven)

•

Standards based

•

Ongoing and continuous

•

Embedded in day-to-c!ay responsibilities

•

Aligned with school-wide impioveme1:it goals

•

Collaborative and collegial

•

Provides opportunities for discussion, reflection, and follow-up. (p. 2)

4

Smith, Hofer, Gillespie, Solomon, and Rowe's (2003) .research on how teachers
change as a result of participation in various types of professional development provided
the following recommendations: (a) development should be of high quality; (b) a variety
of activities should be presented; (c) facilitators should be clear as to the form(s) of
developmental activities in which participants engage, communicating "why a specific
technique should be used, not just how to use it" (p. 33). To best integrate information
with the facilitator's thinking and practices, it would be help fol if facilitators were
familiar with techniques of presenting new learni1lg (Smith et al.). Smith et al. wrote, "A
key finding of this study is that teachers change in different amounts and ways as a result
of participating in professional development, and individual, professional development,
program, and system factors interact to affect this change" (p. 35). Smith et al.
acknowledged that professional development is both a valued and significant element that

affects the growth of educators and a support for change that is needed to occur to sustain
students.
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Guskey (2000) explained professional developmeDt as intentional, ongoing, and
systematic. The development was intentional bec,,use facilitr.Jors designed sessions to
bring about positive change and improvement. Professional development was ongoing
because teachers were inforrned of new practices and information on a continual basis. If
teachers were to perfect their craft, professional development is a.necessity. Guskey
recognized that development is_ systematic due to the time necessru;y for change to occur.
According to Joyce and Showers (2003) the design of a professional development
course was closely related to the intended result · implementation of middle school
advisory. A professional development course designed anJ developed for the school's
teachers and counselors to explore the process of middle school advisory and why it is
:important included various components and activities to match the complexity of new
.rleaming for the purpose of attaining the desired Ol'..tcmnes. A professional development
program incorporating approaches to learning that met ~he lieed:, of adult learners was
created. According to Piggot-Jrvine (2006), when pr-,Jfcssic:1al development for adult learners
':focused on practical and relevant ,ssues, draws on participant'~, prim expe1ience, links
theory and practice, [and] is experiential" (p. 2), the learners were more likely to engage and
participate.

Problem Statement
The NMSA (2003) recommended that middle schools embrace the following
eight research-based elements in support of providing successful schools for young
adolescents:
•

Educators who value working with this age group and are prepared to do so

•

Courageous, collaborative leadership

•

A shared vision that guides decisions
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•

An inviting, supporti~1e, and safe env~ronmcnt

•

High expectations for every member of thr. learning community

•

Students and teachers engaged in active learning

•

An adult advocate for every student

•

School-initiated family community partnerships. (p. 7)

CCW Middle School opened in August 1995. The middle school philosophy
guided the architectural plans for the building. 1n 2001, l\J'ASSP selected CCW as one of
the top middle schools in th~ nation (J. Valentine . personal communication, May 7,
2001 ). In 2007, NMSA recognized CCW for making great strides in advancing middle
level education and selected CCW.as

~

site visit for the Midctk Level Essentials

Conference (Swaim, n.d;).
For seven years prior to this study, the princip:.-1.! at CC\N Middle reminded the
teachers and counselors of the NMSA's research-base,l recommendations for successful
middle schools. In 2008, the CCW staff began a more in-depth look at the NMSA
research-based elements for successfui schools. The teachers and counselors engaged in
dialogue and shared readings on middle level ed1;cat\rn. T!1.e year prior to this research
study, the concept of" an adult advocate for every !'tudent" (NMSA, 2003, p. 7) peaked
the interest of teachers and counselors Blum (2005), Car11egie Council on Adolescent
Development (1989), Jackso,1 and lJ~?is (2000), J\JAS~P (2006),-Shulkind (2008), and
Stevenson (1998) agreed tha~ :he_ mid.die school advisory's go~1l,was to improve student
success.

6
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Rationale for Study
Dana and Hoppey (2008) agreed that for change to occur, teachers and counselors
should be presented detailed information on new I-::iitiatives, using research-based
methodologies that provide opportunities for engagement and input. It is important for
teachers and counselors to have shared beliefs before embarking on a new initiative that
impacts them and their students. [f teachers and counselors did not have common beliefs
and were not working toward th~ same outcome, the initiative would not be successful.
The following questions wiH be investigated:
1. What are the characteristics of young adolescents?

2. What is middle school advisory?
3. What are the benefits of a middle school ad•:isory program?
4. What instructional methodologies are effective in engaging teachers and
counselors in a. professional development course to influence opinions and
beliefs?

Research Question
How do teachers and counselors react to

1:.1

professiond development course

designed to influence opinions and beliefs?

Pwpnse of Study
The purpose of the.research was to create !'l.n aJult education course that
influenced the opinions and beliefs ofteachers and counselors toward embracing middle
school advisory to create stakeholder buy-in.

Independent Variable
The participants in the course were the ir;dep.~ndt~nt ,,ariabl~.

Tntluencing the Opinions tJn :tvlidcile School Advisory
Dependent Variable
The dependent variables in thii; research were the teachers' and counselors'
opinions and beliefs toward middle school adviso1y as measured by the prequestionnaire
and postquestionnaire.
Hypotheses
Null Hypothesis
The majority of teachers and counselors -vill not want to implement a middle
school advisory program after participating in a /:Ofessional development course
designed to influence their opinions and beliefs.
Alternative Hypothesis
The;majority of teachers and counselors will want to implement a middle school
advisory program after participating i~ a professional development course designed to
influence their opinions and beliefs.
Limitations ofStudy
Location
The study was limited Io the CCW Middle Sdwof site, the school where the
participants and researcher worked.
Sample Size
The information in th1: study vas iimited t0 the respo1~,;es of the counseling and
teaching participants at CCW Middle Schoo1.
Data Collector Bias
The researcher was convinced that a middle school advisory program should be
implemented at the resear.ch site.

8

lrtf1ui.::ncic1g the Op;'iiiori-s on M'iddle School Advisory
Data Collector Characteristics
The documents collected, presentations pi·epan:d, and research communicated

were solely done by this researcheL
Definitions of Terms
Advisor
An adult who meet~ with a small group of stu<l0nts on a regular basis to support
the students' academic, social, emotional, and physical well being.
Advisory Program
A school organizational structure in which a small group of students identifies
with and belongs to one counselor 'or teacher who nurtures, advocates for, and shepherds
·the individuals in the group or a regul~r basis (Cole, 199?}
Advocacy
"A particular role that middle school educators play a~ active supporters of and
intercessors for young adolescents" (Lounsbury & Brazee, 2004, p. 11 ).
F acuity Development
Monthly structure in place at CCW Middle School where all teachers and
counselors gather for professional development and annouHcements.
Gallery Walk
"A collaborative probbm-solving tool. It is ae ~xcclle!i.t means for
communication that acknow~edges the crea.tivity and'power of the group" (Gregory &
Kuztnich, 2007, p. 68).

9
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Jigsaw
"A way of facilitating prnfessional reading and initialing a dialogue about
important aspects of research and educational innovations. Each person
will read or watch a part of the article or vid..:.~n and then share his or her
information with the table or group" (Gregory & Kuzmich, 2007, p. 68).

Middle School
An educational facility that houses a cuitt:'"r. ccnsi:.;ting of grades six through
eight.

Protocol
"Agreed upon guidelines fOJ a conversation. This type of structure permits very
focused conversations to occur" (National School Reform Faculty, n.d.).

Think-Pair-Share
A structure for learners to participate in cooperative learning by privately
.. reflecting on a concept, pairing with someone ehe, ;:i_nd ?,harmg their thoughts (Aronson

& Patnoe, 1997; Kagan, 1994).

,~ssumptions
There will be an underlying assumption ir~ this study that professional
development is equivalent tn Andragogy aud trai::sfom1ati ve theories.

Summmy
During the middle school years, st!,1dents begfr:i to exp-i!rience unique physical,
emotional, psychological, and social change. As a result the responsibility to understand
the developmental needs of middle school stude!lts has been '.'ocused upon the schools. It
was found that middle sc4ools that provided 21,n.adult advocate. for their adolescent
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learners created an environment for success. Literature and research on middle school
advisory should be provided to teach~rs and com,selors in a format that is conducive to
adult teaching methodologies. 1n Chapter II relevant literature in the following areas will
be reviewed: (a) national reports and research, (b) developmental characteristics of
middle school students, (c) history of middle school: (d) history of middle school
advisory and purpose, (e) definitions of middle school advisory, (f) advisory and
academic success, (g) school connectedness, (h) methodologies, and (i) professional
development components.
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Chapter II -- Review of Liternture
The intent of this study was to expand the professional development process to
identify influences in the opinions and beliefs of teachers ffild counselors toward
embracing middle school advi:::ory following the completion of a series of professional
development sessions. The review of literature noted when di::veloping professional
development sessions for adult learners there wer~.:"Speci:Bc fac.;tors that the facilitator
should take into account or im11len.,':'nt. The lite.,·asure reviews focused on the utilization
of the constructivist theory, andragogy theory, and trru1sfonnative theory for teaching
adult learners. Suggestions for planning and presenting professional developments for
adult learners along with strategies for the transformation of preconceived ideas of adult
learners were also explored through literature reviews ..

Middle School Years

A goal of middle. school advocates has been and continues to be for each middle
school student to have a meaningfol, sustaining rdafr:msbip with an adult in school.
Johnston (1997) found that over the past decade, society has experienced an increase in
youth becoming more unruly. Incidences of the mayhem caus-::d by young adolescents
who were not carefully supcrvisd by adults have heen reported in daily newspapers,
Internet headlines, and locat news. Johnston noted that this has t.:at.Jsed concern for the
future of our nation, In many instances, yDung.acolesccnts were no longer being raised by
the ''village," which was evidenced by children becoming increasingly disconnected from
the positive influences of adults.
Whitney and Hoffman ( 1998) reported that during the middle school years) early

adolescents often tried new, challenging b-el:laviors as· they puJhep the limits. In the
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limelight of many school districts was_ the middlt school, which was targeted for various
reasons: discipline, character ~ducation, and. academics. Educators of middle school
students were placed in a ·dtal position due to the prime opp011unity middle school
teachers have to influence adolescent students who will affect the society at large.
According to Rubinstein (1994), "Th~ most crucial need for any person is to find
meaning, purpose, and significance. In order to do this, that person must feel understood,
accepted, and affirmed" (p. 26).

Middle School Reform
Middle School advocates have argued for yearn that schools must be responsive to
the developmental needs of adolescents. The middle schonl movernent emphasized the
'~-need for student connectedness,

2.

concept that reterenc..::s schi:iol culture in which

.students had meaningful relationships with adults in the scho0!, \.Vere engaged in school,
and felt a sense of belonging. Alder (2002), McNeely and Falci (2004), and R. Spear,
(personal communication, February 17, 2009) acknowledged that when adolescents had a
connection to school, they often found success. Jackson and Davis (2000) reported that
reformers of middle school have been constant in advocating for advisory programs.
Jackson and Davis and Scales, Benson, Leffert and Blyth (2000) noted that academicians
advocated that allowing adole::;cents to have a lasti.ng, mei,1ingful relationship with at
least one adult at school demonstrated car~, and w:1s the.,::;omerstone of connectedness and
advisory.
The Carnegie Council en Adolescent Development (1989) presented eight
recommendations for the _transfom1ation of the r.d.ucation of !::arly adolescents and the
middle level grades. The first recommendation endorsed the creation of smaller learning
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communities and called for an adult adviser for each student. The report released by a
task force of The Carnegie Council or, Adolescent Development emphasized that the
middle level grades have nearly been disregarded, The:: repnrt stated, "Most young
adolescents attend massive, impersonai schools, learn from unconnected curricula, know
well and trust few adults in school and lack acces3 to health care and counseling" (p. 13).
Myrick et al. (1990) contended that too many adolescents fe!t lost and vulnerable in an
already complex time in their lives, which was roade more difficult by the strncture of
schools.
NASSP (2006) outlined nine cornerstone strategies as a vision for improvement.
The fourth Cornerstone Strategy advocated to "implement a comprehensive advisory or
other program that ensures that each student has frequent and meaningful opportunities to
m.eet with an adult to plan and as~:ess the student's academie, personal, and social
development" (NASSP, p.12). NASSP also identified five; r~~ommendations to support
the fourth Cornerstone Strategy and two rc;.;omrncmdations tbat directly correlated with
advisory.
Each student will l1avc .1 Personal Plan for Progress that will be reviewed often to
ensure that the school takes individual needs into. con$ideration and to allow
students, within re1.sonable parameters, to design their own methods for learning
in an effort to meet high standards. Each 1:,tuJent will have a Personal Adult
advocate to help him or her personalize the educational experience. (p. 12)
NASSP (2006) provided positions and rationales

from the NMSA, supported by

burgeoning research about young adolescents. Fourteen c~aracteristics were detailed for
successful middle schools, On.e facet of school culture. induded in the characteristics was
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"an adult advocate for every student" (NMSA, 2003, p. 7). This position communicated
that all adults in "developmentally responsive middle 1evel schools are advocates,
advisors, and mentors ... each student must have one adult to support that student's
academic and personal development" (NMSA, 2U03, p. 16). The opportunity to discuss
matters outside the parameters of the academic curriculum is crucial and young
adolescents must have a trusted.adult at school (NMSA, 2093).

Developmental Characteristics of Middle School Students
Caskey and Anfara (2007) and Jackson and Davis (2000) agreed that young
adolescents, 10 - 15 year-olds, encountered many unique developmental changes. During
this age range early adolescents experienced developmental changes while they faced

·inew and varied challenging opportunities and risks. Ca~key ::ind Anfara delineated the
'1developmental characteristics of yrn:ng adolescew~e as physical, intellectual,
moral/ethical, emotional/psyc:hobgical, and soci:21 with the admittance that there were no
clear divisions between th(; :haraciei.istics defirn:d. Ca5key aiid Anfara reported
Eichhorn (1966), considered a founding fathef of the middle school movement,
called upon educators to consider young adole;~cents' developmental
characteristics when planning curriculum, instruction, and assessment and when
structuring the .environment of the middle schoo~. Prcfessional organizations
(Association for Supervision and Cumcuium Development, 1975; National
Association of Secondary School Principals, 1939; National Middle School
Association, 1982, 1995, 2003} articulated position statements and
recommendations about edrcational prngwrns and practices to address young

adolescents' d~velopmental needs. (p. 1)..,
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According to Caskey and Anfara (2007), the essence of middle school education
was to recognize and understand the distinctive development traits of young adolescents.
When developing a middle school structure to address the unique developmental traits of
the students, the advisory program was considered essemial. Another important
component for consideration by educators was the m:,ddle school student's relationship to
the educational program.
Jackson and Davis (2000) noted that an in,-depth study on how to improve the
education in the middle grades focust:d attention on earl~ adolescence as a period of rapid
physical, intellectual, anu social change. Lounsbary(2003) concluded that
As a result, a seventh grade class is likely to include men, women, and children. It
is virtually impossible for young adolescents to keep their chronological age in
conformity with. their social age, physical age, intellectual age, and/or
social/sexual age. The priorities of young adolescents teI1d to be on their social
and physical developmen':, a fact many teacr,(i!'s i..rnwisely ignore. (p. 1)
Lounsbury (2003) further noted
No other age level is of more importance. t-i:>thc fbture •.)[individuals, and literally,
to that of society; beuuse these are the yc:!:lrs ~vhen y,,ungsters crystallize their
beliefs about themsdves and firm- up thei[ self-concepts, their philosophies of life
and their values-' th.:., things i:hat an::, the dtimcl.r,~.dderminants of their behaviors.
(p. 1)
Manning (2002) referred to the developmental characteristics of the middle school
student as physical, psychosocial, and cognitive. Scale,,,and Kellough and Kellough's
research (as cited in Caskey & Anfara,..2007) agreed that the developmental
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characteristics of the early adolescent were interconnected generalities. The NMSA
(2003) explained that it was irnport:mt to recogni;.;e that the developmental characteristics
were intertwined. It has been noted that physical developmental changes are the most
recognized upon immediate observance.
After the developmental period from birth to age two years, the early adolescence
stage was the next physical developmental period when intense changes occurred, which
included the onset of puberty. Scales (2003) noted that during the early adolescent
developmental period, the young adolescent experienced biological and reproductive
maturity and physiological changes. Caskey and Anfara (2007) reported that physical
developmental changes could affect the emotiona!, psychological, and social
development of the·young adolescent. Jackson and Dav;s (2000) articulated that
significant physical changes led to the ymmg ad0lescent's capacity to engage in sexual
relations and reproduce.
Significant changes in the brain also occun-ed during the young adolescent's
developmental period. Keating's research (as cited in Lutz, Wagner, & Wigfield, 2005)
revealed that changes occurred in areas of the brain, specifically in the limbic system. It
was also reported that the limbic system controls emotion::iJ functioning which may be the
cause of emotional swings displayed by many adolescents. Further information revealed
that the logic area of the brain, the pre:frontal cortex that controls the executive
functioning, did not mature until iate adolescence; Fei:nstcm (2004) reported that the
underdevelopment of the prefrontal cortex area uf th0 brain rnay have explained the

adolescent's emotional state of confasion and/or foe. adul~scent' s _misread of another
person's feeling, for example, co:afilsing sadness ··Ttithanger and surprise with fear.
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maturation, and hormonal changes sparked physical transformation, for example,
redistribution of body fat, increases in weight and height, bone and muscle growth, and
changes in the voice, hair and complexion.
According to l\.1anning (2002), intellectual development, 9ften termed cognitive
development in young adolescents, was not as p-r:::-nounced as their physical development.
Stevenson, Van Hoose, and Strahm:'. ancl L 'Esp~i·:mcc (as cited in Caskey & Anfara,
2007) noted that intellectua/ devel;:,pment was ji..3t as intt:,nse us the physical. Manning's
(2002) research yielded the following:
Cognitively, many young adolescents begin to develcp the ability to make
reasoned moral and ethical choices. Similarly, depending on their developmental
rate, they begin to thin 1t.: hypothetically, abstractly, reflectively, and critically-what
Piaget termed as a progression from the concrete operations stage to the formal
operations stage. Still, middle level ~d:ic~tor.,, fr their efforts to address
adolescents' cognitive development, should unde,stand (and plan accordingly) for
considerable cogn_itive diver.::ity. (p. 226).
Schurr, Thomason, and TJ,ompson (1995~ found that mtellectual development
was exemplified in 'Chang,~~ in th.: pai:tcms of fri':r1king F'V:ie,::.;.;ed in the understanding
and reasoning of young adolesc<:;nt::;. A wide range of h1telle~t1al abilities, from concrete
to abstract, were recognized in early adolescents. In ar,fdition, their metacognition was on
the rise. Scales (2003) noted that E:do1escence was a ti1ne of discovery, when this age
group had a greaterapti_tude for comp!e-x thinking. During this :5tage of maturation,
middle school students were interested in subjects of their cb{}ice, preferred learning
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activities that were engaging and inkJrnctive, arn.k;,.".ught approval from their peers.
Young adolescents were intellectually curious, began to J~:velop higher levels of humor,
and challenged authority.
Scales (2003) also noted thclt moral/ethical develoomf,:11tal characteristics
pertained to the young adolescent's increased ability to make right chokes. During this
developmental stage, the young adolescent moved from total :tcceptance of the moral
judgment of the significant and dominant adult1, in the:·:· lives to the development of their
own personal values, while they contini1ed to hold on to the values of their parents and
important adults in their lives. Lutz, Wagner, and Wigfield (2005) concluded that during
this stage, young adolescents were sensitive to the true feelings of people toward them .

.]'his was especially true with adults, including ccunselors, te;ichers, and school
administrators. The- teachers and coun9elors needed to br. conscious of and careful in their
interactions with middle school s:u<lents. Adoles~ents' rndar informed them as to whom
the caring people were in their school, no matter how much

tr-~ person said and tried to

exhibit a warm feeling toviard the student
Alder (2002) reported that data collected from interviews, focus groups, and
observations revealed that urban students felt that it wr1.s important for teachers to
exemplify a caring attitude. Alder (2002), Klem and Connell (2004), McNeely and Falci
(2004), and Rubenstein (I 994) Gontended that middle scho0l students felt their teachers
cared when they knew who they were, offered them personalized guidance, and helped
them with their studies. According to KeH~mgh and Keliough (as cited in Caskey &
Anfara, 2007) middle s.chool ltvel wa~ the stage whi~n young-adolescents were "at risk
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when it comes to making sound moral' and ethical choices" (p. 3) and were not prepared
to handle complex moral and ethical questions.
Paterson (2007) note<l thal emotional and psychological developments were
characterized by the early adolescent's need to be independent, although adult affirmation
and assistance in finding areas where they could succeed was still important. Self-worth
and self-esteem were important traits of this developmental stage that could be bolstered
and/or crushed by adults as well as their peers. A 1ong with the pressures and anxieties of
early adolescence, Jackson and Davis (2000) ob:::erved that young adolescents
experienced a decrease in their self-esteem when they transitioned from elementary
school to middle school. During this unique phase, it has been noted that adolescents
could be unrealistically self-critical. Schurr ei aL (i995) concluded that young
adolescents were generally dis:;atisfied with themselves and had difficulty explaining
their feelings.
Scales (2003) stated that adolescents were "ps::chdogically vulnerable, because at
no other stage in development were they more likdy w ~ncounter and be aware of so
many differences betweenthemselves and others" (p. 49-). Scales also mentioned that the
desire for peer acceptance, the need to belong to sociai g10ups, the overreaction to
mockery and embarrassment, the e;~p-.:rimentati0u with new bJhaviors in the search for a
position within a group, anri tl:)e ;:ransrer of loyalty from adults to peers were emotional
and psychological development:11 charackri:stics. Kellough a11d Kellough (as cited in
Caskey & Anfara, 2007) asserted that young adctescents preferred to make their own

choices and may have emulated revered peers or non-parent adults, although the family
still remained a critical factor in final decision making . .A~cording to the NMSA (2003),
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All in all, the several d~velopmental processti; associated with adolescence, while
natural and necessary, present challenges m those entrnsted with the responsibility
for the healthy·development and education of young adolescents, and it is very
clear that the schools ·of yesterday are ill-suited for meeting the challenges of
today. (p. 5)

Histmy of Middie School
According to Lounsbury and Vars (2003 ), Eliot, a former president of Harvard
University, began the movement to reorganize secondary education. Twenty-one years
later, in 1909, the first junior high school, Indianola Junim~ High, was established in
Columbus, Ohio. In 1918, the Commission on Reorganization of Secondary Education
: 1;ecommended the 6-3-3 organizational form. Additiona1 reform evolved in 1961 when
_ b,-lexander, Grantes, Noyce, Patterson, and Robertson called for a new school to address
the unique needs of early adolescents as they progressed through their stages of physical
and organic development. We Her (2004) noted that th~ rd01m.ers envisioned a structure
housing grades six through eight, not grades seven through nine like the typical junior
high school. In the early 1980s, new paradigms _for reforming middle level education
began to loom.
George and Alexander (1993) presented a new philosophy of how middle schools
should work and a new middle school conc~pt:
The concept of the transitional school :i:s sufficient, however, because middle
school learners have unique characteristi~s and need& ·which must not be simply
an extension of the program of the. elen1er/.ary sd.1001 or an earlier introduction to

the demands of high school. A.n effective, t~iiddle school .must not only build upon
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the program on earlier childho0d and anticipate the program of secondary
education to follow, but it must be directly concerned with the here-and-now
problems and interest~ ofits own students. Furthennore, the middle school should
not be envisioned as a passive link in the chain of education below the college and
university, but rather a:-; a dynamic force in improving education. (p. 43)
The organizational success ofrestructuring secondary education began in the last
decade of the nineteenth centm-y and changed the; way euucating children was viewed.
Later changes in structures were suggested to cr~ate schools specifically designed to meet
the needs of the students who were being served. First the junior high replaced the
traditional 8 - 4 pattern with the 6 - 3 - 3 plan. Middle schoois were created specifically
:"to meet the developmental needs of early adolescents. According to Lounsbury and Vars
(2003 ), the 5 - 3 - 4 arrangement with middle schools in the center became the most
common organizational strncture

Middle School Advisory .
History of Middle School Advis01y
The structures that comprised many of the cmrcnt advisory models were taken
from earlier guidance progra:ns. According to G:,,Jassi, Gulledge, and Cox (1998), in the
1880s educators began to push fo,· 1:ocational and mo'.-al guid.. mce in schools, and as early
as 1920, the first teacher adviRory -concept was implemented in Junior highs. Myrick et al.
.

(1990) noted that during i:he 1960s the teacher advisor program was first described as a
homebase or homeroom. Caswell (2004) ascertr.:ined that through9ut the middle school
movement, advisory w~s creat:::d as a support for guidar..,~·e counseling programs in an
effort to reach all students. Jamcs·and Spradling (2002) a1ticuhted that "leaders of the
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middle school movement cite~, an ·Jxtended guidanc0 t·rugram' among the essential
elements of an exemplary middle school" (p. 13). Advisory was not the time for the
advisor to provide individualized counseling. Jackson and Davis (2000) acknowledged
that guidance fell under the expertise and job description of the school counselors.
The Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development (1989) was devoted
exclusively to the education and well-being of young rrdolesc~nts. Although educators
and groups had focused. atten~ion on early adole:::,..ent$, this wr,s the first inclusive report
by a nationally renowned group. The challenge was given to become advocates for
adolescents, ages 10 to 15. The ;:eport revealed that "a ··:'olatiic mismatch exists between
the organization and the curriculum of middle grade schools arid the intellectual and
.;>.~m.,otional needs ofyoung_adoles,::ents·' (Carnegie Ctn:nc.d on Adolescent Development,
p. 8). The report stated the foHowing:
Finally, we call upon all tlm;e deeply co11cemed about young adolescents' future,
and the future of thir: 11ation. to begin not :r'.) crcatt tht: nation-wide constituency
required to give Am~rican young adolescents th~~ preparation they need for life in
the 21 st century. The work of all these sec1ors ,ui,11 be necessary to transform
middle grade schools. Th_r0c1gh their efforts, a . ;om.munity of learning can be
created that engages those young adolescents for whom life already holds high
promise, and welcomes into the mainstream of society those who might otherwise
be left behind. (Carnegie Council on Adolescent Developn;ient, p. 11)
The Carnegie Council on. Ado!.'.;:scent De\relopmcrat 0989) captured the attention
of the nation when it offe{ed sapport for the middle s~bool movement. This provoked a
groundswell of introspection by rniddle. level ed~;~':ttor~ who began to reculture schools to
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be more in line with the developm:::ntal characteristicE. of those from 10 to 15 years of
age. The Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development recommended
Every student needs at least one thoughtful adult who has the time and takes the
trouble to talk with the student about academic matters, personal problems, and
the importance of performing well in middle grade schools. The student who feels
overwhelmed by course work, worried about a health problem, intimidated by
classmates, or accused of rni:,;behaving m:.:eds to he able to confide in someone
with experience. (1989, p. 3"/)
Prior to The Carnegie Council on Adolescent Devdo111nent's (1989) landmark
release, the NMSA's (1982) first'position paper stated the following:
:,· •. \;f

Every learner needs an adu.lt who knows him or her ,vel1 and is in a position to
give individual attention. Therefore, the middle school should be organized so
that every youngster has such an adult, one who hc:s a special responsibility for
the individual's academic and personal welfare. (pp. 12-13)

Similar suggestions were made in later NMSA publicafons (1995; 2003).

Defining Middle School Advisory
Advisory programs, also known as advoc:,.cy programs, homebase, teacherguidance, and advisor-advisei:\ wer,; prrdicated :~n th~ belief that every young adolescent
should have at least one ad,]!t at t.;houi tc ::-ict a~. i'he stn.1er.t' t.~advocate (Mertens &
Flowers, 2004). The primcxy pm-pose of av <1dvisory pm gram was to promote
involvement between the teacher and student in the adviso1ygrnup, According to George
and Alexander (1993), every .stud,:mt needed to have a positive relationship with at least
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one adult in the school who was "clrn.racte:-ized bv wannth, concern, openness, and
understanding" (p. 201 ).
Juvonen, Le, Kaganoft A1.1gustine, and Constant- (2004) agreed that middle level
advisory programs consisted of an adult meeting regularly with a group of students to
provide mentorship, suppcrt, personalization, and guidance. The advisory program was to
provide the opportunity for an adult advocate to be initiated into the life of every student
in the school. This would address the issue of many early adolescents who endured
feelings of isolation and loneliness. NASSP (2006) advocated that advisory activities
allowed students to connect with caring adults and peers to assist them through the rough
spots during their middle levd years.
,;.'

Beane and Lipka (as cited in Anfara, 200,~bj pre~ented the following description

of advisory programs in 1987:
Advisory programs are desi 5'lled to deal directly with the affective needs of
. transescents. Activities may range fri)m ,10nformal interactions to the use of
systematically devdoped units whose organizing centers are drawn from the
common problems, needs, interests, or concerns ,)f transescents, such as "getting
along with peers," "living in the school,'; or "developing self-concept." In the best
of these programs, transescents have an opportunit/ to get to know one adult
really well, to find a point of SP.curity in the institution, and to learn about what it
means to be a healthy human be:ing. (p. 40)
Jackson and Davis (2000) concluded, "Advisory enables educators to provide
responsible adult guidance and extra support as middle ~radcs students undergo normal,

yet often turbulent, developmental 0hangc:s that dffect.!,y. and indirectly affect learning" (p.
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144). Galassi et al. (1998) agreed that the primary goal of advisory programs was to
develop a relationship in which a community ofleamers cared for one another. Adults
who served as advisors should know their advisees well enough to be the trusted adult
that students could talk to when they had a need.
Advisory and Academic Su,ccess

Advisory programs stemmed from the understanding that academic success was
disillusioned if the developm~ntal needs ofyounr adole,~cenh were not met. According
to The Carnegie Institute (1995), ycung adolescents needed ti:::e following fundamental
requirements to grow into successfui adults: (a) earned respect, (b) membership in valued
groups, (c) meaningful relationships with peers and adults, and (c) a sense of self-worth
'based on achievement. The Carnegie Institute de'.'eanined that the risks associated with
drug use, social alienati.on, and poor school performance k:ft one in four adolescents
. vulnerable

to high-risk behaviorand school failure. Based on these.findings, advisory

programs were a logical intervention to address the needs of early adolescent learners and
their quest for high academic achievement.
The research on young adolescents included ·~on,,inci:Lg evidence that middle
schools needed to respond to the de·.:elopmental.Pseds c'"thei,· students. According to
Jackson and Davis (2000) a,1d. N.1\SSP (2006), .!°ef;,:arch 0~1 IC - 14 year olds documented
that the power of a meaningful rdationship with an adutt sustaiiled and improved student
achievement. Viadero (200'/) reported that a research analysis: of 207 studies of school
based programs, created to cultivate the social and emotioHal skills of students, was
shared by the Collaborative for Academiq, Social, and Emotional Leaming (CASEL).

The report revealed that students. who participateo in progran)s. that focused on social and
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emotional skills achieved greater academic success, as me2.sured by their grades and test
scores when compared to studentfi who did not participate in such a program.
The Carnegie .Counci1 or.. Adolescent De,_;elopment (l 989) advocated that schools
were organized to support personalization and to establish a community of learners. In
order for learning to occur, middle school students fas',; needed to feel they belonged, and
they needed adult guidance in navigating their social, personal, and academic
development. In Marzano, Marzano, and Pickering's (1003) meta-analysis of classroom
management research, the importance of student-teache; r~lationships was recorded.
Fitting student-teacher relationships were recognized as a reason for the reduction in
classroom disruptions and were corrdated m gains in a0hievcment and engagement in the
classroom:
Goodenow's research (as cited in Jackson & Davis, 2000) examined the
relationship of belonging beliefs with academic mof vation and noted, "Students try
harder and achieve at a higl-er le\·?'! if they feel :\at their teac:1er is interested and
supportive and that they !;>eking ~o a group of peers mHi adults that encourages them to
succeed and provides help whtn it is needed" (p. 122> Jackso:n and Davis (2000)
observed that when student~ cared about the opinions :c_,f others toward them, they were
often compelled to rise to the challenge of the high expect:1ti011s set for student
achievement and behavior. Research concluded that advisory addressed the
developmental needs of early adolescents and wa~: con~Iater~ to academic success (Blum,
2005; Carnegie Council on Adolescent Developrt1;.;nt, J989;. Jackson & Davis, 2000;
National Middle SchQol Association, 2003: Stev~mon, 1998). The Carnegie Council on

Adolescent Development (1989) ack..nowledged that the climate:ofmiddle schoqls
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promotes students' personal growth and intellectual deveh)pment and provides an
environment for close, trusting relations with adults and peers.
Shulkind (2008) examined the characteristics of advisors and advisory programs
that promoted connections and belonging and how stndents and advisors perceived the
impact of advisory on academic achievement. Shulkind found that advisories directly
improved students' academk rtchievement. Spedfically, students and advisors perceived
that the following component::; of advisory led to improved a..:ademic performance: goal
setting, academic strategizing, ar~d forming a supportive community of learners. In
addition, advisors reviewed th~ir advisees' work and prngres:; and conferenced with them
one-on-one. Shulkind's research also determineJ that «advisors and students assert that
the _advisory program improves academic outcomes'' (p. 151 ).

Adolescents' Connection to School
Advisory programs created the structure and climate to support learning for
ad9lescents and to connect students to school; this in:.;r,:•·0ved academic achievement.
According to R. Spear (personal communication, February 17,. 2009), "Eighty percent of
students who set goals achieve them'' when advisors wc k with students on goal setting
0

during advisory. Foote (2008) in,:estigated teache!' pci·ceptior:, of advisory programs as
they related to student mofr;atic11 an<l achievement. T<::zher.s involved in the study found
success when they exami11et1 and monitor~d st.1dentwm·k from their classes, developed
trusting relationships with studentS', and .conncc~~d with the student.
Maslow (1970) declared that belonging is a basic. human need and is a foundation
for instituting middle school ad,,·isory programs. Belonging, the third rung on Maslow's
hierarchy of human needs, preceded self-esteem and self-actualization. Maslow claimed
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that one can only progress on the hierarchy if and when the needs of the preceding levels
have been met. Sergiovani---ii (1994) expanded on Maslow's theory of belonging and
explored Durkheim's assertion that a basic huma1; need to belong existed because
meaning is constructed by the connection to other people and identification with the
values of others. Sergiovanni concluded that community is a fundamental human need;
without it we become alienated from ourselves, uthers, and society.
Hirschi (as cited in Wong, 2005) suggested that individuals who developed a
strong bond to society, in terms of attachment, commitment, involvement, and belief,
were more likely to conform. The closer the relationship between a person and his/her
significant others slfch as parents, peers, aud teacbers, the more sensitive he/she was to
their 0pinions and the less likely to make pour choic::·s. According to Catalano, Haggerty,
Oesterle, Fleming,. and Hawkins (2004), bonding to adults in school has shown an
increase in the development of g0cc. choices. Thus, healthy behaviors were promoted,
reducing risks and problems.
Jackson and Davis (2000) wrote, "'For young adolescents, relationships with
adults form critical pathways for their learning; sducai:ion 'happens' through
relationships" (p. 121 ). According to Galassi et al. (1998), middle school advisory
programs focused on "the fourth R," (p. 7) refationshir,3, which was vital to a middle
school environment. Wh.en students had a close relationship to school, advisory programs
provided the structure for crea.ting,1; school of bc!cngi1;.g 2nd connectedness that
supported early adolescents .. Csikszentmihalyi (as.cited {u Armstrong, 2006) concluded
the following from.his resear..;b. orradoiescents:.
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with friends (34%) and

classmates (19%). Ve1y little time is spent in the company of adults. The typical
American adolescent spends only about five minutes a day alone with his or her
father-not nearly enough to transmit the wisdom and values that are necessary for
the continuation of a civil society (p. 124).
Meier (2002) discussed the lack of meaningful time adults spent with adolescents.
Too often students were disengag~d from the adu!tr: in their community, "Including,
absurdly the adults they encounter in school" (p 12) Students and teachers needed to be
provided with the opportunity to lntetact with oa~h other on ~}. personal level. Meier

(2002) argued that student::: do not know their teachers, and this has resulted in students
_not having the positive inflm:n;:;e in their lives that an c;ducaki' could be provide. One
person serving as an advisor could be the resource needed to build a child's confidence,
provide a feeling of safety, and give pmpose to learning .::t1id ac.;hievement. "Exemplary
middle schools assign students to homeroom teachers or advi,.:;or teachers" (Armstrong,
2006, p. 124).
Nichols (2008) explored students' belongi11.gbcEefa in a middle school and found
when students felt a sense cf belo:i1ging in school. they hau higher expectations, efficacy,
valuation for school, and goal seti:ing. Literati.ff,:~ addressing is·i.udents' belonging and their
connection to school suggested that pm:itive perr.:.epticns wen.J directly related to
affirmative social and psy,:;hcAogicnl urientat.iom:. Andrews, G1skey, and Anfara (2007)
articulated that "relationships make or break the quali'iy of edHcation and the quality of

everyday life in a school" (p. 2).
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According to Jackson and Davis (1000), Vi hen stadents made a lasting connection
with at least one adult, personal outcomes improved. Nichols' (2008) research on
belonging beliefs in a middle school suggested that students attributed positive credence
to the quality of their relationships with their teachers and peers. In addition, a significant
adult who provided suppoli and dir~ction during difficult times in the student's life
became an important link in helping the student avoid a vgriety of problems. These
relationships connected students to te~:chers, students to students, and teachers to
teachers.
The Carnegie Institute (1995) noted that advisories generated a controlled,
structured group in a wann, caring, friendly environment, where teachers related to
·;,:students on a variety of levels. Cole (1992.) declared ~r;at ad, isory provided a structure
..when unexpected topics of significance needed tc be addresr-ed. The conversation can
· take place in small intimate gro11ps .vhere studen:~ have a high level of trust.
0

Middle school experts, Cole (1992), Cu~hmau ( 1990), Jackson and Davis (2000),
and James and Spradling (2002), indicated that advisory programs were the most
commonly promoted strncture for addressing the problem cf school connectedness and
supporting the development of positi11e student-i~acher relationships. Advisory, strongly
recommended by Jackson and Davis and more recently b:, NASSP (2006), provided a
1

structure whereby eve1y student •.;.ras assigned to a teacr1er whu was responsible for his or
her academic, social, and emotional. well-being over a Iona period of time. Cole,
Cushman, Jackson and Davi8, NASSP·, and Steve;,1E-0n, (f 998) recognized this
relationship as paramount because adolescer::tswho achieved,academically spent
significant time in conversati:on with their parenfa. and o#:1er adults. According to Esposito
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and Curcio (2002), adolesc~nts had an intense need to be part-of a peer group. Advisory
programs provided a structure in whicL every student could pa.ticipate in group activities
facilitated by an adult.
Advisory provided a place and structure for pos1tiv~ relationships to occur
between adolescents and a teacher. Galassi et a\. (\99&) agreed that the relationship
between advisees and advisors was enriched by the- emotional involvement that occurred
during advisory. Shulkind (2008) acknowledged that :J.dvisnry programs fostered
connectedness when advisor:.:-..:a:ed about their "ldvisees, dos-.:1.y monitored their
advisees' academic progress, he!.ped solve probl~ms, and gave advice.
The Wingspread Declaration (2004) researdfcor.dud~d that students who felt
:connected to school were more apt to do well academkally. The dedaration stated,
~'School connection is the belief by students that adults in the school care about their
learning as well as about them as individuals" (p. 233). 'fhc interdisciplinary group of
education leaders involved with ·ihe Wingspread Decl:a:·ati::m ;eported critical
requirements that should be instituted for student~,, to foel connected. Students need to
have experienced positiv~ relationships with adults, and :schools should ensure that every
student has a close relationstip with ctt least one ::,;upprntive ;::dult.
The Wingspread Ded:-:ration 0004) ;.;ited strong scie:r~ific evidence that revealed
educational motivation, chsswom !!ngagement, and improved school attendance were
direct results of students feeling connP.cted to schoo \ Thm,, these factors increased
student achievement. Students who excelled and were ,;;onnected to school were less
likely to disrupt the educational process, engage in school violence, exhibit emotional
distress, or use alcohol and tubacs!o. If a crisis ,iffected a school, the advis9ry group
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provided a safe place where students already beloi~gcd z"-1d were with an adult they
trusted. Knowles and Brown (200{)) dete1mined
Advisory groups can provide more than a safe haven in a crisis. The presence of
an advisory program can in fact, help to stem sJch violence. We will see violence
decrease when all children feel a part of l\ group and feel valued and wanted. (p.

155)
Alder (2002), Klem and Connell (2004), McNe~ly and Falci (2004), and
Rubenstein (1994) noted that supportive and caring relationships at school promoted
academic motivation among adolescents. Adolescentr,.,.who perceived that their teachers
cared about them personally and cared about theidearning, were more likely to be
.:'.ehgaged in school and to do hettei' aGad~mically. /:..c':.c-rcing t0 NMSA (1995), the
.. llibligation of a: developmentally responsive middie level school is to provide "a
continuity of caring that ext~nds over the studem's entire mictdlc level experience so that
no student is neglected" (p. i 7). An advis0ry p.rogram }}cili.tated the permanence of
canng.

Advisors
George and Alexander ( 1993), NASSP (2006), NT\-1SA (2003), Spear (2005), and
R. Spear (personal communication, Febru::i.ry 17, 2009) recognized that all teachers
should be assigned· to small groups .::,f students. This al.le.wed- for advisory groups to have
a more reasonable advisor-advisee ratio. Cole. (1992) identified advisors as teachers,
counselors, administrators, iibrarians, special edur,;a.tion teachers, part-time staff, and

occasionally non-professionatst~ff. R. Spear (pei'sonr.J. communication, February 17,
2009) encouraged as many employee..<t. as possibfo.;_to .serve as· advisors. Members of the
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custodial staff served as advisors and had just as much impact on the adolescent as a
certified teacher. Poliner and Lieber (2004) contended that advisors can be "faculty,
administrators, counselors, librarians, coaches, aides, coordinators, secretaries, and
custodians" (p. 45). Cole noted in ord~r for part-time stdft1.>serve in an advisory role,
they were partnered will full-time staff members and sh.ired an advisory group. This
allowed students to have access to rme of the adehs all day:
According to Poliner :;ind L:.eber (2004} ::-.:-id R. Spear (personal communication,
February 17, 2009) all adub inw,Jve<l m tbe scb.Jol whu :-:.er{ed as advisors provided the
opportunity for relationships to be developed, which enhari.ced the other roles in which
the adults served. Counselors, in particular, had many optiom, during advisory time .
.,. Counselors could have had an advisory group or served in the following capacities:
. teaching specific lessons to advisory groups, helping with extenuating circumstances
. such as death or illness, or helping advisors with group dyna::1ics when the advisor did
. not feel at ease with an issue. Myrick et al. (1 Q9(J) ai.!d P. S:pear (personal
communication, February 17, 2009) were in agreement not to involve the building
principal and one counselor; they w~re expected ~o be available to attend to needs that
arose. Administrators were charged to select a~visors ba::::ed on personal characteristics,
availability during the sch001 Jay on.;, ;-egnlar bn·;is, anc "pr::·0n's willingness to serve
in the role of advisor.
According to McEwin, Dicbnson, and Jenkii18 (as citl!d in Galassi et al., 1998),
results from a random sampHng conducted in 1993 from 1,798 middle schools on

advisory revealed that all professional 1taff served as advisors ln 56% of the schools. The
same data indicated, "With respet:t to staff other than classroom teachers, resource
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teachers (56%), counselors (39%), media speci2Iists (36%), and administrators (27%)
most commonly served as advisors in all schools, iiUrveyed with similar percentages as
evidenced for 6 - 8 schools" (p. 42). NMSA (20D3) portrayed the advisor as "the primary
liaison between the school and family [who] often initiates contact with parents,
providing pertinent information about the student's program and progress, as well as
being ready to receive calls from any parent with a concern" (p. 17).
Five characteristics of effective advisors noted by George and Bushnell (as cited

in Galassi et al., 1998) are listed below:
1. They care about the students in their advisory group and demonstrate that
care in a variety 0f ways;

2. they are able to relate to the indi 1iduality of varir,ius advisees;
1

3. they are available to their advisees;
4. they have a posifr;e &ttitude toward f'tcivisement, imd .·
5. they have their ov,n unique styles of advisei-~1ent (p. 42).
Hoversten, Doda, and Lounsbury (1991) acknowledged, "The more the advisor
can become a regular member of the group sharing appropriate activities, the better. The
advisor must not, of course, overdo involvement and dornhate, but establishing an
atmosphere of relative intimacy i~. essential" (p.7). Cole (1992) noted that the advisor
became involved as a participant, versus a person in charge of the class.
Cole (1992) acknowledg~d that a te«cher serv).t1g 2s an advisor did not perform
the same role as the classroom teacher, Those a<lultf who be8't served young adolescents
as advisors extendetl themsdves anclwere_willing co be ::i;;,railable to students when they
needed an advocatei a.friend,. and/or c} compl'!ssi.on.:1te listener.. P~liner and Lieber (2004)
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found that the role of the advisor was less formal versus that 0f the teacher, who served in
a professional role as an ed~1cator of ,,,.:ademic content
Shulkind's (2008) research suggested three common attributes of strong advisors:
emphasis on academic supervisi.0.1, academic problem solving, and personal problem
solving. Petritz (2004) exainined middle school ""dvisory prngrams by studying the
teachers' experience when implementing ;:;rr advisory program. Petritz also found that the
"best teacher-advisors perceiv~ themselves as effective, develop positive relationships
with their advisees, care about thP.ir advisees, communi~ate ·vith their advisees, and are
involved with each of their advisees" (p. 8).
Niska (2008) and :'1pear (2005) recommended that advisors view their role as a
facilitator of learning, not as one who disseminated knowledge as if performing in the
role- of the classroom teacher. According to Spear (2005) advisors should be a role
models who provide guidance, not play the role of a pare11, or a traditional teacher.
Advisees needed a place to feel ¥.·elcomed and :risk-free, where their ideas and concepts
could be explored. Advisors needed to keep students ·:'.in tn,1ck and facilitate discussions or
activities that enhanced the growth of everyone. H·was impo:iant that the advisor, serving
as a facilitator, could model group rnles and procedures as wdl as monitor them.
According to Petritz (2004), teachers reported thz-.i: studems rose to the level of high
expectations when advisors positivdy impacted ~heir lives.

Focus and Characteristics of Advisories
Niska (2008) observed that the time studeni;s, spca1t irradvisory promoted a

student's feeling ofbelongingto a grc-.11p. Theint:::ntofadvisorywas to be purposeful and
individualized. Galassi et al. (1998) and R. Spear (person~l,communication, February 17,
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2009) agreed that academic advisory focused on me,~ting the cognitive educational needs
that improve student achievement sucli as study skills; goal setting, and self-observation.
Another program type was administrative, which- (;Onsisted of taking attendance, reading
the daily school announcements, and passing uut ?apers (Galassi, et al.).
Although the prima:;y focus of advisory V.'as the rdati.:,nship between the advisees
and advisor, specific theme1, with activities served as z.~proaches to obtain the desired
relationship. Kellough and Kellour.h (2008) and Spear (20()5) noted nine themes that
should be addressed during advismy: (a) social relationships, (b) transitions, (c) health
education, (d) emotional development, ( e) organizational skills, (f) study skills, (g)
problem solving, (h) decision making, and (i) violence prevention .
.·-,.. ~: Clark and Clark (1994) and C"le (1992) aifirmeJ th,tt time spent in an advisory
program could focus on community service projects, special interest courses, and
assemblies. Clark and Clark and R.. Spear, (personal communication, February 17, 2009)
and Spear (2007) agreed th~t ~dvisory provided ? small group setting which allowed
young adolescents to build positiv0 self-esteem, ,develop S'Dcial skills, embrace diversity,
build self- awareness, and become active in ',chocl CQ.r..'\menity activities. Healy and FlintFerguson (2006) and R. Spear (personal communicatbn, Febn.1ary 17, 2009) agreed that
character education themes such as respect, friendship, citizenship, and compassion could
be discussed during advisory.
Healy and Flint-Ferguson (2006) noted the focus of two schools that had
established advisory programs. Gilmanton Schoo} in GHmanton, New Hampshire,
focused on helping·students with orga:1izationa1 skiHs. The advisors conducted frequent
locker searches and.helped ~tudents maintain a. cl~m1,hackpack. Epping Middle School in
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Epping, Ohio, concentrated on helping students understand themselves as learners. The
advisors utilized multiple intelligence inventories, learning styles surveys, and
assessments to help students recognize their abilities. Advisors then guided students in
thinking of careers that met their ~alents.
Knowles and Brown (2000) noted that advisors and administrators who worked in
tandem with students developed the effecfve adv~sory program for the school, making
changes as necessary to meet the needs of those involved. NMSA (2002) noted that the
best advisory programs were constriJcted by teac:iers rnd stndents with the most
successful advisories being sn1dent driven. Allowing students to set guidelines and
expectations and lead som~ of the activities made a positive impact on their leadership
and communication skills. NMSA (2002) formulated ten objectives of an advisory
period:
• Provide an environment &nd activities that will foster bonding within an
advisory group so tha! students feel accepted and valued by teachers and
peers.
• Help students cope with academic coT+eerns and &et goals to facilitate positive
school experiences
• Give students iiVc:11t.:es tc discover th(.;ir uniqueness so that they can come to
appreciate the many difforences among people.
• Help students develop positive relationships through experiences that explore
group dynamics.
• Promote critical thinking skills through discussion and problem solving
activities so·that students·can learn to make re~r,onsible choices.
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Develop· listening skills and an understanding of the road blocks that hinder
effective communication.

•

Build self esteem in students so that !bey can become confident, capable,
young people who accept responsibility for their actions.

•

Heighten student awareness of good dtizenship trii'ough providing
opportunities for meaningful cont1ibutions ~o their school community.

•

Provide opportunities for extensive studen,: involvement through shared
decision making.

•

Improve home/school communication and relationships (p. 2).

Through a case study approach, Cook (2005) studied the practices, strategies, and
· · approaches of middle school teachers who were 0.xp;.;m~ncect at implementing eight
·functions of advisory everyday in all their clas~c:s. The eight functions identified by Cook
are listed below:
A. Promote a safe, nllrturing cbssrooe, .::nvirum:nent
B. Help develop student :;elf-awareness, ·self-respect, :md self-discipline
C. Facilitate positi:ve int-3raction bet\veen studt;~ts art:1 teachers

D. Establish a learni111:; L:orr:.munity that emplusizes CGmmunication
E. Provide an aduh advocate for every chitd
F. Engage students in moral develvprnent opp01t1 ,nitic:;

G. Foster interper_sonal competence among students
H. Help students develop pertinent life ~dL ~-..:ritica:l thinking, problem solving,
decision making (p; 7-8).
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Cook's (2005) study also determined how st~.1dent.s remonded to the practices and
how climate and demographics impacted the implementation of advisory. The data was
collected by the following means: classroom observations, teacher interviews, student
interviews, and archival data. The data. revealed that the different functions of advisory
were implemented through four c-..omponents of t~achiJ.)g whi(:;h included relationships,
teaching strategies and activtties, classroom resm.trces., and classroom democracy.
In addition, the resear~h concluded that student; were positively impacted when
adults developed relationships with them in the follov1 i:g w::1.ys: (a) engaged in personal
conversation; (b) took time to learn about individual student:;·. ( c) shared personal
information with students·. (cl) ,~mphasized that they were always willing to help students,
.which allowed the infusion of promoting a safe, nurturing classroom environment; and
(e}emphasized a learning community, which focused on communication. Specific
teaching strategies and activities that helped incorporate 1:h~ functions of advisory were
team building activities, gn:, 1.1.p di1:cussions, gro1.1p projects and presentations, current
event activities, role playing, nndjoumal writing. Acc.Jrdi:ng.to Cook (2005), the
activities related to self-awareness, self-respect, ::s,df.cdi.scipline, moral development,
building community, c1itical thinking, problem solvli1g. and decision making.
Cole (1992) identified four ~harar.teristic essen~tal to an advisory program. First,
0 ·,

the advisors and advisees needed tu be awar1;;; of the time scheduled. Second, the activities
were to be well planned, rf:'.flecting the need~.. of mid<lk. school students. Third, the
program was appropriate .and feasible withhi the con!exrof the school, and the goals were

reflective of the commllD:ity in. which. the adviSOfrl· scn-:ed. F0urt1i, a supportive
administration and faculty was· critic,il. This signified a te-am effort among everyone.
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Galassi et at (1998) developed an ~dviso;·v tyµo 1.ogy thatincluaed six types of
programs: (a) advocacy, (b) community, (c} skills, (d) invigoration, (e) academic, and (f)
administrative. Advocacy, community, and invig.0ration addressed the affective needs of
middle school students. The managerial needs were addressed by administrative advisory
and the skills program addres3ed both the affective and the cognitive. Advocacy
advisories emphasized the adult and individual stude11t relationships. It was important
that advisors got to know each student well and s~rved as the student's advocate. The
community advisory program focused on social or belonging needs. This advisory
emphasized relationship building with_in a small peer group that fostered a sense of
family. Prominence was placed on an advisory name, song, logo, and service project. The
\skills based advisory program provided dcv~lopn;~nt:.:11 guid,mce, focusing on life skills
. and the relationship between academics and future success. Invigoration programs
provided time for informal u.~mmunication amorn; the group uf students and between the
advisor and advisees,
Galassi et al. (1998) n0kd that planning for advisor/ was as important as
preparing for any contem specific class. The advisors mnst facilitate the activities with
enthusiasm and conviction. It \vas imnortant tha; advisory ses~ions were well planned
with activities that provided th~ advisor and advisees with. ipcreased knowledge and
awareness. Advocacy aiticulated the profound relationship betv,•een middle level
educators and the early ~dolescents they influenced. Knowles and.Brown (2000) noted
that "advisors must be willing to d¢!veiop a relatimts:.h:ip with students different from the

ones they experience as a regufo;- classroo1n. .t~ae;her---cn-0 cb;;.racterized by caring, not

authoritarianism" (p. 15~).
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Advisory Themes and Acth·ithw
Jackson and Davis (2000) ascertained that the an·ay o.t middle school advisory
topics should include (a) interpersonal issues, (b} health concerns, (c) academics, (d)
personal development, ( e) social relationships, (f) emotional strength, (g) social skills, (h)
personal acceptance, and (i) affirmation. Cole (1992) articulated that the focus of an
advisory program should encompass the developmental chm-acteristics of middle school
students. George and Alexander (1993), Spear (2005 ), and Weller (2004) concluded that
the school's overall theme should be the focus of an :idvi1:,ory program. Cole suggested
advisory topics should coin6tle with the physicaL, moral, social, and emotional
development of young adoksc,;;n~s. Cvle further 2dvised that each day of the week should
ha:ye a specific focus such as .~eLtiouship building (twice a week), intramurals, silent
reading, tutorial, or independent study.
Spear (2005) suggested the following advisory themes. (a) getting better at
learning, (b) getting acquainted with the schools, (c) leam1ng strategies and study skills,
(d) learning styles and multiple illtelligences, (e) self-e:steem, (f) responsibility, (g)
problem solving, (h) de~ision making, (i) goal setting, (i) career planning, and (k) service
learning. Spear further recoffil11cnded advisory ;:;ategc.:y Dpi<.;s: (a) goal setting, (b)
orientation for students, (c) parent involvemt:'r.t, (d) ,dvi~.jry :~onferences regarding
grades, ( e) organizational 5kills, (t) ::tudy and skilI1reil1f;scem.:mt, (g) build group
identity, and (h) belonging. In addition, R. Spem· ·~pen;oncl cermmunication, February 17,
2009) specified that advisory topi.;s for each grade levd should be identified.

Myrick et al. (~s cited. in,. Gaiass;. ~t al., 1098) it:butified unit topics for a middle
school advisory program:
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1. understanding the school environment.
2. understanding self and others,
3. understanding attitudes and behaviors.
4. decision making and problem solving,,
5. interpersonal skiils and communi,:;ation skills,
6. school success skins,
7. career awareness and educational planning, ~nd
8. community pride and involvement. (p. 22-23)
Galassi et al. (1998) noted that most advisory programs were developed to engage
adults and students in meaningfor relationships. However, advisory could be designated
for other reasons based on the needs of the 1ndividual '~ch00I. Possible emphases for
-'i fdyisory programs ,were advocacy cmpha:;;if:, co·11 1munity focus, study skills, invigoration

. type, academic advisory, and administrative cmphasif;. Successful advisory programs
included planned andvl:).ried group activities for the adv;_.::ecs ..tnd advisor to build
relationships and discuss topics of importance t:-1 c;}1em.
Weller (2004) suggested the following topics fo··,students in grades six through
eight: (a) study and resec.rch skills; (b) tir.:1e :nan,;.gem:-.;nt; (c) resolving conflict; (d)
responsibilities of a being a team mer1ber; .( e) cr~reer c,pportunlties; (f) academic
responsibility; (g) parenting and child care responsibilities; and (h) middle school goals
and citizenship.
Cole (1992) noted that middle school advis01y progratns often addressed the
personal concerns of students. Th.:: yoang ado!e;;Jce;ff:(/ sbGietal concerns have included

topics that highly interested middle sGhool.stude1its. Issues si:;,ch _a~ divorce, remarriage,
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blended families, substanc~ 3buse, peer 1nfluence, cultmal diversity, and handicapping
conditions have been noted as topics that can be integrated into advisory time. Cole
further recognized that appreciating d~fferences in people and accepting individuals for
who they are through a structured conversation such as a µrntocol can be led through the
guidance of an advisor.
Fun at school without q connection to instruction hf.ls been considered a need for
middle school students. Glassa (as cited i~. GaI2~~-,i t.·i al., 1998) maintained that students
worked harder and were happier when their basic needs were satisfied, such as "survival,
belonging, power (sense of importance, of statme, of being considered by others),
freedom, and fun" (p. 51 ). Jackson and Davis: (2000) noted that when students had the
opportunity to be part of the advisory planning session, the time was often more
m.eaningful and beneficial. While the middle .school advisory groups addressed the
belonging and power needs of adolescents, specific activities attended to adolescents'
needs for fun and freedom. These activities could be dete1T.1ined by the advisees and the
advisor collectively. George and Bushnell's research (as cited ;,n Galassi et al., 1998)
concluded that advisees enjoyed an invigorative advisory that included fun activities that
were advocated by .advisors .. ExampJ e~ of .fun ac~vi~i_:':'.s· included birthday celebrations,
holiday recognition, discussions surrounding t:veryd,~y prnbkms and concerns, service
learning, and games.
Spear (2005) .recommended that the teacher, counselm, or _advisory leadership
team could coordinate)he advisD1y cuniculum, horizontally and vertically. Advisors
should have the flexibiiity tu adjust pb.ps ~(,,.;m~e~ the needs 9'i'the advisees even with a
recommended curriculum. Healy (2005), Spear '.:W05, R. Spear (personal communication,
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February 17, 2009); and Weller (2004) agreed that a fundameutal point to advisory was to
allow teachers to utilize their talents, creativity, and judgment for the well being of their
advisory groups.

Scheduling
The scheduling of students into advisory mogran:s has been approached in a
variety of ways. Myrick et al. (1990) noted that one method employed when assigning
students to advisory w9-s to give ';tudents independence '.")y allowing them to meet with
their advisors during registration and have input in the~f schedules. Healy and FlintFerguson (2006) suggested that students be assigned-by admir1istrators or by teachers to
those teachers in the grade assigned t.o advisors by school staff, a specific process was to
, be implemented and followed by all personnel involved.
James and Spradling (2002) and R. Spear (personal communication, February 17,
2009) noted the importance oflooking at the ac;:df:fi.1;_:-; abilities, personalities, special
interests, and gender of the students who were assign,;d tG eat:h advisor. This has aided in
the success of the targeted gTOup. According to R. Spear (2009) sixth grade teachers
should be allowed to create the advisory lists for ihe seveath grade teachers and the
seventh grade teachers should careful!y match students "Vith terichers for eighth grade.
This process has been succtssfu! wh1;n te!'l.chers bave r.gr~ed to norms for placement. The
lists were completed after each adv.isor was pleased with cacti list and in favor of
facilitating any group.
Poliner and Lieber (2001)supported· that schools \Viti'l'a specified and strong

content focus for the advisory period we:r.?. more successful sched~ling students from the
.same grade level in-;advisory groups. -~l. Spear (pers(;nai ·.cormnunication, February 17,
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2009) recommended that advi~om remain withirvthe same grade level until they were
comfortable with the progi'ii\m. Atkins and DeBrn.rd, (2003) recommended that advisors
with single grade advisory grnups plan events with a11~tl1er grade level advisory group.
Throughout the year, the two advisory groups would pfan activities such as breakfast,
games, and special surprises for the other. This type of interaction has resulted in stronger
relationships, fostered friendships, and decreased harassmmt between the grade levels.
Poliner and Lieber (2004} noted that schools with a st.:ong focus in school-wide
community building found value and success in :;.ssigni:ng s~ndents across grade levels to
an advisory. Spear (2005) and R. Spear (personal communication, February 17, 2009)
acknowledged that multiagt grouµs, have cultiva!;~d opportunities for closer relationships
· among the students:and between th,: ad'-:isor an..l ~dvi;;ec::~.

[n

the multiage model, sixth

~ders replaced the eighth .irndcrf:, j0111ing a gwup tfo•J fo1d ;:,,:~en intact. Spear (2005)
and R. Spear (2009) acknc\wledged that this structure c:t1mnlated peer counseling and
mentoring.
Middle school students who participated in Ziegler and Mulhall's research (as
cited in Galassi et al., 1998) .reported positive attributes a fer bdng assigned to advisors
in multiage groups. Participants enjoyed getting to know othrr peers not in their grade
level and felt an increase in their sense of belonging to 1:he -=ntire school community
rather than a connection to one grade level. PoEnei' and· Lieber (2004) contended that
combining the grade levels sreated an opportunity for older students to give advice to
younger students, advice that students may not a~cep.t; frnm an adult such as passing on
the culture of the school arid-~rn,~i~";)lin.:;;,~,wlntto e~pect in ~he. j~1ture years.
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James and Spradling (2002) and Myrick et al. (1990) determined that some
schools reassigned students ta advisors each school year in hopes that students developed
trusting relationships with more students and adults during their tenure in middle school.
Healy and Flint-Ferguson (2006) recognized that to make this structure simplistic, the
assignments were done randomly, via a computer progr<1.m. Gill and Read (as cited in
Galassi et al., 1998) noted that fifte;~n nationally !'ecognized experts in middle level
education promoted the configuration that advis.)rs remained with their advisees for the
students' tenure at the school. Myrick et al. (1990) asc~rtained that advisees assigned to
the same advisor during the three years of middle school resulted in the group developing
a more tmsting relationship. According to Armstrong (2006), advisors at Abraham
· ... Lincoln Middle School in Gainesville, Florida, worked with their advisees for the entire
three years of middle school, The aduJts mentored the students, served as their adult
advocates, and started each day with rituals such as sharing.

Student Benefits
According to The Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development (1989),
advisories provided middle iiwd sti.,dents with guidance and monitoring. An important
aspect ofleaming communitie,, was that "small groups of advisories ... ensure that every
student is known well by 2t knst one adult" (Carnegie Council on Adolescent
Development, p. 9). Clark and Clark (1994) ascertained that advisory gave students a
better sense of self-worth and a feeling of con trot' and self-directedness over decisions.
"One of the strengths of advisory has been its flexibility as a forum where the perceived
needs of young adolescents. and .fae social issues affecting the1n cquld be addressed"

(Galassi et al., 1998, p. 62).
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Connors (as cited in. Anfarn, 2006b) idend,ie<l sh:,benefits to an advisory program
as it pertained to students: (a) helpf;d. students gro·w emotionaJly and socially, (b)
contributed to a positive school
dimate, .(c) helped students learn about school and
.
getting along with their peers, (d) helped students devel,,p a sense of positive self worth,
( e) helped acquire and improve the habits and attitudes necessary for responsible
citizenship, and (f) enhanced teacher-student relationship~ ..
MacLaury and Gatz (2002) examined the impact advisnries had when led by staff
members who were trained in group facilitation. 1t was found that students who
:garticipated in an advisory group ·.:vith an advisor who was trained were more likely to
talk with their advisor to receive emotional support. The Jata also suggested that an
imprq,yement in students' behavior ·Yas recognized, ns compa::ed to the control group.
Sµ_<::_hJl perception not only adclressed current beh,"!.vior, but reflected help to establish
future expectations.
Putbrese (1989) reported results from 3,400 retLJmed surveys from seventh
graders around the United Stntes. According to ~bese :+tudents~ advisory programs
•

Improve student-teacher relationships

•

Give students a feelir:g of more control ove:· decisirms

•

Promote an atmosphere of equality

•

Improve the sharin; of{eetings amcmg;.~t(::i#.3nts

•

Reduce the incidenct of smoking ::.nd alcohol use (as cited in Spear, 2005, p.

15).

In an inclusive study, ..Fei11er~.K.asak, Mulk<i:il:; and Fk:'weres (as cited in Spear,
2005) reported the impact of advisoty when advisors and- ad:visees met at least five times
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a week for 20 minutes or more, compared to adolescents who were not a part of an
advisory program. The following results were noted:
•

Students had lower ratings of school and academic daily stresses and social
and peer daily stress.

•

Students had lower reports of depression, anxiety, and behavior problems.

•

Students had higher reports Df acadera<c:;' efficacy, using distraction and
refocusing coping pri:.dices, and using orohlern-s0lvin_g coping practices ( p.

15).
Neilson (as cited in Anfara, 2006a) researched ~b.e'impact of the Caring, Leaming,
Understanding, Exploring (CtUE) program on sixth and seventh grade students. The
sixth grade CLUE program focused on study skills, organization, and decision making.
Xhe sixth graders expresscdthat the program helped them set goals and be more
responsible. The seventh grade CLUE program highlighted reiationship building skills
, and career choices. The students indicated that CLU?, h~lptd them resolve conflicts with
others (Anfara, 2006a).
McKenzie (2005) implemented and evahmtcd the effect of an advisory program.
The participants in-the research w~re seventh <i:.L! eighth grade students and teachers.
McKenzie (2005) conclua.::,,i rhat .:he students ha.'.i a mci-c; i)Oi.~frve attitude and better
attendance after being part of an advisory. S.'hlde11c·iH:rprnvament was also noted in the
areas of grades and behavior but n0c enough to be.considered statistically significant.
Galassi et al. (1998) reported, "Students are more likely to feel comfortable

discussing such matters.of personal co11cern. 'Nitti a teache;-:.arif peers they see frequently
in a forum like that provided in advisory time" (p-. 1.l ). According to Galassi et al., early
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adolescents benefited from being a part of a smaE g.·,;_,up of peers with an adult who
developed a positive rapport with them and genuinely cared for their personal, social,
academic, and emotional w~H beh1g. Anfara and 3rown (2001) researched six middle
schools to understand the nature of advisory programs :;;.nd how they contributed to a
sense of community. Their research resulted in positiv~ comn:.ents from students. One
student reported the following:
I think it's a really good prngramji:st because it's

'.10t

like [sic] a stressful

subject. You got to just sort [sic] let go and just be yourself during the day
and just talk to your teachers and get to knovv th~m better and have them
get to know you. (p. 19)
,:A,pother student responded, "] like it cause [sic] she v;ould talk to me about doing better.
I.got better in [sicl,.like my behavior and uhm ... yeah [sic], I am n)uch better now" (p.

21) .•
Advisor Benefits
It was found that advisory programs were beneficial tr, teachers and counselors as
well as students. Clark and Clark 0994) and Weller (JD04) noted that advisors had the
opportunity to know students and parerts on a more personal bvel, which helped to
establish a better rapport between the home and school. The established relationship
encouraged advisors to participare in more sociat and, i'.'-'trarnural activities. It was
determined that advisory permitted tsachern to buil~J d0ser relationships with students,
creating a more personal connecti.on. 'Norkingas an adv;,sor-also provided the

opportunity to work with a small group.of sti,1dc,nts that could.,impact their academic and
personal growth and help thei;q, t0. p:im\!re sociali~:- and emoti0~mlly. Another benefit as
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posited by Weller (2004) was "getting personal satisfa{;tion from students looking to
them as a friend, confidant, and advocate'' (p. 238).
Ziegler and Mulhall's research on advisory (as cited in Spear, 2005) found that
after a school's first year of implementation, the teachers who served as advisors were
pleased with the outcomes. The teachers reported that 6e :;;tudents were better behaved,
more cooperative, and felt a better sem::e of comrrmnity. In addition, tardiness and
absences decreased, and the advisors guided their aJvisees in'more academic
conversations due to frequeni: requests from stl1dents. Fetner d al. 's research on advisory
(as cited in Spear, 2005) determiI1ed that teachers rated the fellowing as very positive:
•
· :' ',c;' · •

·.:,

Overall positiv.;; schoJl work climate
Staff commitment <:Ii part of the school work clin1<c.te

•

A personal corr1n1itment to the middle scho:il concept

•

Higher satisfaction ratings with overall satisfaction, intrinsic rewards, student
behavior, and parent and community support and jnvolvement. (p. 15)

Healy and Flint-Ferguson's (2006) evaluation of advisory indicated that teachers
felt positively about the following: g~tting to knaz"f: :.tudents, hearing their issues and
perspectives, engaging in non curiicubr topics, artd providing support. It was reported
that teachers needed advisory as i.TmcI1 as studetlls to satisfy ii1cir need to make
noteworthy differences in the Hvt~s of their smdents. George·JJZ~d Alexander (1993)
mentioned that often the ri:-Jutine::r of the classroom made ~t difficult for teachers to form
meaningful relationships with ~tudents; therefore, advbcryww.s the means to getting to
know a group of students i:i::r.--rcon.seqaential mann~r.
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Petritz (2004) examiced the experienc~s-Jfrt\rdale sd:oorteacnefadvisorsafter ~ implementing an effective advisory program. The teacher advisors perceived themselves
as completing the following actions: developed pcsitive relationships with their advisees,
communicated with their advisees, involved with each advisee, and cared about each
advisee. The testimonies of the advisors in. Petritz' s stuc:y supported the belief that
advisees would work to attain their greatest pote~tial -.vhen they had advisors who made
an effort to positively impact their lives.
Anfara and Brown's rese:r.!rch (2001) of six middle schools to understand and
describe the nature of advisory programs ;md how they contribute to a sense of
community resulted in the following positive .;:omments from advisors:
r. :,"'!It is an opportunity fer us to get to know !he children '.10 that if there are problems
:'.i,,lf

somewhere along the line, W{~ can help them Our role is to make school easier for
the children. I'd like to think that it make::.

l;l.

d~fferencc. I'd like to hope that it

does- that we are helping them to be kinder ami 1_sentler '.:o each other. I see it more
as just a family-like type of atmosphere v:here :here's somebody that you can go
to if you're having a probkm and you're stmggling(p. 15}.
Poliner and Lieber (2004) recorded that advisory created the time and structure to
help students develop communic:i.tion and organizational i;ki!ls which positively impact
all teachers during academic time. Jn addition, being an advisor could have had indirect
benefits for teachers. "It is not uncommon for teachers. to- develop new skills for
facilitating discussions, increase their commitmen~ to and.skills for personalizing
learning, and even change their-n.ndi;1rstanding.o.f\heir own aut):tority" (Poliner & Lieber,

p. 19).
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Frequency, Size, Length, and Time of Day
Knowles and Brown (2000) noted that the frequency of advisory, the size of the
ckass, the length of advisory, and the time of day of the advisory had a direct impact on
the overall effectiveness of a school's advisory program and in meeting students' needs.
The school's goals, time needed, and the frequency of the advisory meetings should be
considered when planning for advisory gr0ups. k some schools, advisory time has been
incorporated into the daily schedule with a specified amount of time allotted. Myrick et
al. (1990) determined that scheduled time for ad·,, 1sorv each day was ideal; this would
permit the teacher and students more opportunities to build relationships. Weller (2004)
advocated that daily sessicus provided the opportunity for students to interact in a safe
setting where thoughts, opinions, and solutions could be explored. McEwin, Dickinson,
andJenkins (as citied in Galassi et aL, 1998) reported survey results from 1,798 schools
which concluded that the most prevalent practice for advisnry was scheduling daily
meeting time; 63% of the schools reported this structure. founcen percent of the schools
reported meeting once a week.
Burkhardt ar;td Kane, (2005) fotmd that 10, to }2··studr-nts is the ideal number of
advisees for an advisory group to be effective. Anfarn (2006b ), Poliner and Lieber
(2004), Spear (2005), and R. Spear (personal con.;inunication, February 17, 2009)
recommended IO to 20 students i:,er ~Jvisory, which would allow the advisor time to
provide more personalized suppJrt. Galassi et al. (l 998}recommended that an advisory
program that emphasizing individualized relationships with advisees be limited to 12 to
18 students, which allowed small groups of stud~nts t•J work-together.
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McEwin, Dickinson, arid jenkins '::; repori( :?.'.:l :i-itjed:in_:Gala:ssi"et al~;-1998)
indicated that the most common advisory ler..gth was l 6 .. 30 minutes, which was repmied
by 65% of the schools. George and Alexander (1993) not,::d
For programs that m~et daily vdth the sam~ greup of students, thirty minutes
seems about right. Th:r~e quarters of an hour is too long for most of the activities
that one would expect to be conducted during advisor-advisee programs, and less
than twenty minutes seems too short and is likdy to tum into a homeroom where
little else than attendance is taken and announce~ents are accomplished. (p. 227)
James (as cited in MacLaury, 2C02) advised that the time sche:luled for advisory sessions
should be twice the number of students in the class. Spear (2007) and R. Spear (personal
C.Qrnmunication, February. I 7, 1009) noter!. that .1<lvi.Ro~:y s~ssions that met the needs of the
advisees were held 20 - 30 rr..inutes daily. Anfarr. (2006b) recommended that the length of
advisory meetings be an uni!!.tem1pud 20 - 40 minutes. T(nowles and Brown (2000)
posited that "periods of less th:m I 5 minutes mciy :1ot provide adequate opportunity to
engage in conversations that adclress students' social and emotional needs" (p. 152).
Weller (2004) supported another fonnut for advi.:-:or;. which was a ten minute
period at the beginning of each day which wouM, be med fur administrative purposes, and
an extended period twice a week for thirty or forty minutes. Cole (1992) noted that the
longer sessions allowed for relat!.onship building and cilier, goals of the school's advisory
program. It has been noted that the time o: day for adviso:ry,varied. Advisory scheduled
at the beginning of the day hel'ped:smd:ents prep;ITe foJ:tbe day with peers and an adult
who cared for them. R. Spear.(personal' comrounicatkin, J'ab.mary .17, 2009) noted that

advisory held at the beginning-Qfth~ day set the t,JnF.;·fo: the <fay-and allowed advisees to
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begin in a safe envitonmen1 by addressing any e?ening or morning issues that could
possibly be disruptive to the ;;chool day. Po1iner and I,_ieber (2004) contended that
advisory scheduled at the end of the day provided students a structure to ensure that they
had their homework and were prepared for the next day. "Special all-day advisory groups
once per term for service projects or off-campus community building" (Poliner & Lieber,
p. 51) is another way to facilitate time in advisory groups.

Learning Theo~;<>.,; for Teadtin;IAdult Learners
To provide information on advisory for staff members during professional
development, theories for teaching adult learners were explored. Leonard (2002),
McGonigal (2005),~and Ozuah (2005) concun~~cl that the constructivist theory was the
·:;\earning theory to employ .vhen i:e-:aching adult learner.<:. The &ndragogy learning theory
0

;(and
.the transfonnative-lea1'1J.bg theory- both 'Nere under the 1.mbrella of constructivism.
,
Ozuah noted that the implementation of the andragogy and tru:nsformative theories
employed elements of other learning theories: behavioral theo1y, cognitive theory,
humanistic theory, and developmental theory.
The constructivist theory addressed the adult learners' purpose for acquiring new
knowledge. Ozuah(2005) noted that r.onstructivi2m foc;usec1. on a shared learning
environment and knowledge ga-ined w!th the ac:iL leam::)r ha-ving an impact on what and
how they learn. Ozuah defined the ,;;onstructi :.rist tb~ory :1s, "The facilitator develops the
objectives along with the learners ::md grounds.the le,;m1ing in practical experiences.
Usually the instructor wmild r1rnhe.f0cr hypothcs,~ to fac1Etaii::- the learning process" (p.
85).
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Andragogy Learning Theory
Defining andragogy. A.ndragogy, a paradizm for teaching adults, was defined as
"the art and science·of helping ad.ult learners" (Merriam, 2001, p. 5). Carlson (as cited in
Bash, 2003) noted that Knowles, the pioneer of andragogy i~ the United States, defined
andragogy as "an emerging ter.:hnology for adult learning'' (p. 27). Bash (2003) wrote
"From a learning prospective, research has confirmed that proper andragogy (reaching
principles for the adult learner) is one way to optimize instruction for adults" (p. 137).
Andragogy has been described as a set of guide1ines (Merriam, 2001 ), a
philosophy (Pratt, 1988), a set of assumptions (Brookfield. 1986), and a theory (Knowles
& Associates, 1984). "The disp~rity of these positions is indicative.of the perplexing

natute of the field of adult leamfr g, but regardle13~, of 1Nhai'. it 1s called, it is an honest
atteropt to focus on·the learner" (Knowles; Holte•:, and Swanson, 2005, p. 1). Andragogy
has been referred to as a constructivist theory in that it i~ focused on the learners'
experiences, self-directednes~, an<l )rior knowledge v.cith the I.earners taking ownership
and initiative in constructing :rmrposeful knowledge for their JP,aming (Knowles &
Associates, 1984; Leonar<l, 2002). Although the term andragogik originated in 1833
when Alexander Kapp coined the term to describe the educational teachings of Plato and
other ancient historical personalities (Knowles et al.), Ozuah (2005) noted that the term

andragogy did not become rooted in the educational terminology until Lindeman began
to write extensively about a,hlt foarners in 1926.
Knowles and Associat,;;s (1984) and Knowles .::;t al. (2005) acknowledged that in
1967, Savicevic, an·.adult ed\1cator fror...1 Y:.igosh:i'ktU, ·v<.-as thtdirst to introduce the term
andragogy and its concept to. the United States. Knowles anc.,Associates credited
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Savicevic with the explanation th::1t andragogy, a tem1 raralleling pedagogy, was a "label
for the growing body of knowledge ,fftd technology in n~gard to adult learners" (p. 6).
Knowles and Associates visualized andragogy as being.on a continuum with pedagogy
ranging from the facilitator directing instruction to the learner's self-directedness
learning.

History of andragogy. Leonard (2002) uoted that Lindeman believed that the adult
learners' life experiences and the- colbhoration betwee1.: the facilitator and the adult
learners were valued criteria in the education pror,ess The National Staff Development
Council's [NSDC; 'n.d. J belief st?Jemer.t concu1red with Lindeman ( as cited in Mizell,
2008) that the "schools' mes! ccmplex problenm are hest so!ved by educators
cpLlaborating and learning i/Jgethc::r" (p. 2). In the late 1960s, Knowles and Associates

(l~Q£4) expanded on Lindeman\; beLef and began. extern,iv-:: work in the development of a
new perception about adult leame;-~:.
· Fogarty and Pete (2007) noted that Knowles's belief that adult learning differed
from pedagogy, the theory of teaching children, has haci· a gr-jat effect in the field of
professional learning. Houle and Tough (as cit.lid in Knowles· et al., 2005) paralleled
andragogy to the cognitive, social, and developmcnt;il ...:'.pe,.;ts·ofthe adult learner.
Houle's 1961 investigation th:::it focused on the reasons ;.;,ddt learners engaged in
continuing education found that ad{lt learners· f.:,;:·.us-waii on the teaching-learning
conditions (as cited in KnowlP,s ~! 2L). As a rez;Hh,of Houle's findings, adult learners
were categorized into three gt'!:mp:1: (ii) gonl-orier1ted learners, the cognitive factor of the
learners' need or interest; (b)c ac{ivity-orienk;d'learm,•%,,., the i~amers' social and human
relationships; and (c) learniug-orieuted learners, the e.~facatic;nal desire of the learners.
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Andragogical assumptions.· Knowles' s continued stady of adult learning led to a
transformation in his thinking, which resulted in six an<lragogical assumptions (Knowles
et al., 2005). By the 1980s, Knowles and A.ssociaies (1984) had organized the adult
learners and their learning into a "systematic framework o.f. assumptions, principles, and
strategies" (p. 7). First, Knov,les ,;!t al. presented four assumptions then later expanded
their list to six definitive assumptions: (a) need to know, (b) !f.:1mer's self-concept, (c)
learner's experience, (d) rc1;1diness to learn. (e) orientation to learn, and (f) motivation.
Motivation was added to the end of the list in 1984 then J.z.ter ~he need to know
assumption was added and placed at the beginning of !he list. No explicit reason was
given for the order of the six assumptions (Knowles et al.).
· ','.Knowles (1980) asseri:ed ihat ''the primary missi0n of education is. to help
indiv:~µ1,1.als satisfy their needs and achieve their goals" (p. ·n). Knowles and Brown
(2000) noted that adult learners need to kuow the why, what, and how oflearning before
adve11turing into the learning proress. Ozuah (2005) supp0rted the thinking that adults
have an inner desire to understand the use and vafoe of information they are given before
accepting the learning. Fogarty and Pete (2007) noted that the: adult learner expended lots
of energy and time seekin:~ to understand the personal value of the new learning and the
benefits from learning :md/or the consequence of not lea~ing, Knowles (1980) noted that
one of the functions of a professional development fadlitator was to create an
environment that supported the learners in discovering their need to know.
Knowles etal. (2005},, Le:::mar.i (2002), '.md Meniam (2001) agreed that the adult
learner's maturation developr11ent and self-concept ca,Jse<l~ ili~ adult learner to become
autonomous or self-directed, which prodm~ed a n,:-:ed for responsible and active
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involvement in decisions th:11 affected· their lives. Mazurkiewicz (2003) ascertained that
when learners attached their own me.aning w nev/ knovAedge, true learning occurred.
Merriam and Clark (2006) nuted that "learning connected to development is likely to be
embedded in the life experiences of adults and intricately related to the context of adult
life" (p. 30). Knowles and Associates (1984) and Vella (2002) expressed that the
educational environment conducive to learning for adults \:!ncouraged dialogue. Knowles
and Associates also noted that when the climate was physicaliy and psychologically
fitting, adult learners gained a feding of acceptance-, respecL, and support along with a
spirit of joint learning between the learner and facilitator.
Knowles arrd Associates ( :l 9/~4) further acknowledged that if facilitators
-:-:,,&;upported the adulrleamer 1n bec8rning open-rflinded. to the experiences of others and
':"(Solicited sharing orpositive ,experi.ences of learners frcni difit:i·.~nt cultures, it would be
-~ ,beneficial to all. Fogarty and .Pcf~ (2007) r.~ ~-ognized that when adult learners saw their
1

_need of self-direction unfilled, the:',' would often v;.rith{raw £torn the learning program.
Knowles et al. (2005) suggested that to avoid high drop out rates, it was critical that the
facilitator help adult learoers transition from the role of the dependent learners to selfdirecting learners.
Knowles and Associates (1984) recognizd +.har the '.earner's experience was the
most valued resource. Knowles and Associates, .K...i1owk;;·etuL (2005), Merriam (2001),
and Ozuah (2005) agreed that adult learners brnugbto L'1e educ,ational setting a multitude
of varied learning styles, needs, interests,. goal~ rend Kiesen,oir of diverse and

.

heterogeneous individual_ ·tX}~.ri..:!..ic;;;s th.at \Vere valued leami>l;g-resources. Bash (2003)
concurred that facilitators ~..hm1h}b,~'responsive t~·tlJ~}-!~run.erif personal histories and
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both common and diverse rnltures. Knowles and Assoc!ates, Knowles et al., Merriam,
Ozuah, and Vella (2002) agreed that engagement in g:·oup discussions encouraged adult
learners to share their life ex-periences and persper;tives. in the learning process. Knowles
and Knowles et al. further noted that collaborativ~ assignments that incorporated
heterogeneity and the expertise of peer learners v1ere needed. Knowles et al. stated that
when an adult's "experiences are ignored or devalued, adults.will perceive this as
rejecting not only their ext'.'.ericnces, but rejecting themselves as persons" (p. 67).
Andragogy proposed that reality circumstances connected to life tasks were the most
significant, contextual experiences.
Fogarty and Pete (2007) wrote, "Readiness to learn is a matter of adults having
ITIQre psychic energy around goal., that were present-focused and satisfy current needs
tq.a.n goals that are future-foc11se<l and based on acqufring !.;.nowledge" (p. 94). Merriam
(2001) found that learning needs were do:c-.ely co;mi;;c;~d to changing social roles.
l'v,1erriam and Clark (2006) noted that "learning in ad~tlthood is shaped in part by the
social context of the learner·, (p. 31). Knowles and Brown (2000) and Ozuah (2005)
agreed that when topics were relev.:mt to the adult learners' life situations, they were
more interested in acquiring the knowledge. Knowles et al. (2005) indicated that timing
was essential to a learner's readiness to learn. Timing.odhe learning experiences was in
direct correlation with the developmental task, although the facilitator may need to
stimulate readiness through various techniques such as simulation exercises.
Knowles and Associates (1984), Knowles et al. (2005), and Ozuah (2005)
affumed that adult learners w~re self-centered in their poht of reference or orientation to
learning, generally ~ngaging iu lean1ing.v.lllen it·::·.:is .rpplicahle t9 their personal
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situations. Knowles·(1980) also acknowledged that adult ieamers are more interested in
problem-centered learning as npposed to su~jects. Wherrplanning a curriculum for adult
learners, subjects or topics naffowed to specifics was wi1at the adult learner wanted.
Generalized subjects were considered too broad, ~ontaining unneeded inforn1ation for
their repertoire of knowledge. Fogarty and Pete (2007) noted that adults approached new
learning with a sense of urgency with the expectation of using the new knowledge in the
near future, if not immediately..
Knowles et al. 's (2005) rest:arch n~veaied fo::i/ :110i:ivation, extrinsic and intrinsic,
was one of the key assumptions. While adult leamere were stimulated by extrinsic
motivators such as salaries and better jobs, internal pressures such as job satisfaction,
self.:-esteem, and the quality of life 'Herc the primaty motivatms. Reflection on the need to
.enhance their own skills activate.J more participation and sharing ¢.an extrinsic
motivation. A need for the information drvv::; adult learners' {nterest (Knowles &
Associates, 1984). Knowles's study (as cired in 3londy, 2007) indicated that when adult
learners were recognized and appreciated for their individ1.1al contributions in class, they
were more successful in.their educational goals.
Bash (2003) and Knowles et al. (2005) believed that a set of assumptions or
characteristics were necessary c0111ponents of z ,·P.mn~ible anctragogical approach to adult
learning. Bash noted that "andragogy is the only a<lul 1, leamir:g theory that draws
extensively from active application .rnther than ali::stract ·.:::mceptualization" (p. 36).
Leonard (2002) noted that th,, basic c0mponent8 ofaHdragog-y guided adult learners to
autonomy and self-dir!:)ctedness.
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Implementation of ondragogical assumptions. To impiement the andragogical
assumptions, Knowles et al. (2005) designed an instrnctio:nal process model to assist the
facilitator in procedures needed to prepare for the eI1g~1gementof adult learners in the
learning process. Knowles et al. asserted that a process modei'. was procedural and
provided resources,'differing from a contentproc:-;SS, which was designed to transmit
knowledge or skills. Knowles' aridragogical modd consisted of eight guidelines for
instructing self-directed indep~ndent adult learners and :.;timulating participation in their
own learning: (a) prepare the le?..mer, (b) ..:::stabiisi1 a cooperative learning environment;
(c) involve learners in planning of goals, (d) identify and analyze the learners' needs and
interests, (e) help learners to articulate learning objectiv.:.,;i. that are based on their needs
and individual interests, (f) design activities for achieviI1g the ,:bjectives, (g) organize
methods and resources needed to meet the objectives, and (h) evaluate the quality of the
learning experience and reasses3 th.; learners' fo:>:d~ C~1owles et al.). Merriam (2001)
noted that andragogy "remains ::.s the most lE'amtr-c.::.aten:d of all patterns of adult
educational programming" and that ·'andragogy is. being defir~ed more by the learning
situation than by the learner'' (p. S).

Transformative Learning Theor; ·

Defining trdnsfm motive theory. A~~ordii~.s to 2~f,;Gonigal (2005) Mezirow was
credited with the development of foe transfonn::;~ive k:arniI~g. theory, a constructivism
theory and a social and solitary process. Mezirow defined transformative learning as "the
process of using a prior interpretation to construe a nev· (.,t.revised interpretation of the
meaning of one's experienc~ in order to guide foturi;; action'' (as .cited in Taylor, 2008, p.
5). Leonard (as cited.in Me.rrirm a~<l Clark, 2006).j'l.{;i';::<l<~a!.. .""Mezirow first
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conceptualized bis theory when he studied wonk11's rcc;1try _rrograms in community
colleges" (p. 35). Merriam and Clark (1006) noted that in adult education, transformative
learning was personal cha•,ge that incorporated changt: in the learner and within the
learner as well. Theoretically based, transformative '.;.;amiT!g intended to change attitudes,
beliefs, and perceptions of the learner.arid change each learner's learning process. A
relevant factor of transformative learning was that the learners had to recognize their own
limitations in order to make the transformation as they rdlected on their experiences and
dialogued with others.
Change was intendec: 1:o be an indi ,;idual personal experience that promotes
0

learning and developmental growth. Taylor (2008) noted that frames ofreferences
!influenced the learners' "taci; roint; of view anc'. influence their thinking, beliefs, and
actions'' (p. 5). Adult learners who were consck:1sly transfonned from the ideals and
actions that shaped who they were and their way of thinking became decisively astute to
the assumptions that aided in thefonnation of their decisions and understandings. A
transformation of the learners' curren~ knowledge must have occurred; simply imparting
knowledge to the learners would not transform learners.
Transformative learning refers to the process by which we transform our takenfor-granted frames of reference (meaning pers:Jecf ves, habits of mind, mind-sets)
to make them more inclusive, discriminaL,16, 0pen, emotionally capable of
change, and reflective so that they m;ty generate opir.1ons and beliefs that will
prove more true or ,iu:;;tifieu i:o guide action. (Mez:irow, 2000, p. 7-8)

Mezirow (1991) notecL .~h..it ~eispecfr.= e (ransformatioh,, a paradigm shift, was the
process that led to transfom1a:h, ..: learning. McGoniga! t2005) noted that perspective
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transformative was the "most significant kind of knowledge transformation" (p. 1).
According to Merriam and Clark (2006), perspective tra1,.sformation was a process that
took place when adults understood ihemselves a11d when thefrstance on beliefs in the
world was changing. Giles (as cited in Mafone, Jones,, & Stallings, 2002) defmed
perceptive transformation as "seeing issues in a nev,• way"(p. 62). Laird, Naquin, and
Holton (2003) noted that Mezit0v1 :Jc:fined persp.;;cfo;.:> traris;c,rmation as
(1) the process of bec0ming critically av,are of how ar.d why our assumptions
have come to cons'il'ain the way we pi,jrceive, underst ..md, and feel about our
world; (2) changing the structures of habitirni expectation to make possible a more
inclusive, discriminating, and integrating perspective, and finally, (2) making
choices or otherwise acting upon these new understandings. (2003, p. 147)
"'"

Duffy (2003) declared, "Change requires that we unlearn negative mental models
and learn new ones, and staff developers play a critic;} roie ir. designing and delivering
the kind of professional leaming that can help edccatrn·s do so" (p. 1). Duffy further
noted that mental models blocked new inf01mation., McGcnigal (2005) acknowledged
that opposition to making a perspec-:ive transfo11r1atiorr is net uncommon, and new
information that may cause or even force ad,ilt I.earners to "consider, evaluate, and revise
underlying assumptions C?.n be: an emotionally charged expe,·ience" (p. 2). According to
McAdamis (2008)
Brain researchers tell us that Laming occurs w.hen the learner creates new neutral
networks or strengthens those that already exist. Triey say this change in structure
.of the brain-causes thi;Jeamer to practict,new h2.bits of mind and behaviors to the
point they become habitual. (p. 9)
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In Tips for. Facilitators (2005) it was noted tb:.t the: transfer of surface knowledge
to profound understanding w~s esse11tial for a trnc: transformation to occur. According to
Duffy (2003 ), when adult lean:iers were pres~nt-30 witb new Information that may have
changed their way of thinking, they scanned their mentd models, noting if the
information being received was consisten~ v.rith their k.11:)wledge base. If the new
information was consistent with the learner's exhting mental rnodel, the infonnation was
accepted, if not the learner had to construct a new mental model to accept or reject the
new information. Taylor (as cited in McGonig;1.l 2005; noted that facilitators who used
the transformative learning process created a learning ~nvironment that promoted
_iptellectual openness. This wa:,, tu ,~onnter the op-posit~on to c.hange that may have
occurred.
\

f

·f

Strategies for transfcrmaiion. McGonigaJ (2005} rletennined for a facilitator to

move adult learners from perspective !rau:.;fonr,:tt; )n to the ac,~eptance of new learning,
various strategies needed to be e:-nployed to stimulate tJ·,e leaml:r. Cranton (as cited in
McGonigal, 2005) stated that "when the3c proce;;ses cci;ur, learners are more likely to
revise their underlying assumption~, adopi: a new paradigm, and apply their new
paradigm" (p. 2). To aid in perspective transformation, McGonigal detailed five factors:
(a) create an arousing event or disorientating dilemma thnt exposed and activated the
limitations and beliefs of the learners; (b) provide opportunlti~s for the adult learners to
identify and communicate their ais1..m~j)tions by ,:.mJ:IJ"'.-yi:::ig suqh strategies as critical
questioning, predicting, and ,;;lw,llengi.ng dialogn,.;; (c\gu.'dc. ~he learners into selfreflection through a,.ctivities suet

JS

)ri,,;ate jour;i,/:fr;g.a:-id s111all group discussions to

bring out where beliefs devciopcd and how the bc·1iet\-intlut::'ftCe their understanding; (d)

·)
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dialogue through discussion and deb;.::0 with othenrn~ the group examined alternative
ideas and methods; and (e) provide opportunities that enabled transformative learning to
move from a passive mode afthi;}king into act:on as the learner applied the new
knowledge. Assignments that required learners to app::aac~:1.the current thinking and roleplaying activities often stimHlated leamers to try t1ew perspectives. McGonigal and
National School Refonn Faculty (n.d.) suggested exknding.dialogue beyond the walls of
the classroom setting. Online discu::~ion via blog:-;, wikis, twittering, and email enable
discourse outside of the classroom.
While all five of McGonigal's (2005) factors contributed to the transformation of
the learner's thinking and i<leas, two were more challengingfor adult learners: dialogue
... '1J1dreflection. McAdamis (2008), Mczirow (1991), Mizell (2008), and Vella (2002)
.;oncurred that dialogue was the most critical to promote clrnnge. Adult learners must feel
.; safe when they share their hel.iefr, Self-reflection is the most private of transformative
.)earning. The adult learners must admit the reasons fo:; the heliefs that were being
questioned.
Merizow (1991) listed ten phases adult I.earners experienced when transforming
their learning:
I . A disorienting dilemma
2. Self-examination \vi.fa .feelings of guilt or sh«me
3. A critical assessment of episternic, sociocuiWra( or psychic assumptions
4. Recognition that one's dis 1hontent anJth~. process oftransformation are shared

and that others hav.:.:negotiated a similar chang,;-.-·
5. Exploration of optioa~.,for new roles, relationships, ~nd actions
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6. Planning a coursf' of action
7. Acquisition of knowledge and skilfo

~(Ji'

implementing one's plans

8. Provisional trying of new roles
9. Building of competence and self-confidence in new roles and relationships;
and
10. A reintegration into on.;!'S life on the basis :if conditions dictated by one's new
perspective. (p. 168-169)
Clark, Courtenay, Menfam, and Ree\'es (as cited i·.1 t-.1erriam and Clark, 2006)
posited that "The transformation process r.an be: incremental, with small transformation
.,. J~ading to a more all encompassb.g perspective iransformation" (p. 35). Mezirow (1991)
,,,.. ,bypothesized that transformative learning was not compiete nntil learners had changed
.. :t-4 !l1eir complete perspective on the tk:w l~aming.

,\l! phases of transformative learning

.;;; must have been completed fer a tru.:: transfonr1a:irm co have taken place. The learners'
,1

engagement with some off:·:~ tran·:fo~ati0n pkses that icd ti.-w learners to think
9ritically and question their .Jssumptions would evem:u.01lly lead to transformation. New
i:pformation could not ::;imply be lnyered onto prior knowledge. The facilitator had the
challenge of helping learners unlearn or revise existing knowledge. Mezirow noted that
transformation of a thought, belief, or understanding usua'.1y ·xcurred when the adult
learner was energized to take action by a disturbing or disconcerting experience.
Mezirow (1991) viewed r~ffo::·tion as the most impm_.t.ant factor in the
transformation process. To address this factor, Mezirow outlined three types ofreflection
that s4ould be included: (a) content .reflection th:u addre.:;sed the description of the
problem, (b) process ref)ecticm that required tbo\1ghtto·be:gi.ven to the strategies needed
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to resolve the problem, and (c) premise reflection that 1ue;,;tio,1ed assumptions, beliefs, or
values, which were.essential to the prnblem. Mezirow ·~1991)declared that
"transformation has occurred when the evolution of refle,:::tion has resulted in an
awareness of an invalid, undevdoped, or distorted perspective; the perspective has been
revised; and the learner has acted on the revised belief· (p. l I3).
According to Leonard (2002), McGonigal (20C5), and Ozuah (2005), adult
learning theories have guided facititat('TS in designi ,1g ar.d ~ailoring professional
development programs to alig;1 "'iti1 Lhe adult kamerc.;' nee&,, readiness, and point of
teference. The six assumptiors for 3dtllt learning identified b:; Knowles at al. (2005)
y.r_f,re (a) need to know, (b) learnc,r','; self-concept, (c) learner's experience, (d) readiness

,;,_.to,J~arn, (e) orientation to learn, and (f) :notivation. Knowles at al. noted that when
.· pl_anning an adult learning course, the six assumptions :;hould be components
• incorporated into teacher development. McGonigal and Mezir0w ( I 991) concurred that
. learners used prior experien.;~s to guide new learning. Adults can be guided toward
embracing new information thrm.igh engagement }ll activiL~s such as (a) critical
questioning, (b) dialogue, (c) self-reflection, and {d) Ple playing. Multiple factors have
influenced the learning expericnc,'s of adults, an<l f~cili~at..~r& needed to be cognizant
when providing developmcn~ opro:~-:1nitks tha·: ·:m;:>ad a.du]'. !earners.

· Profess;'Jnal Developmen:: to f nfluence .13eliefs
Effective Professional De,:Rlopment Strategies and Concept;;,,
Brookfield (1936) noted that professional dt~velopment was an educational

delivery mode that engaged adult learr.1ers in the ieaini.11g process. Aronson and Patnoe
(1997), Fogarty and Pete ( 2007), and Kagan ( 1994) concurred. that effective professional
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development for teachers and counselors Flclude-.'. riarficipation in independent activities,
cooperative learning, and whole group activities such as n!sponding to an agree-disagree
list of statements, reflections, ass,;ss-ment and feedba1~k, and think-pair-share. Fogarty and
~ete further not~d that during .orofossi.onal deve}opment, vari(!lS intelligences were
incorporated into the learning process to address the learning styles of adult learners.
According to Jensen ( 1998) active learning strategies accelernted-understanding, recall,
and meaning. Jensen suppcrted the ne.::d for short, meaningfhl leaming activities,
opportunities for learners to actively engage in the process, clear and concise directions,
scheduling for the learning, and

ai1

array of types of activities during the development

Rrocess. These strategies served to actively enga 17,e ,adult le:r:in~ers.
, ·\ ..

The relevance of the -.:ontent engaged educat0rs in the learning process with

: -_~ialogue as a maj01: factor. McAdamis (2008) noterl that for habitual change in the
.,·. Jeamer's mind-set to take phiee, content included "detp mer.ning, emotion, and/or
. reflection" (p. 9) experiences. Norman and Breidenstein (2006) noted that facilitating
11dult learners in "a collaborative investigatiorrof practice requires participants to enter
ipto a new discourse" (p. 2) Communication with others, t:1lking through the problem,
and meditation were approaches to dunging beliefs.
Dialogue was an element needed for inquiry, analyzing, and weighing various
understandings. Protocol, a structired professional conversation, was used to guide
conversation. Speci_fic features• and purposes we!:'e ouf'i'ine(~'in each protocol that allowed
facilitators to determine whid1 conversafo:11 met lae·ot:eds o"lthe participants. Allen and
Blythe (2004) noted that protocols visibly outfo1ed the roll! each p~rticipant played during
the process.
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Effective professional development has b~en based on various criteria by
researchers and academicians. Fogarty and Pete (2007) c011tended that when development
was job-embedded and teachers· ::md counselors' knowledge had been heightened, a
higher level of instruction and student achievement was more likely to occur. Garet,
Porter, Desimone, Birman, and Yoon (as cited in 'lt~lfo,.2002) and Wayne, Yoon, Zhu,
Croned, and Garet (2008) concurred that active learr)ng, coh..:rence, and collaboration
during the development weff successful practice$ of prni"~ssi0nal development.
Brookfield and Mackie (as cited ·:n Bash, 2003);. ticAdamis (2008), and Vella (2002)
agreed that when adult learners 'dere actively engaged·in the learning, training was more
-

effective. The Nati6nal Association of Elemenca:ry Schcol Principals (2001) reported that
"professional development activities ~re consid~r-::d effective if they lead to changes in
practice of adults and the performance of students" (p. 41).

Active Engagement
Vella (2002) used quantum concepts, thinking and learning, in her study on adult
learning. She defin~d quantum thinking as "looking-,:tthe world in a new way" (p. 29)
and advocated for dialogue to be the key pathway fo;, ch3:~1ge. Fullan (2007) noted that
dialogue was essential when prov!diJg adults in t\e·..:ctu:::1tior..1I setting with new
information and skills, V arion.s fonns of profes·,ir.:ia! development provided opportunities
to discuss experiences. with colleagues and increase the repertoire of teachers and
counselors. McAdamis (20G8), Mezirow (l 99,l ), Mizcff (2003'), and Vella agreed that
discourse was a critical piece in tht adult :eamirig' :;:rtvironrnenHo promote the
transformation process.
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To foster dialogue between i:ht facilitatvi" ai1d Le~,mer and among the learners and
to ensure that effective learning bar occurr~d, V dk (2002) developed twelve
interconnecting educational principles wd prni::tiGes G1at were based on dialogue. She
alleged that none of the prin,,jplts couid be eliminated in ~he-process. Bash (2003) noted
that dialogue and interacti,m we:'e t;Ssential ;·11 th2 appEcation 0f Vella's twelve
principles.
The twelve principies created by Vella (2002) -vere based on the premise that
dialogue was essential in the teaching cf adult learners. Tl- e priaciples established were
(a) access the needs of the adult learner by including the learner in planning the
,purriculum; (b) create a safe environment for open JiswssiDn; (c) encourage sound

i;, .

relationships through open communication with ..:;;;.1phases on listening and humility; (d)

··s.

present the content sequentially tu guiJe the lea~er from 1tie simple to the complex and
from group support to individual ,1wncrship, th,:.n rci;&)fce

'.·,i

hi

an engaging way; (e)

incorporate praxis, "action wi~h ~·:>.tlec~ion" (p. } ,:!) to tcansfo· ,nformation into new skills
or knowledge, then reflect on th:: results; (f) ~clu1ow!erlge arid respect the learners'
knowledge and their opinion::: by giving them choices ,~nd accpting their suggestions; (h)
recognize the shift in the iu~as, feelings, and action of ·;he learner; (i) realize that
immediacy of the learning is key to ad1 :lt learners remainii~f; n~otivated, attentive, and
present; G) incorporate equity for adult learners hetween thc:m and the facilitator; (k)
provide opportunities for teamwork which reflec.; Lhr.~ad.uh k:amers' real world; (I)
incorporate active engagement; and (m) make

learner has learned.

an ·:-~~.kd10IdenY accountable for what the
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McAdamis (2008) aot:~<l thPt lcarnrrn mPst be ::1.ctive engagers in their own
learning. Related to,Vella's principles, Bash (2003) acdaimeiHhat (a) effective learning
affected the learner's thinking, attitudes, values, perceptions and behavioral patterns; (b)
adult learners value the knowledge they experience opposed to knowledge gained from
lecture or read from a book; (c) active learning was more effective; (d) the learner's
cognitive, affective, and behavioral system must have :2hanged for a true transformation
to evolve; (e) infon:nation acq11ired coes nvt chan~:"' tk:- learner's cognitive, affective, and
behavior patterns; (f) direct exper:e11ce did not produce ·,:a)id knowledge; (g) basic
.attitudes and ideas must have d1r:aged. if there was a permanent change in behavioral
_patterns; (h) perception transf)D:1.at,ion, of thi Iearner'~ self and- social environment was
, :f'

_seeded before transformai '.oe occurs; (i) a ~afe, supportive e·.wironment allowed the

·.;~ .JE.arner to take chan,ces and display new behaviors, attitudts, ~\nd ideas; G) changes were
" more likely to have occum·d in a supportive group; and (k) acceptance of new ideas,
.·. behaviors, and attitudes transpired when the person accepted association with a new
group.

Adult Learning Presentation Desigh
Jensen (199~) sugge&ted that whev desigr in~ f'. prese11tation for adult learners, an
exciting, positive, ap_d producti_ve phy~iolog1ca1 lea:ning e""'l.Vironment should be created
before formal teaching begiN\,.T0 facilitate a p1)~;it:ve r:~eni.,.g the following techniques
were employed: playing inspiring music, telling::a brief personal story, sharing an unusual
bit of factual trivia,.sharin~ c, g!Jati,.!e quote, a.nd using hum~r. In addition, the facilitator
must have develop~d a m~thod to connect the topic w eacb,participant's initial thought
for a positive outcq:r;ne for the participants. Jensen further noted that in order for adult
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learners to·have learned new maL.:rial, they had t..) be ..:;:,.ricr:ts .md had to have understood
the relevance and big picture ~1f the content. Mizc::i) (2008) noted that facilitators had to
take the lead for the adult lear:.1ers to convert from "problem-shifters to problems-solvers"
(p. 2).
Knowles' (1980) resenrch on adult leam.:rs identified teaching methods and
correlated them to desired behavioral outcomes. Lecture, television, debate, interview,
book discussion, and reading were recommended teJ.chiJ,g methods when the desired
outcome was to provide le8mers with knowledge. AuJ1ence participation, problemsolving discussion, case discussion, and demonstration were employed for adult learners
to gain.an understanding of:lle material. Role playing, nonverbal exercises and games

"

were methods. used to communic::lt<:; specific skills, If the uutc.ome were to impact
attitud~ Knowles suggested group-center,~d discussion, nonverbal exercises, experience

r;.:_:,._-,,.

sharing~discussion, ..and participative cases. To produce 3 <lesired behavioral outcome of
changedyalues, teaching methods r::uch as lectur:-.:, deb::te, di.a!ogue, guided discussion,
experience sharing discussion, and celevisiorr w >re incorpornt~d into the lesson. Knowles
suggested that if the goal '.:.rere to generate interest, teaching methods should have
included exhibits, trips, television or film, experience, shari.ng discussion, and
demonstration.
Knowles (1980) recommended that the learning take place in a group setting, so
all participants were involv?d.. A~)Ca result,. Kncwles outlined a variety of functions to be
employed in small group settbgs:,
Topical discussion.g:·nups: gcoups. =.Jrgani~~,.;& for' the purpose of reacting to, testing

the meaning of,. or sharing ideas about infom1~I inputs from reading or speakers
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on given topics; special-in~crcst groups: group3 -.1rganizcd according to categ01ies
of interests of partic~pm1ts for the purpose of sl.far:ing experiences and exploring
common concerns; inquiry groups: groups.org,'.nized to search out information
and report their findings to the total assembly; learning teaching teams: groups
which take responsibility for learning all they can about a content unit and sharing
what they have learned with the total assembly. (p. 236-237)
To keep the facilitator foc:,.1seC: on the ad'..ilt 1 ,:.''.tTJf~rs when designing a learning
presentation, Garmston (200") and Lipton and We!lman 1'W01) put into place some
guidelines. Garmston's guidelincJ.:v,Jere in.the focm;:i.!. ef .four fundamental questions.
'.'Wl;iat do I want participants. ~o foam? How wil L\kncw they are learning it? What
strat@gies or approaches wil i I use? What can I karn by designing ar1d delivering the
cont~t and how can that illfonn refir.ements'' (p_ 36). Lipton and Wellman theorized
three.phases of learning: (a) R.ctivatc and engage., (b) e.xplore and discover, and-(c)
organize and integrate.
· Bash (2003), Brookfield. (1986), and K.n0wlcs (l930)recognized that facilitators
needed Jo be flexible, encouragi:: authenticity,

[illd

capable of i!dapting or improvising

during development activities. The :-.. t·i!ity to adhst 1.he.:;ry bac:::ed development was crucial
to successful practice when w0rking with adult learners. The multiplicity of methods and
techniques utilized during the phnm.;ng of the pn}:f~8:~ional _dev~lopment was pertinent. It
was determined that adjustm,~nt'.", tc pla.-:ined pr::~s.rnt;:(tiornrnftw became more meaningful
and relevant to the learners. Brookfieid·no,cd, "There i:s rio single mode of program

develqpment suitable for thci beteroge.neous. t.llllV\;:rse· ::;.~·ad .1lt ieamers" (p. 259).
0
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Adult Learner's Engagement in Professional Development
Although le,aming assumpti.ons m::i.y diff::.~t betwe~n a<lult learners and dependent
learners, the NSDC.(n.d.) starn:btd rel.ated to staff development stated, "Staff
development that improves the lean~ing of all stud.:nts appl ie!; knowledge about human
learning and change" (Process Standards section, ,i 1). NSDC's rationale was that the
learning methods used to teach adults shouid closely resemble the methods used with
students, even though they r~cognized that ad1Jit leam:r, brought to the learning
environment a multitude oflife exµ~rienccs and h~.d t>-'·edet~rmined ideas of what they
wanted to learn and the reasons for their desire to learn. In the rationale NSDC named
three di)llensions th?t promoted change within the adu!t JearDf.r: Clearer understanding of
the issl!e, feelings, and life stage differences.
-~SDC (n.d..J wrote six principles for effoctiv~ prnfessional development:
Begin w}th the pr0fessiona1 learning ,::omnunity.
Use multiple sources 0f ,:,oncrete dat,: c:0 detennine professional learning
priorities, evaluakprofessional progn~:;:s, ,md :mst,tin improvement.

•

Employ .research and s~rategies conducive k>pracncal application .

•

Mandate, contim1:_ius profession:·:.~ leaming ,, •. a co1 laborative, mutually
supportive, and ir.teraci;ve !earning envirc,JmeP.t.·

•

Model a safe learning environment with high expectations for achievement
and gives [sic] educ;-1tors the tool~ to assist students in meeting academic
standards.

•

Be aligt?,ed with the goal~ <..~fthe schoai aA1d.distr,ct.. (pp. 5 - 6)

Fogarty and Pete (2,007) recomme.n.deJ-seven criteria for ~rofessional development:
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l. Sustain~d: Trnini,Jg . i,:: i m;~l,emellted nvcr time. ·· · ...
2. Job embedded: Training occurs andhr con6nue~7.at the work site.

3. Collegial:. Training builds and supports u··:'.:Jrnmunity ofleamers.
4. Interactive: Training invit~s, involves, and ·.:ngages participants.

5. Integrated: Training is electdc (Web-bases, online, text, face-to-face).
6. Results oriented: Training meets a need, is goal driven is data driven.
7. Practical, hands on: Ttaining is relevr.nt ~·.,ith rul.-world problems. (p. 41)

Handouts
. Participants}in leaming·envir01lments valued havir,g something tangible to refer to
at a later~time. The written inforrnarion shou!clhecle:.w, visua}ly appealing, and follow the
present~tjpn format. Jensen ( ~ 998) det8.iled points that shoul tl he adhered to when
preparing handouts: .
•"'" Use fewer, rather thaa mol·e yages.
• ·<

Include referen..:es for your work.

•

Provide handouts at the star! of the session or a3 pa:cticipants register or enter
the room.

•

Make them interactiw-leave blanks foT pn:cipJ:'its to fill with information
covered in the preser1latic,n

•

Print on·only on.: side of th~ page-lea,,c· the· other side for notes.

•

Do not provide toumuch detail-include only key i:deas.

•

Don't oyeruse graphi(:'.s; ui'.sc'enougb }:rrprovid,;> vis,\;al interest.

•

Number_ the pages fo:,\·e,isy refeH::nce.

•

Tell the•audience·whether or not the pages are reproducible.
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Give additional resources for follow up.

•

Print IO to 30 perc~nt more handout than you faink you'll need. (p. 43).
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Timing
Jensen (1998) noted that the time frame aDotced for tlte teaching was an important
factor that facilitators must re(;vgnize. To starl m: timr. .1md to emphasize opening and
closing were major feats in maim:ai-ning the adult iearners' interest and participation. A
0

planned and prepared strortg opening and closing resonated ,vith audiences. After the
opening, an overview 0f what v.,ould be presented and a plan in case the allotted time ran
out were also important factors to be mindful of when planning professional
development. Brookfield (1986) and Jensen agreed that if a scheduled break would be
needed during the profession?.! development session, it should be communicated to the
adult learners at the. beginning. Adult learners like to be ir:formed. Brookfield noted that
at the cqnclusion of the leamirig ac1ivity,

;}.!',

evaltiatiorr instrument or feedback form was

needed.·
qJensen (1998) furthei' noted ?hat the faciE::ator should focture no more than 20
minutes in order to avoid saturation. He suggestechhat after the lecture, have participants
should stand, stretch, reflect, .md share their learning wi~h others. Another important
element to include after lecture was to engage the participants by asking questions related
to the presentation.

Maintaining the Learner's Attention
Maintaining the adult learner's attention, can be challenging for the facilitator,.
Wlodkowski (2008) found that engaging the learner during,a presentation and utilizing

teclmiques to refocus the leam:er orrthe eve.11t h~.!~-;-~fkl'keep the learner focused on the
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presentation and the facilitat0r. Wlodkowski developed five s;:::-ategies for sustaining the
learner's attention:

an learners on an equitable basis

•

Provide frequent response opportunities to

•

Help learners realize their accountability foe what they are learning

•

Provide variety in personal presentation style, modes of instruction, and
learning materials

•

futroduce, connect, ruid end learning ::divities dtrnctively and clearly

•

Selectively use breaks, scctling time, u~~.: pi,ysical exercises. (pp. 235-248)

· Fogarty and Pete (2007) devek,ped three f!ssentiaf iundamentals they determined
were required for the facilitai:or of adult learners: (a) capture the attention of the learners;
;.J,,,

(b) maintai.n·a captured audience: (t:) :·xap impo•.1ant points-;,; the end of the session.
Fogarty and: Pete agreed that visuals greatly enhanced the prei:,entation at the beginning,
1

middle, or olosing, The researchers shar.;d thl! follov1i11.g tcch1:iques for capturing the
adult learners' attention: include a formal introduction of the facilitator that included the
facilitator's credentials, have an energized opening, and offer a printed or displayed
agenda. It was important to adult learners that they knew the who, what, and why of the
presentation. The learners wanted a big picture c~ ~vhat thc-1 ·Nould be encountering in the
learning process. Some sugge::;tP.d pc inter:, for th,: fo.)iiitator to use are storytelling;
stating facts, data, and infonnutio,1; intertwining h .1,nor lli\D rhe'presentation; moving
1

from one position to another ;:o k.:.:ep :he audienc1:: fo1.'.a:-:.ed O.i:' rhe facilitator; interacting
with the audience; andhavinsth~ abilityto reachhe audienc::':, :,o the facilitator knows
when to switch gears. The '::'~8earch~r:fdetennined tliat th~ closing was as vital as the
opening of the session c)lld recapping was eszssenti1;(. Sc,m:I!· t:ps for effective closings
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were to leave the audience thinL,1g, summarize key pc,ints with a visual, have a closing
activity, and distribute evaluation forms.
Rogers (as cited in Know:~s ei al., 2005) ic:lc.-..titi~d tluee attitudinal qualities of a
facilitator that are needed in J:ie development 'Jf :he perscnairelationship between the
facilitator and the learner: "(a) rcaln,!ss or genuL'1tne3t; (li) ncn-possessive caring,
prizing, trust, and respect; and (c) empathetic und.~rstanding and sensitive and accurate
listening" (p. 85). Rogers abo delineated ten guidelinef: for facilitators: (a) set climate of
the group or class experience; {b) clarify rurpc3e:~ of cir.;s for the individual learners as
well as for the entire class; (c) identify the lcarn~rs' m0tivai:ion for attending; (d) have
quick reference resources readily <l.Vailable to the learner: ( e) avail themselves to the
leaTI\yrs as needed; (f) respond to the intellectual content and f.motional attitudes of the
learn,ers; (g) establish a community of learners and become a participant of the group; (h)
takeJhe initiative to P,articipate i:, the ... haring of foe'.)ng~, per:::onal satisfactions and
disappointments without the 1camers' fear ofheingjiidged; (') be cognizant of the
participants' feelings and help th::: lc·amers bring i\ti.( discomforts or tensions to the open
for understanding and use by Lhc group; and (j) bf\ conscious ;)[ the learners' own
limitations to avoid conflici and tc, welconi~ intetchang0 with the learners.

Evaluation
According to Brookfield(] 986), professional Jeve!,)pment included "frequent,
but informal, formative evaluation" (p. 255). Evaluation of the development was a
component of adult learners' needs.

Evaluation is commonly conceived as r. final checking of the outcomes or results

of a prograip.. It happeris dlcr •he traiuin:·.; ac~,v~iy. a::.1<l.J1ssessment of whether or
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not the activity has bc:bn successfal in ter/,:s cf the or[ginal statement of aims. For
effective staff developmen1 such an approach is of little use. What is much more
useful is a regular checking of progress by enco1;;rnging participants to voice
thoughts, feelings, impressions, and concerns. (Brookfield, 1986, pp. 255-256)
Brookfield ( 1986) determined that feedback was a valued and necessary
component of a professional development session. He sugge8ted developing a simple
sheet for feedback that would be given to the participants at the end of the session and/or
having a collaborative discussioP with the group particip::mts. The feedback obtained
would provide the facilitator ~.vith the ieamers' perception nf the purpose of the session,
new learning acquired, and futur's' k''i'1ming neeMd, The. foedba.ck sheet should be
designei:f'lo be take no mort: ~ban fr.;e minutes io Dornplete. /1:. collaborative discussion
was a· method to be'conducL::d at the :;nd of a session for 10-:- 15 minutes. The
participants would discuss the purposes. accomp!ishrr1:.·:~ts, and the additional info1mation
they would like to have during futffe sessions.
Both approaches of evaluation allowed the aduit learners to share their perception
of the learning. The evaluations were not to ::1ilow participan~s to measure the success of
the sessions and determine the. extent of success for the learning objectives. The
evaluation tools allowed the particip;:1 ts to self--,sse~s. ;rvi11e (2006) noted that it was
important to know iftbe attitudes and practices of partidp?.nts changed during the
development. Brookfield (1086) 1,,0,;;.~d that "this goal-free method of evaluation allows
participants to feel in control Iif ~vuluation and .:½lses_sment of the exercise" (p. 257).
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Summary
A professional developmeut multisessi on course t-.:r influence teachers' and
counselors' opinions and beliefs about middle scI1ool advisory was developed. Literature
on characteristics of middle school students, middle Jchool ~eform, and middle school
advisory were researched, as well as learning th(;;mies lhat pertained to adult learners.
Pitton, as cited in Dickinson_ (2001) stated, "Adv;.sory is.:i foreign experience for many
teachers and McEwin, Dickinson. ind Jenkins' work identifies that teachers are often
opposed to this role" (p. 30). ·;'hi;::teforc, an invcs':igath1n on r 1Iective professional
development strategies anJ conc~pi:s was alsc, in-.:;orp0r::1.ted in the literature reviews.
It was found that middle school students were young ;c:;dolescents, who
experienc"ed a unique and challenging period of maturntion. For middle schools to
address the needs of their students, some middle school educators have strongly
suggested advisory. To promote advisory, the staff must havi: embraced the idea and been
trained through. professional development sessio:ns,

:ci.110

thr= facilitator should be

cognizant that teaching or training of adult leamern ·1,1as different from teaching students.
For the purpose of using the. best ~echniques and <:;trn.tegies for teaching adult learners and
to challenge the participants· opi,1ions and be~ids rehted to tniddle school advisory, the
andragogy and transformativ:., le,:min; theories were explorrj
To facilitate a succ,::ssful pDfossional development course, the facilitator had to
process certain qualities. An effective,facilitator was (kscribc,1 as pragmatic, a planner,
an accepter of input from kmners" and an encourager :;)f active participation. The
facilitator considered the adult learners' experiences as great resources and included them
in the development The planning of instructiori.al actiyil:ie3 and the curriculum required
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collaboration on the part of the fafilita,tor and the adult lf;a'iners to accomplish a mutual
product. Handouts were created tp :::1!wurage leai·ners to reflect on the learning when
away from the development '.,~tting, A timeline, prepared for the dissemination of
information and shared with the leam~rs, gave learners insight to the professional
development expectations, goals, and objectives.

An exciting psychological er,_vironment motivated learners and built rapport
within the group. Frequent evaluative input informed the faciljtator and the learners of the
progress made regarding the char.ge in opinions and ideas. To quote Oliver Wendell
Holmes: "A man's mind, once stretched bv a new 1der,;~ ne9er,regains its original
dimensions" (as cited in McAdamis, 2008, p. 9).
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m ··- Methc•d

Overview
Makkohen (2004) and Shulkind (2008) noted that when students had
opportunities for healthy, frequent, and meaningful dialogue with a caring adult at school,
they achieved greater success. To assi,st the middie schc0l <.f1ildren in achieving their
maximum potential in life, middle sch0ols had co be supportive of and responsive to all
needs of early adolescents, .;hildren l O -15 years -~f ;:,ge. Nationally recognized
organizations such as the NASSP, NMSA, and The Carn<-'gif'. Corporation adamantly
promoted the implementafrim of a·ri advis0:ry pro:,::ram

£:.ii J

CGi'i1ponent to educating early

adolescents. An adult at school, who advocated fr,r th~ ,weral1 well being of early
adolescerits and with whom the adalescents had a pos tive rf':lationship, was of
insurmountable benefit to the child.
While there have been numerous case. stndies a1Jd r·-iddle school advisory, the
body of literature has been void cf a program t1.rn: researched .idvisory, prepared and
presented professional development to teachers :-iid 1:01 msdms on the benefits of a
middle school advisory program using researcL Ga:s~d methodologies, and evaluated the
participants' opinions of adviso1y hfore and aflr ; i:e- development. The purpose of this
research was to create an adult eciuc:aticn cour~" i:hat influenced the opinions and beliefs
of teachers and counselor•: . The ::ont..,lit of the c: ,urse

1)/,1& mi:i.;idle

school advisory. The

following questions were axoior:~d during '.:h-hue2~a.r~J.,;,.gtud:::/:
1. What are the characteristics of young ad0J-~3cents·:
2. What is middle school advisory?

3. What are the benefits of a middle :::chool adYi'.:-,·,r.v program?
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4. What instructional methodologies an> effective~in engaging teachers and
counselors in a professicmal development course to influence opinions and
beliefs?
Research Question
How do teachers and counselors react to a profrssional development course
designed to influence opinions and beliefs?
Hypotheses
Null Hypothesis
The majority of teachers and counselors will not want to implement a middle
school advisory program after'particip1ting in a :;,rofossional development course
designed to influence their opinions and beliefs..
Alternative Hypothesis
~~·

,.·

0: · '

The majority of teachers ,md counselor,:;

11;.'ill

wani: to implement a middle school

advisory program after par::Gipating in a profess·)Qnal cevdopment course designed to
influence their opinions and beliefs.
Subjects
The participants in the research were selected because they worked at CCW
Middle School, where the .researcher vvas the principal of the school. All teachers and
counselors who participated in the Faculty Development sessions after school at CCW
Middle were given a letter explaining. the research a::td

:J

cor,3ent form (see Appendix D2)

to participate in the·research and sent an email regatdingthe course (see Appendix D3).
The following demographics of par.ticipants are.illustrated in Tables 1 - 5: role in the
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school, educationaI-level, experien<:e in education, ex?erience,in an advisory program,
and age.
Table 1

Demographics of Participants' Roles
Position

Pre

Post

-----·----------~--

%Core

54.1

57.l

% Encore

36.1

30.)

% Other

1.6

% Counselor

1)-

4.8

% Literacy Coach

l.f'<

. l.6

-------'------------ ----~~....
Note. Total may not add up to 100% due to missing values.
Pre= prequestionnaire. Post= postl.{uestionnaire.

Table 2

Demographics ofParticipants' Educational Levels

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...---~Level

Post

Pre

'·~"'~

'

1.6

(I

%MA+30

:::-2.8

33 ';.

%MA+ 15

21.3

22.:.

%MA

14.8

17.5

%BA+ 15

11.5

M.3

i8

12.T

%PhD

%BA

Note. Total may not add up to l QO% due to mir-sing values.
Pre == prequestionnaire. Post = postquestionnaire.
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Table 3

Demographics of Participants.' Experience in Education

·--·--. -----

Years

Pre

.Post

% 1-5

J7.0

18.G

% 6-10

4,9'

11.1

% 11-15

11.5

12.7

% 16-20

24.6

19.0

% 21-25

13.1

12.7

% >26

l8.0

14.3

·-.·---,

Note. Total may not add up to l 00% due to missing values.
Pre = prequestionnaire. Post= postquestionnaire.

Table 4

Demographics of Participams' Experience i.n A4.Ffsvry

Years

Pre

Post

62.3

63.5

% 1-5

23

27

%6-10

.O..?.

3.2

% 11-15

3.3

3.2

% 16-20

1.6

0%

% 21 -25

0

Note. Total may not add up to 100% d1.:-.>tu missing value·:,
Pre= prequestionnaire. Post= postque~tiom,·,i.re.

u.
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Table 5

Demographics of Participants' Age Ronge
Years

Pre

% 20-30

24.6

28.6

% 31-40

18

14.3

% 41-50

26.2

23.8

% 51-60

29.5

23.8

% 61-70

1.6

4.8

% 71-80

0

1.6

__________

Post

,

,.------

Note. Total may not add up to J 00%, dJe to missing values.
Pre= prequestionnaire;, Post= postque3tio:maire.

Sc11r1pling Procedure
This research was conducted using the convenience sampling method. This
method was'utilized because the <"esearchcr worked at the same school as the participants
and the group was readily available. During the ,1ummer otW08, the researcher verbally
communicated the rationale, purpose, and i:imelin~ for the research with the participants.
The quantitative data collection began one month later, etilizing a teacher
prequestionnaire (see Append1x Rl) •o detem1in1, the uµinio:-n and beliefs of CCW
Middle School teachers and counseiors on middle school advisory. After the four
professional development ·_;e%:,)ns on The B(;;nefits of Middle School Advisory, a
postquestionnaire (see Appendix B2) was administeted to foe teachers and counselors to
detennine if the course imp:icted thf' ~:.1.rticipants. All tP.acher.s and counselors who
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attended Faculty Development meetings nt CCW Middle School were included in the
research.
Research Setting

CCW Middle School was one of five middle schools in the school district and the
most recently built school iu the dist1ict, opening in September 1995. The school was
designed to meet the spedfic needs of a middle schooi student's instructional program.
Grades six through eight were organized in hOUi>c:s with each house having its own
identity through three distinct building segments. There were 108 individuals of whom 69
were full-time certified teachers .md counselors. Three certified staff members were parttime and were not at CCW Middle in the afternoon; therefore, they did not participate in
this research!ffhirty-nine of the .i08 staff members w:~re 11oncertified staff; therefore, they
were not participants in this research study.
External Validity

The external validity of thi~ research was -.:1-:it strong. A.11 participants worked in
the same middle school; therefore, this research cannot he generalized. It was possible
that others could have argued that the outcomes of thi:; research were due to the
composition of the teachers and counselors at CC'.W Ivliddle S,.::hool, the location of the
school, the age of the building, and the time of the development sessions.
Research Design and Pro:.:edure

This research was a mixed method design using qualitative action research and
quantitative data in the form of a questionnaire to :im-:\~reT.the research question: How do
teachers and counselors react to a professional dcvel0pment ,:aurse that is designed to
influence opinions and beliefs? Jo1u1son and Oinvuegbuzfe (2004) defined mixed method
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research as, "The class of {esean::h where the. researcher mixes- or combines quantitative
and qualitative research techniques, methods, approaches, concepts or language into a
single study" (p. 17). A mixed methods study was reqHired to obtain necessary
information through questionnaires in ~ddition to the detailed research and analysis of
adult methodologies and professional development practices through qualitative methods.
Action researchers gathered information that alloi.ved ·'thea1, to change conditions in a
particular situation in which they are personall:' i1t·.;olvl:'<l" (Frnenkel & Wallen, 2006, p.
13). The qualitative research was m identify rese~reh based. instructional methods and
professional development strategles for educators thrit influenced beliefs and opinions.
The qualitative data collectk::; di'.'eper:td the researcher's knc,,vledge base on how to
present the course to teachers and counselors.
The research design included an ~xperimental cme-gn:;1p pretest-posttest design
(Fraenkel & Wallen, 2006; Mertler, 2008) in the form of a questionnaire, which was
causal comparative in nature. According to Fraenkel and Walitn, causal comparative
research was intended "to determine the cause or consequence of differences that already
exist between or among groups of individuals" (p, 370). Ti',e goal of the prequestionnaire
was to obtain information ori the teachers' and c1_11:ri.selors' opinions and beliefs on
middle school advisory and dt,mc,graphic data. fhc objeci\·e of administering the
postquestionnaire was to det..:.rmi~1c: ii:the opini::ms ar:d beHe7s of teachers and counselors
were influenced after the tre,J'ment, Th::; Be21efas of Middle S,,:hool Advisory course. A
confirming quantitative investig1tion was u~;ed to prove or d.i1,prove the hypothesis. The
independent variable did not differ because all part1.:iplllt.:; ir..:-:olved_in the research study
belonged to the same group. The dcp1;11dent vn.riable ir, this research :was the
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questionnaire. The researcher developed a professional development course on middle
school advisory based on the research completed on middk school advisory, adult
learning principles, and best practices for professional d~velopment for educators.
Before beginning the course, the participant~. were given a letter explaining the
research and a consent form. A prequestionnairewas. also given by means of direct
administration by the reseqrclier (Fraenkel & W;,Jlen, 2006; S~tgor, 2000). Confidentiality
of the participants' respon.-;es w2.s communicated by th~ researcher in writing and was
conveyed orally as well. The researcher explained tl~at the inv,~stigative findings would
produce data on the opinions and beliefs of CCW Middle teachers and counselors as it
related to advisories. The research had the potential to make an impact on middle schools
within the school district and perhaps even in reform at the middle school level. The
strength of the methodology desc1ibed was built on multipie areas ofresearch. This
research can. be used as a model for determining the impact of a professional
development course on the benefits of middle schcnl advisory over a four-month period.
At the first Faculty Development meeting for the 2008-2009 school year, which
was held in August 2008, the researcher explained the ration::>J,e for the research and
responded to questions. In September prior t0 the first ~rofes:::1onal development session,
teachers and counselors completed ::i. prequestionnafre hy mer:;1.s of direct administration
by the researcher (Fraenke1 & Wallen, 2006). After co~npletion of the questionnaire, each
participant placed his or her questionnaire in a manila envelope that was located on a
specified table in the room.
The frrst professional q.evelopment sessic,.r;wa;; pret:erited in a Microsoft
PowerPoint (Appendix Cl) delivery fonm,,t. Eqn:pment used to facilitate the Microsoft
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PowerPoint presentation w"\S a laptop computer;-presefltation-refuote, data projector, and
projection screen. The pank.ipants sat at rormd- tl-!.bles ~:nd (;ach had a copy of the
Microsoft PowerPoint, consisting of three slides per page. The presentation included the
following components: history of advisory, "How Much Advising Are You Already
Doing?" (Niska & Thompson, 2007a, p. 13); advisory definitions; "What Are Your
Beliefs?"; and references. The foilowing adult learning activities were utilized: (a)
lecture, (b) writing, ( c) reflection on ,.;:Jrrent practice ::tn.d beliefs, (d) think-pair-share, (e)
movement, (f) small group, and (g) laige group sharing.
The researcher utilizcJ the h4icrosoft Po\v~fr'oim, which began with quotes, and
gave a mini lecture on the history of advisory. C\\µiei; of"How Much Advising Are You
Already Doing?" (Niska & Thompson, 2007a, p. 13; see Appendix C2) were distributed
by the researcher with time provided for conipletion c1frer v.r.iHch the participants formed
pairs and shared their findings. Tbe. researcher circulated the 1 oom and listened to the
conversations of the pairs. When most pairs were finished sharing, the researcher
facilitated group sharing, specifically comments and refleGtions.
The advisory definitions were then shared by the faciiitator and participants
engaged in the activity, "What k·~ V:mr Beliefs·:·" Y-thi,~h w·;;s included in the Microsoft
PowerPoint. Prior to this session, in pr.::paratioi~ fr;r ·'Vv l:at Are Your Beliefs?" the
researcher prepared four pic:ces of chart papei" an/: p~aced each one on a wall in the room
where the professional developm~r,tw~,s held: :~~.uch paper induded one of the following
statements: strongly agree, :=:.omev,llat agree, soir{ewhat cfo;iag·ree, strongly disagree. The
researcher read six belief sratei;r.:::.nts. After.ea~h stah~n;,~nt was read, teachers and
counselors moved to the arec:1:ui the: room where the cbart pai:,er was displayed that

'\,_)
l
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coincided with their belief. One,~ participants moved to tte specific area based on their
belief, they were instructed to discuss their thinking with those standing in the same area.
The researcher facilitated this _r)!'OC!;!SS and circulated th~ room. On completion of the six
beliefs, participants returned to their seats and processed ;:he ,;ctivity with those at the
same table. The development concluded with

z, qeote;

The second professimal development s,~ssionwas presented in October 2008, one
month after the first session, during Paculty Development. The participants sat in rows
facing the projection sere-en when the devP.lopment be;:;;m1. The researcher presented a
Microsoft PowerPoint (see A_;:;pcndix C3), with the aid of tht!· fnllowing tools: laptop
computer, presentation remote, data projector, and projection screen. Each teacher and
counselor had a copy of the Ivlicrnsoft PowerPoint on colored paper with three slides per
. page.-The following components were inc!ude<l in the Microsoft PowerPoint
presentation: (a) review of the or,-vim;s presentri:io::, (b) ~or,c;;pts and activities to be
shared; (c) quotes from literatutf' and r~search, (j) The lv'.ultinle Perspectives Protocol
and Feedback Focus Shee.t (see Appendix C4; ad:::pted from the National School Reform
Faculty, n.d.; Brown, n.d.), {i:) ccnclusion, and (f:; Exit Slip (see Appendix CS).
Participants engaged in the following adult learning methodologies: (a) access of prior
knowledge, (b) mini-lecture, (c) active ene,agement (d) i::ollahoration (e) reflection, and
( f) feedback.
Prior to the beginning of the professional development session, the researcher
approached sixteen participants !'lnd askedth;:;m to assist during the presentation by
standing and reading a quote once it appeared on the screen. ·rach person agreed to assist

and selected a quote to read :frorr, th::; Mir,rosoft ?owerf'i;)tnt. •.vhich had been copied on
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brightly colored paper. Wher: a quote was projected on ~he-sc:"een, the participanfw-iihthe
corresponding quote stood and read it to the large group. After the participants heard all
the Microsoft PowerPoint q,1otcs that supp<wted the rationale and purpose of middle
school advisory, the facilitator distributed The Multiple Persp~ctives Protocol and
Feedback Focus Sheet (National School Reform Facul.ty, n.d.), which was adapted by the
researcher to include the specific question for The Benefits of Middle School Advisory
professional development. The question participants ad<lre~.sed during the protocol was:
"How does the literature and research align with your belir;fs?"
Stapled to the writter: description of the prntorol were three different focus sheets,
one for each round of the protocol. After explaining the prntocol, the researcher directed
'"•t~the particip~nts to form groups of fonr particip,i.nts with whcm they do not work on a
daily basi& as they moved to the area where tables and chairs 1;,vere set up. The researcher
circulated the room, monitored the protocol, and listened to the conversations about
middle school advisor:,:. On completion of the proto,:;ol, aH pc1rticipants returned to their
original seats and shared any thoughtr1 about the proc,Jss of the protocol and their
learning. A conclusion was delivered: by the researcher and Exit Slips were distributed.
The Exit Slip included two questions that were copied on colored paper. The completed
Exit Slips (Brookfield, 1986; Irvine, 2006) were placed or.

3

i:lesignated table as

participants exited.
The third professional devel0pment sess~on was h~ld in November 2008, one
month after the second sessiuti, anc, was d.eveloptd by the researcher primarily based on
the feedback received on the £<;xi: .&tips (see Ap:~endix. C6). This s.ession was held in a
room where participants sat at.round tables.

A, three-slitles-per-page handout of the
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Microsoft PowerPoint presentation (se,.:Appendix C7) was given to each teacher and
counselor. For the Microsoft PowerPoint presentation, the researcher used a laptop
computer, presentation remote, data projecto!", and proj~ction screen.
The professional developrnent·induded the folbwing adult learning components:
(a) review of the previous sessions, (b) concepts and activ}ties to be shared (c) Jigsaw
activity on specific middle school advisory pro_grams, (d) gatiery walk, and ( e)
comments/reflections (Gregc-17 8~ Kuzmich, 2007). After thr: .·~searcher reviewed the first
and second professional d,:;ve1ormfnt sess1.ons, the teachers a~.d counselors participated
in a Jigsaw activity. Prior to thi.s development session-. the rw::archer prepared
information on eight schools' middle school advisory programs for the Jigsaw activity
(see Appendix C8). Eight 1ocations in close proximity to the meeting room were
identified and the researcher selected one location for each advisory program.
Information on one advisory program. a piece of paper with foe number of people needed
to accomplish the Jigsaw, and pieces of chart pap,~:: were placed L.'1 each location. Each
,·

school's advisory program was copied- and placed

,n the: location.

The designated number o::'teachers and counselors m:Ned to the areas where the
literature was placed and begcD tbr Jigsaw. When all the

groP)S

completed the Jigsaw

and their learning was rec~:,rded on sbart parer, the paper was, bung on the walls in the
meeting room where the development began. Teach~r~ aud cG,unselors then participated
in a gallery walk. After the gallery ,.'.ralk, the researchrt· facilitated whole group
observations, comments, and reflections with the participants.
Research and literature -.,v-ere included in the Microsoft PowerPoint; however, due

to time constraints,.the researcheirwas unable to present,th.t)m,,during the session. The
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researcher concluded the professitinat developnu:nt.s~ssion c.nd told the participants that
the next developm~nt day w0dd ;;:nco.mpass the ltteratur~ and.research on the key
learning documented in tho sd1ools' advisory programs.
The fourth and iast pro-l'essional development SP,SSion, December 2008, was based
on the Exit Slips and remai11ing information from the tbird session. The information was
presented in the form of a Microsoft PowerPoint (see Appendix C9) as participants sat at
round tables. The researcher used the following tools during the session: laptop computer,
presentation remote, data project.Jr, and pnjectie,n sc:r0~11. :=;;;.ch teacher and counselor
handout of the , \1\cmsoft P0werPoint. The professional
was
given a three-slides-per--p.ge
.
,

•

development inclu4ed the foll-owing: yeview of th-e prevt(Y!S sessions, literature and
researcJ1, sample activities (s';_.·e App~ndix Cl 0), ;_, DVD clip, und postquestionnaire. This
~

y

presentation was in the form 0f a Jectt!re. The researcher entrrtained questions after the
t~·
.• ,.. .
conclusion of t~1e presenta/.ioP-.
At the conclusion of the question and answer period <''!d related conversation, the
postquestionnaire was distdbuted and completed by n-.. ~ans of direct admmistration by the
researcher (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2006). The completed questionnaires were placed by
participants in a manila envelope on a specifie(! table in the meeting room.
Jnstrument(!/ian

A prequestionnaire

ai1d

postquestionnaire werr:. used during this research to obtain

the opinions and beliefs <!nd c~m(,graphic information of ~be participants. Both
questionnaires were presented on 1:'NQ pages. Tlffce itsrns fo~i,\sed on the opinions and
beliefs of middle school teachers: tyachcrs a:nd ,:;;)Unselors res?onded to the items on a
Likert Scale (Fraenkel &_Vvalii:111. 2006). In addition,.five. statements requesting

demographic information was obtained by participants circling the word or numbers that
represented them. Both questi011naires also included two short answer questions which
provided additional insight for analysis (Sagor, 2000). Th~. postquestionnaire contained
one additional ques~ion that µmticipants rc:spm1d,~d ·i:c i:;y circling yes or no. Both
questionnaires were administered by means of direct adr:rinistration by the researcher
(Fraenkel & Wallen, 2006). The questionnaires pr.ovided·botli quantitative and qualitative
responses.
The questionnaires, ~pecifically designed for ancnymity, were developed by the
researcher for this project. The middle school .1dvisurf questionnaire was tested for
clarity by ten educators for logical validity (Fra~~ikel & Wallen, 2006). The educators
who tested the questionnaire were given the opportunity to review a draft of the
questionnaire, ask the researchet clarifying questions, :rnd offer suggestions about
questions to eliminate and add. Changes were incorporated based on the feedback and the
ten educatorf contributions to the design subst::..,:ita~f\~ t;:"Le questions (Fraenkel & Wallen,
-"'-

2006).

Reliability and Validity afin:;trl.'?ientction
The instrument used in this research wa:3 ~. prequestionnaire and postquestionaire
crafted by the researcher. "Reliability refers to the consistency of the scores or answers
from one administration of w1 instrument +o an0t\er" (i'\aenkel & Wallen, 2006, p. 150).

In this research the preques~icnnaire was r.drnini~tereeto partidpants in August 2008 and
the postquestionnaires was given in December 2008, a relatively short time span. "For
most educational research, stability of scores ov~r ~ tw') .. to tl1ree- month period is usually
viewed as sufficient evidence of test-rete~t refoibility" (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2006, p. 159).
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"Validity refers to the appropriat;;ness, ·mear.in~faL.1ic:,ss, conectness, and usefulness of the
inferences a researcher make,;," (Frae,:-,kel & WaUen, p. 150). ';"'he data consisted of
quantitative and qualitative de.ta, The researcher's inference'> were directly drawn from
the questions obtained through the insh11ment.

lnternal Validity
This research's largest credibility issue was the researcher's bias. The researcher
believed that middle schools sh0uld implement advisory prngrams based on the social,
emotional, and academic benefits they provide a:foles~;~nt 'f;;;mers. The researcher
mediated the impact of bias by devek)ping. the p:r.ofossional development segments
exclusively on the literature review. D1ta collector bias cuald also be a factor due to the
researc!}er
being the. only p~1son working with the pmticipant:s and analyzing the data .
.:,:_...
_

The attitude
of the teachers
and
counselors
could be considere·d a threat. If some of the
,:.--._,,..,..
'
.
.
.
particip~ts were not open-·minded and chose to rely on their prior knowledge or .
conversations with others, this may have manifest~(;. Given t1:\e nature of this research
~~.

'

and the inquisitiveness of educators, maturation may have occurred. Counselors and/or
teachers may have completed their O\vn research on advisory and increased their
knowledge beyond the rest uf the participants.
Mortality threat was aHof,er area of concem dtrin~-. t~-.is research. It is not unusual
for some participants to be absent during r. profer:,iond development. Another threat was
the researcher's role as the farilitntor of the professional d,tvdopment and also as the
principal of the schpol. As sudi., 11articipants may have prov~ded socially desirable
answers which may not have accurately reflected their though~s, _beliefs, and feelings.
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Any or all threats may have influenced the resdts of the research. It is not known
if the beliefs and attitudes of tht: participants w0uld have changed with or without the
professional development course. Therefore, the res:Jts 0f thCstudy may not have been
influenced by the treatment, the middle school advisory c:.:,m e.
0

Statis:ical Treatme,:·: rif Data
To discover if the opi:niofis and beliefs o:ftl.ie teachers and counselors at CCW
Middle were influenced after participating in a p:,ofessional development course, a mixed
methods approach ~as also utilized. This s~udy invoiv·.;r. quantitative and qualitative data.
The researcher use4 a number of procedures to analyz~ the i11formation and compile the
findings. The data from the questionnaires w~re utilized to determine if the opinions and
beliefs of teachers and counselors were influenc~d after partidpating in a course on
middle school advisory.
For the qualitative portioL of the study, the researcher read research and literature
on adult m~thodologies and professional development ~trater,,es and practices. The indepth examination of documents w,:1s Sl,lmmarize& in the literature review. The qualitative
data was utilized t0 determine wbat teaching n"tethodo!ogles v:ould be used during the
course. The qualitative· dati became the re~earch::r's rati011ale for developing the teaching
methods and activities for p~;rtidpants in foe rniadle sc:boo~ advisory course.
I.

Participants.responded to qw~stionnaires as a part of this study, which allowed the
researcher to obtain quantitative data for this study. The researcher assigned each
prequestionnaire and postquestionnaire an iden6fication rfl.1mber. Two Excel spreadsheets
were created and the data was tabulated and cocled. The quest'1ons on beliefs, opinions,
and demographics \Vere recorded on, :~.computer,. Ea,;:h quesdon's word or number choice
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was assigned a number for the coding, which was consistent nn every prequestionnaire
and postquestionnaire.
To prepare the data for analysis, the demographic variables were organized into
categories. The positions of the parti6pants were classified as nominal data. Nominal
data is classified into rank categories in which order can not be imposed (Bluman, 2008).
The following categories were cl:-:ssified as ordinal data: experience in advisory program,
educational level, year of experie:nce in education. and age In all sets of the data, the
decimal equivalent; known a5 a relative fr."'quenc}, was added (Bluman, 2008). The
researcher determined the percentages for each ec1tegory.
The three middle s0h00\ ad\isory que::,1ians use.dto obtain the participants'
opinions and b.eliefs were anaiyz~d using descrfr:ttiv~ statistic~, specifically the mean and
,c':t'

standard deviation. ,The Stads:foal Package for the Sor.ial Sciences [SPSS] version 17.0

m"

was utilized to'derive the statistics. After analyzing the i:hree questions on opinions and

,.,

beliefs, the prequestionnaire results were compmid with the postquestionnaire and the
percentage of change data were noted. A comparison of means and cross tabulation
analysis was also completed with each of the three questions rdating to opinions and
beliefs of middle school advisory and all de111ographk dah. A test ofvariance (ANOVA)
. was also conducted,to examine if the mean. re~pe::,:;-3s ::;tatisti:::ally differed across the
groups. All statistical analyses were conductcci using SPSS.

!: .

1 ,.,,.

Besides ANOVA, a ~ic:r~t of significance

V4''.~

coacfr1cte<l· between the pre and

postquestionnaires using a Chi-Squar.:-·, Data th~t are reportecl'm categories can be
analyzed using the Chi-Square. t:.st (Preacher, 2001). A ;jgnificant difference is noted if
there is considerable change between the expected and obtained :frequencies. If a
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considerable change was observed, a significant difference in attitude between the two
groups was noted (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2006). The Chi-Square test conducted did not
show any significant results (see AppC:;ndix Al)., Ne;"t; the association between the
individual demographic variable and the responses given dur-ng the prequestionnaire and
rostquestionnaire was tested. In test;ng for associdion, a-Chi-Square test was used for
demographic data indicating the participants' posit.ions becaw,e of the nominal data. A
Spearman rho was used for .:he educational level, experience in education, experience in
~dvismy, and age d~mographic numbers due to the ordi':'al data. "If age is defined as
young, middle, and older, then it will be treated :i.s an ordinal level of measurement"
(Abu-Bader, 2006, p.5). The nonparametric Spearman rho test was chosen over the
parametric Pearson correlation test because of the following reasons: (a) the sample size
was less than thirty which violates an assumption and (b) ordi.nal data (Abu-Bader, 2006).
After.1the Sp~arman rho test wr,s conduct~d the prequestionnaire and
postquestion11aire correlation coefficient was compar~d. Tn irterpreting the coefficient,
the guidelines by Bluman (2008) were ,.1sed.
The Speannan rho coefficient ranges are the same as the Pearson r coefficient.
The range of the correlatir-n coefficient is from -1 to + 1. If there is a strong

positive linear relationship between the vJ:1.riab\;s, the value of r will be close to

+1. If there js a strong negr.1tive linear relationship hetween the variables, the
value of r will be close to -1. When there is no linear relationship between the
variables or only a weak relationship, th~.value of r will be close to O (Bluman,
2008, p. 525).
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In order to facilitate analysis of the two s"bmt at1;;;'wer ·;::;_uestioas, the responses were typed
into a spread sheet and sorted by r~occurri11g themes based on the researcher's
observations (Fraenkel & \Vallen, 2006; see App?ndix C2 ·- C5).

Sz:,nmary
The researcher in this study investigated whether the opinions and beliefs of
teachers and counselors were influenced after participating in a professional development
course on middle school advisory. The participants were teachers and counselors at CCW
~iddle School and were selected by ihe conveni~nc,.' sampiing method. The study was a
mixed methods design, analyzing qualitative dati obtained through questionnaires and
qualitative data by means ofresei}.Icl1i.ng instrnctinnal teaching methodologies and
professional,development be:,t practices. The d:.:1t~ gained through qualitative methods
were incorporated in the ccurse on middle 3Choc? advisory. After all questionnaires were
analyzed ancl:,recorded by ;:he,:; researcher, th;;:y were sbrqdd~<l. Chapter IV reports the
results of the:prequestionnaire aud postque::.tionnaire ,nd the analysis of the data.
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Chapter IV - Results

lntroductirm
This study focused on the benefits of middle schocJ advisory, highlighting an
advocate for every student. The National \1iddle Sehool Association recommended
middle schools embrace the following elements to provide successful schools for young
adolescents:
•

Educators who value ~;·.rorking ·with this age group and are prepared to do so

•

Courageous, collaborntive leadership

•

A shared vi~ion that gui.<les dedsions

•

An inviting, supporive, and sitfr environment

•

High expectations for every member of the learning community

•

Students and teachers engaged in active learning

•

An adult advocate for every student

•

Schoql-initiated family community partnet.ship~. (National Middle School
'.·

Association, 2003, p. 7)

In or4er for change tc occn! i~ schools, teachers and !){mnselors must be presented
detailed information on new initiatives using research based methodologies and proven
professional development strategies. Tt is important that teacaers and counselors have
shared beliefs before embarking on programming O'" i1ew ~trnr;tures that impact them and
the students they serve. This study w:~s conducted to ,rnalyze if a professional
development course on middle school advisory influenced the opinions and beliefs of
teachers and counselors. The course was developed after researching middle school

advisory, instructio!1,al methocol0gies, and profesf.:iomJde\r'e]opment strategies.
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1;~esearch Question
How do teachers and cm.rnselors react to

a prcfessiord development course

designed to influence opini<Jns an<l beliefs?
Hypothes~;s
Null Hypothesis
The majority of teachers and counselors will not want to implement a middle
school advisory program after participating in a professional ctevelopment course
designed to influence their opinlons and beliefs.
Alternative Hypothesis
The majority ofteachern and counselors will wan': ta implement a middle school
advisory program after participating in a profess1q1:.aJ development course designed to
influence their opinions and beliefs.
Study Site ,md Participants
;\

The sjte selection, CC W Middle Schou!, Jocaiej in a suburb of Anytown, is one
of five middle schools in the school distri~t and is its \:1ost -recently built school. The
participants included all teachers and counselors who attended monthly Faculty
Development. The participants, teachers and counselors, we;.ethe independent variables
in this study. The dependent variables we1e i:h<; prequestionnaire and postquestionnaire.
The data were collected by the re.sem('.her prior b br:v.iu11ing the professional
development course and after ~-he condusion. The com..,e e"1t8iled four sessions over a
four month period.
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Results and Anaiysis ofData
To prepare ~he data for analysis, the <lemGgraptlc v,,1yiables were organized into
categories and a percentage for -.::sch group was i<:),1;:ntified. The three middle school
advis01y questions used to obtain part?~ipant&' opinions arid beliefs were analyzed using
descriptive statistics, specific&liy finding the m~an, sta11darci deviation, and percentage of
change (Table 6).

Table 6

Comparison ofPre and Pest Data by Opinions and Be !ief Statements

SN

;

Pr~

Post

%of

M(SD)

M(SD)

Change

Sl

,3.20 (0.90)

3.47 (0.80)

_;,~.4% (-11.1%)

S2

3.64 (0.80)

3 .0'1 \/o.. sr,j\

+4. 7% (-37.5%)

S3

3.39 (0.90)

3.52 (0.'76)

--1.8~0 (-15.6%)

"
··--··---~Note. S = State1:1ent. Pre= prequestionrutiie'.- Post= postqtte,,tion-·..::ire.
_
% of change is calculated using the follo-,vjng formula: (P-D:itquestior:nai:-") - (Prequestionnaire)
divided by (Prequestionnaire) multiplied by 100.

In general, the response::. for all t":lree questi•~,m v.·eff , ·ore positive after the
professional development course on middle school ad1:isory. There was an increase in the
mean score after the professional devebpment sessions. This increase suggested that
participants reacted more positively to the questions. Participants were more in favor of

the school implementing a m1ddk:·school advisorypr,:igrav:MS1; +8.4%), each student
being provided an ~dult advocate·(S2:+4.7%) ... atuLwfrnting to be an advisor (S3; +3.8%).
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There was also a decrease in the ~taridard deviation after the professional development
course for all three questions. The standatd deviation indicated how closely scores
clustered around the mean. The smaller the standard deviation, the smaller the variability
was around the mean. The smaller standard deviation suggested that participants
generally agreed on the mean (average) response. In ofaer words, respondents more
commonly agreed on the school implementing a middle school advisory program (-

i 1.1 %), each student being provided an advocati;' (_:; 7.5%), and wanting to be an advisor
in the school (-15.6%). Therefore, most respondents ::ins,,,,ereJ around the range reported.
In order to further undersi:an•J the effect onhc.; professional development course
on respondents, respondents' pre1uesbonnaire m~21n ~·espouses were compared to their
postquestionnaire mean responses, based on their demographic profiles. Tables 7, 8, and
9 suml}larize _the disaggreg<1.tion of respon<lents' prequestionnaire and postquestionnaire
mean responses.
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Table 7

Comparison Between Prequestionn'lrire and Postquestionnaire ri•!d A?/OVA SI
. ,.,,
.
.

-------··

Statement 1: I am in favor of this school implementing a middle :;ci10ol advisory program.
Pre
M(SD)

Demographic

Post
M(SD)

---------~--~---

Role
Encore
Core
Counselors & Others
Total

ANOVA
Educational Level
BA
BA+I5

MA
MA+I5
MA+30
Total

ANOVA

3.09 (0.921)

3.21 (0.855)

3.13 (0.9.07)
4.00 (0.000)
3.19 (0.900)
F (2, 56) = 2.Ll:\7. p

3.5J (0.781)
3.6; (0.354)
3.47 (0.783)
f (?.., 59) = 2.256, p

= 1.05

3 45 (0.934)

= 0.114

3.f~ (0.354)
3.38 (1.061)

3.14 (0.690)
3.! 1 (i:i:)54)
2.92 (0.996)
3 .25 (0.851)
3.19 (0.900)
F (4, 54) = 0.54, p = 0.706

3.73 (0:647)
3.36 (0.633)
'.U9 (0.902)
3.47 (0.783)
F (4, 57) = 1.243, p

3.529 (0:835)
3.00 (1.038)
3.00 (1.000)

3.48 (0.816)
3.37 (0.806)
3 ,67 (0.5 I 6)

= 0.303

Years of experience in advisory
program
0 Years
1 - 5 Years
More than 5 Years
Total

ANOVA

3.19 (0.900)
F (2,5S) = O.G93, p

Age
20-30 years
31-40 years
41-50 years
More than 51 years
Total

3A7
2.73
3.25
J·22
3.20

ANOVA

!]

3.47 (0.783)
C.:·

•'l.S04

F (2, 59) ""0.300, p

(0.834)
(1 :1')4)
(0.775)
(0.878)
(0.898)

(3. 5n -,.,

= 0.742

3.G.l (0.608)

3.'7ll (0.441)
3.00 (I .038)
3.47 (0.772)
3.45 (0.790)

u1s, p= 0.121

r-:1, 56) = 2.453, p = 0.73

Years of experience in education
1-10 years

3.50 (0.761)

3.56 (0.768)

11-20 years

3.14 (0.854)

3.63 (0.684)

More than 20 years

2.95 (1.0:L6)

3 .12 (0.857)

Total

3.20 (0.898)

3.46 (0.787)

ANOVA

F ( 2,57) = 1.973. p = 0.148

F (2,58 )

~---------------. ---·--·--·
~~

Note. SI

.,,

''"

= statement 1. Pre= prequesti.onna;r~. Post= po'stqll,;~tio~iiaire.

= 2.366, p = 0. I 03
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Table 8

Comparison Between Prequestionnaire and Postquc:stionnaire an«ANOVA S2

--~-----~---~------~-----.----~------Statement 2: Each student should 0e provided an adult ac\vocate at this school.

- - - -Demographics
- - - - - - · · - · - - - · -Pre- - - - - ..

Post
M(SD)

M(SD)

Role
Encore

3.59 (0.734)

3.47 (0.733)

Core

3.61 (0.899)

3.81 (0.401)

4.00 (0.000)

4.00 (0.000)

Counselors & Others
Total

3.63 (0.802)

ANOVA

F (2, 57) = Q_.:;,:;,_;, p

3.81 (0.503)
=

'J.527

F (2, 60) = 0.766, p = 0.469

Educational level
BA

3.73 (0.905)

4.00 (0.000)

BA+15

3.86 (0.378)

4.00 (0.000)

MA

3.44 (1.01°l}

3.91 (0.302)

MA+I5

3.23 (l .092',

3.64 (0.497)

MA+30

3.85 (0.366)

3.71 (0.717)

Total

3.63 (0.802)

3.81 (0.503)

ANOVA

F (4 ,55) = 1.::;37, p--= 0.204

F ( 4, 58) = 1.313, p = 0.276

0 Years

3.71 (0.'732)

3.85 (0.533)

1 - 5 Years

3.79 (0.426)

3.71 (0.470)

More than 5 Years

J.00 (1 .309)

3.83 (0.408)

Total

3 ..S3 (0.802)

3.81 (0.503)

ANOVA

F (2 ,57) = 3.136, p = 0.051

F (2, 60) = 0.488, p

20-30 years

3.93 (0.258)

3.94 (0.236)

31-40 years

1.27 (1.191)

3.78 (0.441)

41-50 years

3.62 (0.806)

3:60 (0.828)

More than 51 years

3.63 (0.761)

3.84(0.375)

Total

~ .64

3.80 (0.51 I)

ANOVA

F (3,S7)"" I 4S'7, p = 0.225

F (3,57) = 1.316, p = 0.278

1-10 years

.·1,90 (0.308)

3.92 (0.277)

I 1-20 years

3.36 (1.049)

3.75 (0.444)

More than 20 years

3.68 (0 749)

3.76 (0.753)

3.64 (0;797)

3.82 (0.497)

F (1, 58) = 2.543, ;> = 0.087

F ( 2,59) = 0.805, p = 0.452

Years of exp~rience in adviso1y program

= 0.616

Age

(0.797j

Years of experience in education

Total
ANOVA

Note. S2 =statement. Pre = prequestionnair,;;. Post= post~~estionnaire. ,
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Table 9

Comparison Between f:requestionnaire and i-'ostquestianr'r,:i•·«<':iUd ANO.VA S3

·--·-. ...,~·-·-,..,...,..,..... '
.

~

'

~,.

Statement 3: I want to be an advis0;· at this school.

·---·-----~-----Post
M(SD)
-----------,.,,:-.-.--~---- __.._____..-.---~---~--Demographics

Role
Encore

Pre
M(SD)

3.36 (0.953}

3.47 (0.841)

Core

3.30 (U.918)

3.50 (0.775)

Counselors & Others

4.00 (0.000)

3.75 (0.463)

Total

3.38 rO.Q04)

3.52 (0.759)

ANOVA

? (.2, 57) = I .3 .i.3, p -• 0.1.77

F (2, 60) = 0.406, p = 0.668

BA

3.45 (0.934)

4.00 (0.000)

BA+l5

3.43 (0.535)

3.67 (0.500)

MA

3.44 ( 1.130)

3.73 (0.647)

MA+15

3.00 (1.080)

3.36 (0.633)

Educational level

3.55 (0.759)

3.29 (1.007)

Total

338 (0.904)

3.52 (0.759)

ANOVA

P (4 .55) = 0 775. p = 0.546

F ( 4, 58) = 1.846, p = 0.132

0 Years

3.47 (0.797)

3.63 (0.667)

1 - 5 Years

'.U6 (1.082)

:,:29 (0.985)

More than 5 Years
Total

3.iJO (1.069)
J.18 (0.904';

3.52 (0.759)

ANOVA

F (2 ,57 ·i = O.':rt3, p = 0.40'i .

F (2, 60) = 1.142, p = 0.326

20-30 years

3.60 (0.632)

3.72 (0.752)

MA+30

Years of expetjence in adviso~' p;,)grarn

3.50 (0.548)

Age

31-40 years

3.00 ( I. i 83)

3.78 (0.441)

41-50 years

3.56 (0.814)

3.27 (0.884)

More than 51 years

3.32 (0.946)

3.37 (0.761)

Total

~ .39

ANOVA

F (3,57) = 1.213, p

(0.900)

3.51 (0.766)

= 0.313

F (3,57) = 1.592, p

= 0.201

Years of experience in education
1-10 years

J.65 (0.587)

3. 72 (0.678)

11-20 years

3.23 (0.922)

3.50 (0.688)

More than 20 years

3.32 ( l.108)
:qg :n.900)

3.29 (0.920)

Total

ANOVA
F (1, 58 ) =· i .:.,} t; i' = 0.288 '
Note. S3 = statement 3. Pre= prequestionnaire. Post ,,., p;;;tque;ionn~ire:··

3.53 (0.762)

F ( 2,59) = 1.640, p = 0.203
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From the disaggregated data, an increase af mean response at postquestionnaire
was noted for all subgroups. For exJmple, the total postquestionnaire mean score for
respondents' role increased in statement 1 (from 3.19 to 3.47), statement 2 (3.63 to 3.81),
and statement 3 (3.38 to 3.52). A similar increase in the tc·tal postquestionnaire mean
score was also noted for all subgroups. This suggested that there was an increase in the
postquestionnaire mean score across the subgroup categories. Results from the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) suggested no statistical sig;1ir1i..:ant difference of means within the
subgroups. Hence these results sugr:ested that th.-: profes3ional development was
generally effective across all categorizes of silbg1·oup.s.

'
However, despite .:o~ei,~g ~m h1crease in rr:ean 2':('.o:·,~s, -~hi- Square tests revealed no
J!.,..

statistical diJferenc~ in res.pon.ses between the pr~qur,sfionnaire and postquestionnaire.

For example, in comp::rring respondents' overall mean scores during the prequestionnaire
with their postquestionnair~ responses for question one:, no statisti_cal difference was
noted

(x2

(J)=

3.471; p = 0.325). Similar results were als-} 11oted for questions two and

three. The results of the Chi-Square tests are summarized in Table 10.

Table 10
Pearson Chi-Square for Prequestionnuire /Jnd Pos;r11;esiiounaire

--~-------- --- - - - - - - - - -- -----SN

Value

Df

Asymp. Sig (2 sided)

SI: Pre V Post

3.471

3

0.325

S2: Pre V Post

2.l8i

S3: Pre V Post

2.363

0.336
.3

Note. S = statement. Pre '= prequestionn:1/re.' P'ost ; postquestiom:aire

0.501
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To further investigate if statistical differei:,J~s existed within each demographic
subgroup, the association between individual demographie variables and responses given
during the prequestionnaire and postquestionnaire ~v~re tested. The results of the various
tests of association are sun1m.i:iri~ed in Table l l.

Table 11

Comparison of Respondent.""/' Demographic Associatio.;7 to their Questionnaires
Pre Correlation
Coefficiei1L

Post Correlation
Coefficient

SI: Support for advisory program

x2(l2)=7.833

x2 (12)= 6.975

S2: Support for students to have advi1-0r

x2 (8) ==

L1. 08 l

x 2 (s)=

4.611

S3: Volunteer to be an advisor

£" (12)

4.43'1

i

6.010

Measure and Variable
Role a

Educational Level

.cc

(12)=

b

S 1: Support for advisory program
S2: Support for students to have advisor
S3: Volunteer to be an advisor
Working Experience in Educatim; i,

*

r= - 0.039

r= - 0.246

r= 0.010

r= - 0.232

,. '-" - 0.042

r = - 0.291 *

S 1: Support for advisory program

r~ -0.231

r = - 0.254 *

S2: Support for students to h;r.1,; <tc\-'iwr

r cec - 0.088

r=

S3: Volunteer to be an advisor

r= -0.053

r= - 0.292

0.14"!

r= - 0.023

-

0.117

*

Advisory Program Experience!;
SI: Support for advisory program

r

= -

r=:-0.(91

r = - 0.187

r= - 0.122

r=-0.166

S: Support for advisory program

y=: - 0.059

r

S2: Support for students to have <1dvisor

:·=-0.141

r=: - 0.120

S2: Support for students to have advis0r
S3: Volunteer to be an advisor
Age b

r= - 0.070
Note. S = statement. Pre= prequestior.nairc. Post = pm:tquestionnaire.
• Chi Square test of significance was' conducted
b Spearman Rho test of significance wa~: co;1,~11cted
*** p '.S 0.001 ** p '.S 0.01 * p :S 0.05
S3: Volunteer to be an advise,

= - 0.105

r= - 0.283

*

In reference.to educational hivels, 4uestkJti.number one results suggested a
significant negative reiatioushiJJ (r' = -0.:246, p s· o,;o.=;) at the postquestfonnaire which
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indicated that teachers with higher educational levels {ended to be less supportive of an
advisory program. The coeffkiem: of-0.246 reflected a weak association, almost little or
not association, between the educational level and supp011 for an advisory program.
Question number three, referencing the desire to volunteer to be an advisor, in the
category of educati5mal level also resnlted in a signii"tcant n;;gative relationship (r = 0.291, p

~

0.05), but the coefficient reflected a sl.Tonger association than question one.

After participating in the course, th,:; years of exr~rim1ce in education indicated a
significant negative association for being in fa,:,,'.' of implementing an advisory program,
question number one (r = .J}.2'.'.i4, ;, :S 8.05). As f;;')e years :.)f experience increased, the
;-

~

support for tmplementing ,~: rr,idille school ad\.1isory prcgram jecreased, but it was a very
.(',°;

weak relationship. When the rdationship between years of experience in education and
the desire to_ be an advisor was examined, the results illustrated a significant negative
correlation (r = -0.292, p :'.S 0.05). This was statistically significant because there was a
95% or more chance that the course made an impact. Age was also examined with
question num~er three, "I want to be an advisor au.his :;chom." The results showed a
significant negative relationship (r = -0.283, p ~ 0.05) on the postquestionnaires
indicating that teachers who are older lend to be les". supportive of volunteering to be an
advisor. The coefficient of -Ci.283 refi~~ted a W~:lk a':sociatiun between age and the desire
to be an advisor.
In terms of wanting to be au advisor, the following groups were more hesitant
after the course: higher educattonal levei, more years of experience, and older participant.
Results from the correlation analysis also conesponde;J with the analysis (Table 11)
where means were compared (Table 7 , 9). To illustrate1 for teac;hers with a BA, their
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prequestionnaire mean for volunteering to be .::n ,'lctvi2or was 3.45 (0.934) and their
postquestionnaire increased to a mean of 4.00 (0.000). Comparing this to those with a
MA+30, the means of th~ preque3tionnaire respousef:;were 3.55 (0.759) with the
postquestionnaire at 3.29 (1.0(17\ The results all suggested th~,t respondents with higher
educational levels were m,xe her-itc1nt after the course.
In addition, those participants with more years of wor!dng experience and higher
educational levels were les:,: supportive of implementing an 2.dvisory program. The
Spearman rho found weak associations. almost little or no association. The power of the
relationships was also weak, du~ to the small sample size; therefore, the results were
weak based on the coefficients n.:;ar zero:
Nonetheless, to enhance our 11nder'.')tanding, of ;,1hich groups may have benefited
from the prqfessional developrae~t cm~rse, a cross .~abukction analysis of respondents'
')

opinions and beliefs was concludi-::d. Demographic data and 1·r:spondents who agreed and
strongly agreed
to the three questions
asked at pf~questionnc1i:·e and postquestionnaire
..
.
were compiled: Cross tabul:;i.tion results between respondents' answers to the three
questions asked at pre and postquestionnaires and their demor;raphic profile were
summarized in Tables 12 t0 16.
After the professional development course, more core teachers were supportive of
implementing a middle schc0l advisory program (+ 10.30%). In addition, more core
teachers were supportive of each student being provid,~d a<- 2.<lult advocate in school
(+9.1%). In terms ofwantingto be an adv'.:sor, tht course had the greatest impact on the
core teachers (+3 .1 %) . .Th_e CO!.mselors . Literacy Co.3.ch, a.r,d others were consistently

supportive of the middle school a.m;i~ory prqgT,'Ini The' resu!t:1,, from Table 12 also
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supported the increase in mean pC''.t-,questioanaire-respons~swhich were noted in Tables

8 - 10.

Table 12

Cross Tabulation of Opinion and Bc::lef Statellleltls ,:md Roh: in School
Encore
Pre
SN (n = 22)
Sl

S2

S3

Post
(n = 19)

18

16

(81.2%)

(84.2%)

21

18

(95.5%)

(94.7%)

19

17

(86.4%)

(89.5%)

%

Pre

Cb.inge (n = 33)

3 ..'.'JtY}o

-0.80%

3.10%

Counselor/Lit C/Other

Core
P0. t

%

Pre

Post

%

(n = _l6)

Change

(n== 5)

(n==8)

Change

5

8

(100%)

(100%)

5

8

(100%)

(100%)

5

8

(100%)

(100%)

25

j]

(75.8%',

(86. i¾)

30

36

(90.9%)

(100%)

29

32

(87.9%)

(88.9%)

10.30%

9.10%

1.00%

0%

0%

0%

Note. SN = Statement number. S = ~tat~incnt. Pre= prequestion.,aire. :?o~.t = postquestionnaire.
Counselors, Literacy Coach, and others are .::ombined into 0ne .::at-sigory .Jue to their small
numbers. This table summarizes and compares somewhat ?Jgree :lfld strongly agree responses.

The data obtained from the cross tabulat1ff1 on ec1ncational leve1 signified that the
professional development course had the greatest impact in all areas with staff who had a
MA+ 15, followed by staff with?:. MA and BA (Table B). Staff with MA+ 15 increased
their support of the school implementing rrn advi:;ory program (+31-.4%), believed that
~tudents should be provided a11 advisor (+15.4%)-and volunteered to be an advisor in the
program(+ 16.0%). Increased support of the school implementing an advisory program
increased across staff with NIA (+13 .1 %) and staff with BA l +9 .1 %).
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Although it was noted that a percentage Ofn'.!crerrse in support for staff with
MA+ 15, MA, and BA, a trend ofa-.1,1egative as3odc:ttibn ·between educational level and

support for the program and volunt~ering to be ·fu1 advisor in the program was noted. For
example, on the postquestiormaire, the percentage of respundentswho agreed and
strongly agreed to volunteer to be an advisor decrea~d from l 00% for BA to 81 % for
MA+30. This trend of support was also similarly noted in Tables 8 - 10.
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Table 13
Cross Tabulation of Opinfon and Belief Statements and Educational Level

Pre

Post

%

SN

(n = I 1)

(n= 8)

Change

SI

10

8

(90.9%)

(100%)

+Y.10%

Pre
(n

=

7)

Post
(n

=

¾

9)

Change

Pre
(n

Post

= 9)

(n

= 11)

%
Change

·----,~------------

6

7

(85.7%)

(7'/.8%)

-7.9G%

7

10

(77.8%)

(90.9%)

+13.10
%

S2

10

8

(90.9%)

(100%)

·)'J.10%

7

9

{100%)

(l00%)

0%

8

11

(88.9%)

(I 00%)

+ll.10
%

S3

10

8

(90.9%)

(100%)

-:9.iO¼

7

9

(100%)

(WO%}

0%

MA+l5

SN

Pre

(n = I 3)

Post

(n

= 14)

S2

S3

8

13

(61.50%)

(92.90%)

11

14

(84.60%)

(100%)

10

13

(76.90%)

(92.90%)

10

(88.9%)

(90.9%)

+2.00%

MA+30
%

:'re

Post

%

Change

(n = 20)

(n=21)

Change

i7

17

(85.00%)

(81.00%)

20

20

(100%)

(95.20%)

19

17

(95.00%)

(81.00%)

_,._,,·-----~-------

...
SI

8

31.40%

15.40%

16.00%

-4.00%

-4.80%

-14.00%

Note: S - statement. Pre - preques·t10nnaire. Posf= postqtiesliorinatre.
The respondent with the PhD wzs removed from the analysis as foere was no postquestionnaire response.

This table summarizes and compares somewhat agree and strongly agree respon.ses.
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The middle school advisory professional dev•.':lopment course had the greatest
impact on staff with more than five years of experie,1ce 111 an advisory program (Table
14). Before the course, for st,1ff with r.norc than fh.e years of experience, only 50.0% of
them supported implementing an advisory program and 75.0% agreed that students
should be provided an advisor and voluntiered to be an advisor. After the intervention,
100% of the staff with more than 5 years of exporience agreed and strongly agreed in all
three areas.

Table 14

Cross Tabulation of Opinions and Beliefs and Years of Experience in a11 Advisory Program
.;,

J-

i, 5 Years

0 Years

$N

Pre
(n

Sl

S2

S3

= 38)

Post

%

(n= 40)

Chang.:

33

36

(86.8%)

(90.0%)

36

39

(94.7%)

(97.5%)

35

38

(92.1)%

(95.0%)

+3.20%

+2 . 80%

+2.90%

Pre
(n

= 14)

More than 5 Years

Po~l

%

Pre

(n = l 7)

Change

(n =8)

·c------.,

1I

13

(78.6%)

(76.5%)

14

17

(100%)

(100%)

12

13

(8'.',7%)

(76.50%)

-2.10%

0%

-9.20%

Post

(n

= 6)

4

6

(50%)

(100%)

6

6

. (75%)

(100%)

6

6

(75%)

(100%)

%
Change

+50.0%

+25%

+25%

Note: The respondents with more than 5 years experience are combined due to their small numbers. This
table summarizes and compares somewhat agree and str0ngly agree responses. S = statement.
Pre= prequestionnaire. Post= postquestionnaire.

In looking at the opinions and beliefs with th0 demographic data that represented
the age of the participants, the course had. the gref~.ce~t-irnpact 0n staff between the ages of

31 -40 years. Before the imerventiot_:1.for,staffbe/Ne~m·tbe ages of31 - 40 years, 63.6%
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of them supported having an advisory program, ~ l .8%1 agreed that students should have
an adult advocate, and 72. 7% of them volunteered to be an advisor. After the intervention
100% of the staff between ·ifo~ iig,1,s. of 31 - 40 years of age agreed and strongly agreed in
all three areas as noted in Table 1, 5.

.,
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Table 15
Cross Tabulation of Opinions and J)eliefe andAgeRange
20-30 yeilrs
Pre
SN

(n = 15)

Po·st
(n

= 18)

31-40 years
%

Pre

Post

%

Change

(n = 11)

(n= 9)

Change

7

9

(63.6%)

(100%)

9

9

(81.8%)

(100%)

8

9

(72.7%)

(I 00%)

---·-·
14

SI

17

(93.3%)

(94.4%)

15

18

(100%)

(100%)

14

17

(93.3%)

(94.4%)

S2

S3

+1.1%

0%

+1.1%

Pre
(n

=

16)

Post

%

(n = 15)

Change

S2

S3

13

Jl

(81.3%)

(73.3%)

15

Ji;

(93.8%)

(93.3%)

15

13

(93.8%)

(86.7%)

+27.3%

Pre

Post

%

(n = 19)

(n = 19)

Change

-···-·-

o.,...,.;:,-

SI

+18.2%

More than 51 years

41-50 ye::i1s
SN

+36.4%

.. 8.0%

-0.5%

-7.1%

15

. 16

(78.9%)

(84.2%)

18

19

(94.7%)

(100%)

17

16

(89.5%)

(84.2%)

+5.3%

+5.3%

-5.3%

Note. SN= Statement number. S = statement. P;·e = µrequestionnair~. Post= postquestionnaire.
The respondents who are more than 5; years are combined due to the sma! 1 numbers. This table
summarizes and compares somewhat agree and strongly agree responses.
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Table 16 indicated that particinants with ,• 1 .. 20 years of experience in education
were most impacted by the professional development course. Before the course, 77.3%
were in favor of implementing a middle school advisory progrnm compared to 85.0%
after the course. Only 86.4% of the participants with 1 1--20 years of experience believed
that each student should be provided an adult advocate,. compared to 100% of the
postquestionnaire respondents, and 86.4% wanted to be an advisor during the
prequestionnaire, compared t0 90% after the course. In km1s of being in favor of
implementing an advisory progran:, the coune nad the greate:.;-c impact on those with 20
or more years of experience(+ 14.0%).

Table 16

Cross Ta_bulation of Opinions and Beliefs for Years ofExperience in Education
1 - 10 years
SN

Pre
(n

SJ

S2

S3

= 20)

Post

%

Pre

(n = 25)

Chang~

(n = 22.)

19

23

(95%)

(92%)

20

25

(100%)

(100%)

19

24

(95%)

(96%)

> 20 years

11 - 20 years

-3.0C-%

O'<·.,

+1%
"'•I

%

Pre

Change

(n = 19)

Post
(n

= 20)

·---

17

17

(77.3%)

(85.0¾'\

19

2(,

(%.41/o)

(l00~,:01

19

!8

(86.4%)

(90.0%)

-i7.7%

-t- 1

3.,.Tlo

-1-3.6%

(n

= 17)

13

14

(68.4%)

(82.40%)

18

16

(94.7%)

(94.10%)

16

14

(84.2%)

(82.40%)

-,a

~~...· - - - - - ·

Post

%
Change

+14.0%

-0.6%

-1.8%

Note. SN= statement number. S = Statement. Pre= prequestiormaire. Post= postquestionnaire.
The respondents who have 1 to 1G, 11 to 20, and 21 or more years of experience are combined due to the
small numbers. This table summarizes and compares somewhat agree and strongly agree responses.
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The participants in this- study also respon,'.·:0. t,) two short answer questions during
the prequestionnaire and postquest.ionnnire. The re8'1.1l.ts from question nine on the
prequestionnaire have been displayed ~n Table 17.

Table 17

Frequency and Percentage ofTvtalfor Responses to .Preqiiestionnaire #9
Response

Frequency

%

Time

15

88.2

Curriculum

97

52.7

Class

.)5

19.0

Teachers

15

8.2

,.,
;

3.8

{)

3.3

Parents

4

2.2

Students

3

1.6

Relationships

2

1.1

184

100

Training
Class Size

Total

A majority (88.2%) cf the participants believed that time should be a component
of a middle school advis01y program. Specifically, "Time to meet with groups," "Time
set aside for meeting with sn.1dents," "Cmtsistent meeting time," and "Regular meeting
~me" were consist~nt comments, Curri.culum rnc~ived 52.. '7% of the comments.
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Specifically, "Character Education," "Ac2.demics," "S:'.)ciat Shlls," and "Team Building."
All responses can be found in Appendix B3.
The results from quesfa,n nine on the po~tquestionnaife have been displayed in
Table 18.

Table 18

Frequency and Percentage o/Total /'or Respons. ·'°
Response

Frequency

/o

Postquestionnaire #9
%

Curriculum

'15

45.2

Class

37

22.3

Students

16

9.6

Time

9

5.4

Class Size

6

3.6

Teachers

6

3.6

Training

6

3.6

Schedule

5

3.0

Class Time

4

2.4

Parents

1

.6

Planning

i

.6

166

100

Total

As reflected in Tabte j 8, the majority (45 .2%) of the participants believed that

curriculum should be a component of an advisory
the postquestionnaire.
. program dming
-
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The following comments we,'.e made regarding curriculum: ''Goal setting and monitoring
progress towards goals," "Materials:- like videos, hooks;' "Pknned activities," "Different
curriculum per grade level," i'Sodal skills," an<l ':Stu<ly Skili,:." This category class was
mentioned 22.3% of the time. Participants share<i the following components that should
be included in a middle school advisory pr(>gr,.rr: "(;cmbinect age groups," "Multi- age
group," "Groups no more than 15,-" and "Have S'.'lme s.uderits all 3 years, adding 6 th grade
to group as 8th graders leave." All responses can be found in Appendix B4.

In comparing the same question on the ptequestionnaJre and postquestionna:ire,
approximately one-half of the percentage totals were classified into the curriculum
category: 52% of the prequestio1:nairL" and 45%
'

i;)f

tbe 011stq1.,estionnaire.
Likewise, few
.

participants.believed that parent~, 2.2% on preqnestirmnafri :-:nd .6% on the
postquestionnaire, should be a component of a-::hi ,·;)ry
The results from question 10 on the prel.j_L; ?st1cnn«ire have been displayed in
Table 19.
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Table 19

Frequency and Percentage of Total for Responses to Prequestionnaire #10
Response

F.·equency

%

Teachers

56

48.3

Time

24

20.7

Schedule

10

8.6

Class

9

7.8

Training

6

5.2

Cun-iculum

5

4.3

Students

4

3.4

0.9

Class Size
Relationships
Total

1
Il6

0.9
100

The majority of the piuticipant:;i, (48.3%) felt ti1afteachers were the roadblocks to
middle school advisory. Teal)hers and counselors reported concern of participation and
lack of buy in. Some of the c':'lmments were "Lar,\ of paiticipation/commitment to make
it successful,'' "Negative attitudes,'' "People who feel like it ii; another thing put on their
plate," and "Teachers not believing in advisories benefr,:; [sic]." Participants were also
concerned about time (20.7%). Response~ recorded by teachers related to time were
"Everyone is swamped already doing their BEST 4· kids," ''Our schedules are beyond
overload as it is," and "Enough time to develop and carry .:,ut plan." All responses can be

found in Appendix B5. ·
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The most responses to the postquestionn;:i,ire (Table 20) reflected the same
categories as the prequestioru1aire: teachers (40 ..':?1) and time (18%). Participants shared
the following comments regardi.ng i:eachers, "Nogative teachers,'' "Getting everyone on
board," ''Teachers unwilling to paiticipate,'' and "Teacher enthusiasm or lack of." In
response to time, the comm1::11ts from participants im.:l:ded, "l7inding time in the day,"
"Finding enough time to succes~fol!y implement the progrnm,·' "Time to ensure it is done
correctly and effectively," and "Time to have and plan activities."
On the postquestionnaire, training received 1.8% of the responses whereas
training was more of a concern on the prequestionnaire (5 .2% ). On both questionnaires,
relationships receiv,ed .9% of the total responses. All responses can be found in Appendix
B6.
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Table 20

Frequency and Percentage of Total ofResponses to Postquestionnaire #JO
Response

Frequency

%

Teachers

45

40.5

Time

20

18.0

Schedule

14

12.6

Students

13

11.7

Curriculum

7

6.3

Parents

..,

2.7

Planning

2

1.8

Staffing

2

1.8

Training

2

1.8

Philosophy

1

0.9

Program

1

0.9

Relationships

1

0.9

111

Total

100

On the postquestion-:1aire. 0nc additional questicn was asked of the participants,
"After participating in The Benefits of .MidcHe S,::hnof Advisory professional
development course, are you ,:~10re ·

rn favor of iF-!:llem~nting r, middle school advisory

program at this school?" The yes resl?onses were 78%, and J 9% of the teachers and

counselors said no.
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The comparison of the means across a.Ii subgroups, the cross tabulation of
participants who responded s"Lrongly agree and somewhat agr~e, and the relationships
found significant by the Spe2.nn'-'.n rho, all indicate the same ir;formation. As educational
level increases, the desire !o be an tdYisor decreases. As years of experience increase, the
desire to be an advisor decreases. In addition the older the age range of participants, the
less willing they are to be r.n advisor. ln comparing th~ mean for participants, the data
suggested that the participants with higher educational levels were more hesitant after the
course. Thus, the professional deYelopment course had varying effects on teachers and
counselors after the course on middle school advisory. In ,:;prnparing the open ended
questions, th~'\e~~~re 11 categories on the postqi;,:·stimmaire compared to the nine themes
on question number,
nine. On question 10, the I\:s_pc-nses w;~re categorized into 10 themes
··1· ' ~..
"'
on the prequestionnaire compared to twelve on the postquesfr1nnaire.

f ,·,lluencing

Chapter

t\,:; ·, 1

v-
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Di:~cussion

Discussion and Limitatioris

Influencing opinions anC· beliefs of teachers ant: counsdors through professional
development is an immense and complex field of study. This study was designed to
examine how teachers and com,8cLrs reacted t0 -~ p:.cfjs~ional development course
developed to influence opini:..>ns and beliefs

011

r.-.ddd'.~ scnoo~· advisory. The course was

developed by the researcher qfter an extensive exim1inaCm of advisory and adult
learners. Authors and organi,:1ticm: that advrc::-.te ,ai:1dle [ev.J reform were cited
throughout this research. Tte lit'."TatL:re and research on adult learning methodologies and
professional development wer.~ rited ftoc. ;ias'. a..:1d pr.!~·mt m;thors who captured the
essence of addressing the needs of adillt learner,

CCW Middle School tl'-achers and counselors were participants in the research
and the course was held at the s·:hool .site. The locatior: and p~rticipants were selected by
means of the convenience methud. This method was utilized because the researcher was
the principal of the school. Th~ p;t.1c;pa,1 ts in tLP-

;:,;··:-s.:;

wei:i;)_ used as the dependent

variable as the researcher coi.IJ not directly m:m:pul.~.le then1 The dependent variables
were the teachers' opinions 8nd beh.~fs toward r_r-jd{e srhool :idvisory as measured by
the prequestionnaire and pos,qu~"t10nnai~e.
As a part of the quaittative rc;earch, aduh learn•:1g theories was explored. The
course on middle school

.ld\ 1sory

was de~,cJop.x1 b? e:1i.iloying Knowles' learning

assumptions (Knowles, 1980; K.iiGV,les & A::;soi:;:ites, 198-.;., l<>owles & Brown, 2000;
Knowles et al., 2005). Table 21 illustrates th~ six assumptions of learning as they were

applied to the middle school aJ~:isory course.
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Table 21
Knowles Assumptions As Applied to the Middle School Ad:v.'.,;•JrV Course

.--------------------·---------------~------------,
··-------·--Activ'ties/Strategies/l'echniques
Assumptions
I
l Communicate what
Need to know
I Communicate why - ""T•--..i~

I Communicate wheP
Communicate goals

..

· State leaming·objectiv(,".
Foster curiosity

,---.

create internal incentives

~ -

Learners self concept

J2_~are a physical environment in which adults feel at ease
Use adult sized furniture and equipment
Establish a spirit of mutuality

-~

Review rules for respect, acceptance, and nonthreatening relationships
J_hat are u;;::d at all fac;.1l_ry development
Establish environment where participants can express themselves

I

witilout fear or ridicule
,.,.

'•

.supp_~rt collaboration

--·--~~--

Solicit input
Learner's experience .

··--·---·

Lit~k prior experience::;

···-------Jacilitate group discussion

· FaciFtat~ problem soh·,ng

I

Fa~ilitate simulation exercises

' Facilitate amlysiis of i:dorrnar:cin and generalizations
Acknowledge values
"

Readiness to learn

Group participants for activities
Provide life application activities
Explain activities
Provide sequen1,;e for :ictivities
Facilitate discussion on case studies

Orientation to learn

CrP.ate opportunities. to apply learning
Allow time for questions, com~ts, concerns
__!dentify future course i ~
Promote dialogue

-----·

i:-'acilitate guided discr.~_sioi, .
Motivation to learn

Ut!lize teciinology -· ··-···
" Lecture ·
~c01.1,c1~e ...:xperien,: ·:~aring discussions
_!-fighlight nonverbal exercises

I
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The results of this study p:tnduced important fndings. First, as predicted, more
teachers and counselors wanted to implement a middle school advisory program after
participating in the course. Fwthennore the r;,;searcher concluded that teachers and
counselors were more in favor 0f each student being provided an adult advocate and
wanting to be an advisor. Hence, the trnfession~l development course influenced change
in opinions and beliefs of tear.l-iers and counselors. A~hton and Gill (2000) noted that
emotion impacts change anJ to affc,:t change, te~:'.~•i.:fS and counselors need as much
"informative conceptual frarr.ewck'' as possd:L: 1p. J 00)
According to Irez i)U07), the belie;.., of t'.ose who woric with children in school
?,re "indicators of t~achers ;,11:1nning, deci~i· ,f; m,,king ,md subsequent classroom
behavior" (p. 17). The results indi,:-;;ited that participanrs woutd think positively about the
'

.

components of advisory when planning and making decisions that impact students. The
results of this study suggested that the iesearch on young ::'cdo!escents and how to better
meet their needs in middle school through advisory resonated with the participants. The
results of this research aligned with Bellanca'c: (2009) findtngs on effective professional
development for educators. According to Bellanca, well prepared professional
development holds "significant me:ming for. . te·:d ,8rs" (p.11 ). The results demonstrated
that teachers and counselors heliew, in ~he im_r(,Etmv.,i.:: of middle school advisory and
were willing to influence ::1'::;rr c,p:imo,rn and beli~fs wt:en: ;,rovided with the information

in a manner that was conduci·;e to learning,
Second, upon .;,nalyzing che demographic ctaw JY categories, the researcher's
findings yielded that teacht:rs and ~ounselors with mo;...: education, more years of

experience, and those if!. older age rang.;s \,ere less wiWng. to-volunteer as advisor. There
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were a number of possible reasons· and limitatioDs f01' these findings. The statistical
power of the research was low, due to the c011Vei1:tnce samph.: used. In addition, some
categories were missing data because participants did not res.pond to the statement. This
impacted the data in some cf the denlographic categori~ s. The number of participants
who completed the postquestionnaire was greaterttar, hose who returned the
prequestionnaire. If more subjects were utilized, the r.;sults wo-.ild be more indicative of
the general population. The course was clear in defining the purpose, rationale, and
benefits of middle school advisory, but changing the p~.radigms of adults can be difficult.
Over 50% of the participants in this study had 21 years or more teaching
experience. Fifty-three percent odhe leachers a,ld w 1 i'lsdors in the study were 41 years
-Qld or older. Most of the partieipants who had 21 yews o · n1l're experience in education
.: -~nd were 41 years old or more diJ

r,ijf

attend a uni verstt:: that focused on middle level

philosophy and characteristics of effective midcth- -~ch0ob. The focus for older teachers
and counselors and those

w}iO

hav~ been in the field oi ,~ducation for 21 years or more

,was aligned with junior high sch0ol. Althougr.. cc:iciin J.~mographics did not illustrate the
predicted findings, the data encompassing all pa1:icipants resulted in a positive influence
in opinions and beliefs.
Another limitation of this study was the need for the Jevelopment offered to be as
realistic as possible. The development wss offored through the existing faculty
development day that was held e;:ich month. Dudng this time, teachers expected to be
finished with the activities in approximately one hour. Being sensitive to the development
time and the longev.ity of the course;, aU. activities pfanaed during the third session were
not covered due to the time Utnitttion. During tfw·third session, the participants were
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fully engaged, learning, collaborarlng, andworhi1g on the jigfaw activity. The facilitator
made the decision to allow them the necessary time to complete the activity. This resulted
in sharing the remaining information planned for the third session during the last
gathering, which condensed the initial activities planned fo1· the last class.
Adding a comparison group, which did P.Ot r.~~eive the course on middle school
advisory, could have been implemented as a met¾od tQ hdp remedy one of the limitations
of the study. If no change occurr;:,d 1:·etvveen the p;\;questionn;:1ire and postquestionnaire
of the comparison group, th~re 1.ould be more ,e,-..son to beli,we that the change was
1

caused by the course. Anotller liml.1:ation was the fact that the prequestionnaires and
postquestionnaires were not tracked. This was not a <.;0.tf'punent of the research study due
Jo.~thical considerations. The rese;;,rcher wa,;; the facil;tator and the principal of the
school. It was determined not to track the questionnaires because there was no need to
make teachers and counselors uncomfortable as they pruticipated in the study.
Jmp!ications for Effective Sch9ols

The review ofliterature strongly <;uggesB th~t. adult (earners are different from
children learners. Adults bring a vast variety of experience and knowledge when they
engage in learning. The prior kno ,.,1/ ..:dge of adul .1 ·k,;mers must be valued, explored, and
appreciated during learning opp');tunitie~. ThL .::,,,1d:, rternor.strates the importance of
using research based profe:s.;;ionai de·.1elopL1ent t~chniq;ie~ when trying to influence the
opinions and beliefs of tea..:::r.ers and counselors. This c,;.~1dy w1U contribute to the thinking
of how a building principal can pr·wide learning oppo.rtunitios to teachers and counselors.
The findings demonstrated a posit ;ve change of opinions and beliefs, although analyzing
each demographic categor; die not.
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This study could serve as the' impetus fo1: 1, middh sch::iol to begin exploring one
or all characteristics of effective middle schools.Jt· is the nature of educators to want to
improve their practice and the schocls. in which Lhey work. This research could lead to
additional courses being developed to impact middle !e ,d reform.
1

Recommendation:; ·
Although the sample size was small and the design of the study limits the
generalizability to all teachers and counselors, the implicarion.;; of the results are
applicable to other educators with similai cemographics. The data concludes that on an
i3-Verage, all teachers and counseld,;<; v,. dl changf' th.::::;- opinions and beliefs toward
embracing middle school advfo0ry.

;i

Even though this c011rse is n ·,t t0 give t~acllers and cmmselors the impression that

lhey will immediately implement advisory, partidpants will ~enefit if they are able to
. brainstorm activities they \\-vuld i1;corporate into an advisory program. This personal selfreflection allows time to re\ iew activities <1.nd JeE',sons ,r.arl!d during the course and think
about lessons they would like to g.:merate'. This rroce,,:, wc·.1ld alleviate some reluctance
or unwillingness.
If this study is replicated, it would be advantageous to think of different
development activities for the various demographic groups involved. There may be better
teaching methodologies to use with adult learners who b<'l.ve more experience, education,
and are in the age range of 4 ! years and older. Older +eachef", and counselors may not
have performed well in the professbna! developromu ~ourse because
Various psychological changes uccur in 1he proce3s of aging, such as decline in

visual activity,.reduc.:-tion

i,: sr.,eed <if reac-:ion, ancHowering energy levels, which
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operates as barriers to learning unless compensated by such devises as louder
sound, larger printing, and slower pa\;e. (Knowles, 1S80, p.55)
It is the hope of this researcher tl1at future research will provide professional development
that impacts specific demographi('. g1\··~1ps, whicl. re,·.1.111.s i.n a significant change in their
opinions and beliefs.
The course should extend fo: more than a f::1ur month oeriod, preferably five
months. This time allotment wo 1ld provide enc,u~:h 1,c>ssions for the facilitator to share the
1

research and literature thr0;,.gh re~~atch based st:ategic" aJvantJ.geous to adult learners.
Extending the course by 01~(; month wo.uld p_eovi<le th.? vop0rtunity for more self
reflection at the end of the research . which may chanr.e the data compiled from the
postquestionnaire. The extension of the program would also allow for conversation on the
.few themes that appeared on tb postquestior:.naire short WS'.-\:er question regarding
roadblocks to implementing advi;;ory. The frequencies of the additional categories are
very small, from 9% to 2.7% (from ~;,e frequi:nr.y to th:·ee .frequencies). Nevertheless, if
they were more clearly addressed, par:,c1pants wouid have been exposed to the
information to better make decisiom.
Professional development: nm0t tradi .::~ all fears and barriers teachers and
counselors have when thi,1\; lii, a.:.0lll. 1.,ilZ.i\~e of. ,r~ctio:'3, ;,:.·uc i, ~.m provide the time and
setting for the information k

oe di&cus5ed

1'-

il'h L.:Jlk ~r 1es ~tis clear that engaging

teachers and counselois in devcionment surround mg i he benr: iits of middle school
advisory does influence opinions and beliefs, which dii:ectly impacts the success of
adolescent learners. The reason foi: ed1 •..:ati..1g t:':arly adc,L~·ser:ts is to make a significant
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difference in their lives. Understart(ting th(; bene>~~: ·:if middle school advisory and having
the desire to be an advisor can be d 1ifeiine for

:i.

jOting adokscent.
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Apperidix A

Statistical Table

Comparison ofRespondents · Prequestionnaire and Postquestionnaire Responses
Demographics and Statements

Test Statistic

Role a

S2: Support for students to have an advisor

x2 (2) = 2.276; p=0.320
x2 (2) = 2.276; p=0.320

S3: Volunteer to be an advisor

x2 (3) = 2.472; p=0.480

S 1: Support for Advisory program

Educational Level a

Sl: Support for Advisory program

x2 (3)= 3.471; p=0.325

S2: Support for students to have an advism

x2 (2)= 2.181; p=0.336

S3.: Volunteer to be an ndviscr

r._2 (3) = 2.363; p=0.501

Working Experience a
SI: Support for Advisor ;1rogram

x2 (3)= 3.195; p=0.326

S2: Support for students to have an adviso:·

y; (2)= 2.374; p=0.305

S3: Volunteer to be an advisor

.x,2 (3) = 2.542; p=0.468

Advisory Program Experience a

SI: Support for Advisory program
S2: Support for students to have an advisor
S3: Volunteer to be an advisor
Age a

x2 (3) = 3.819; p=0.282
x2 (2)= 2.276; p=0.320
x2 (3) = 2.412; p=0.4so

S2: Support for students t0 have an advisor

x2 {3) = 2.927; p=0.403
x2 (2) = 2.016; p=0.365

S3: Volunteer to be an advisor

x,2 (3)= 2.190; p=0.534

S 1: Support for Advisory pr0gn~m

- -Note.
- -• Chi
--------"
·-·--··-~-----------Square test of significance was conductP.d, S = Statement
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Appendix B
_!nstrumentatim?
Middle School Advi:Jory Tt?acher and Counselor Prequestionnaire

MIDDLE SCHOOL.ADVISORY
TEACHER AND cotJNSELOll,PREQUESTIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTIONS: Please read each sentence and rate how strongly you agree or
disagree with the statement

1. I am in favor of this school implementing a middle school advisory program.
Strongly
Somewhat
Somewhat
Strongly
disagree
disagree.
agree
agree

1

2

3

4

2. Each _student should be provided an adult advocate at this school.
Strongly
Somewhat
Somewhat
,.disagree
disagree
agree
1
2
D

3. I want to be an advisor at this school.
Strongly
Somewhat
disagree
disagree
1
2

Somewhat
agree
3

Strongly
agree
4

Strongly
agree
4

INSTRUCTIONS: Please read the· s~htence and cirde y-0u/ 1mswer to the demographic
questions.

4. Indicate if you are an encort- teacher, core teacher M·couas-2-lor by circling the correct
descriptor.
Encore

Core

Counselor

5. Circle the highest level of your education.
BA

BA+ 15

NIA

MA+ 15

MA+30

Ph.D

Ed.D

6. Circle your years of experieitee 1:11-<·:duc_~tioir.
1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26 or more
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7. Circle your years of experience working in an advisory program.
0

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

8. Circle the range that represents your age.
20-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer the questions.
9. What components should be induded in ::1 miM.1<" s::hool advisory program?

10. What do you see as roadblo~ks to implementing a middle school advisory program?

Influencing the Opinions on Middle School Advisory
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Middle School Advisory Teache~· and Counselor Postquestionnaire

IvUDDLE SCHOOL ADVISORY
TEACHER AND COUNSELOR POSTQUESTIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTIONS: Please read. each sentence rihd rate how strongly you agree or
disagree with the statement.

1. I am in favor of this school implementing a middle school advisory program.
Strongly
Somewhat
S01newhat
Strongly
disagree
disagree
agree
agree
1
2
3
4

2. Each student should be provided &.n adult advocate ai_ this school.
Somewhat
disagree
2

Somewhat
agree
3

Strongly
agree
4

3. I want to be an advisor at this school.
Strongly
Somewbat
disagree
disagree
l
;!

Somewhat
agree
3

Strongly
agree
4

Strongly
disagree
1

INSTRUCl'IONS: Please read thr:. sentence ai1d chcle your answer to the demographic
questions.

4. Indicate if you are an ericore teacher, cme- -teacher ot com,sclor by circling the correct
descriptor.

Encore

Core

CLw1seior

5. Circle the highest level of your education.
BA

BA+.15

MA

MA+l5

MA+30

Ph.D

Ed.D

6. Circle your years of experience in education.
1-5

6-10

11-15

7. Circle your years of expedence working in

0

1-5

6-10

'·

21-25

16-20

26 or more

an adv\sori pr;)gram

11-15

16-20·

21-25
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8. Circle the range that represents your age.
20-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer the questions.
9. What components should be included in a middle "chooiJdvisory program?

10. What do you see as roadbh.lGks to implementing a middle :,chool advisory program?

11. After participating in The Benefits of Middle School Advisory professional
development course, are you more in favor of jmnl""mentiilg a middle school advisory
program at this school?
Yes

No

Influenclng ihe or:nicn:~ on Middle School Advisory
Middle Schaal Advisory Teacher and Counselor
Prequestionnaire Results.for Q:,1estion 9
What components should be included in a middle school advisory program?
Themes

Responses

··--·----- -·--·

I

-·-·
6-8 grade level participants

2

Advocate for all three years

3

-··
Begin the advisory program in 6th grade and follow through to the 8th grade

4

Certain days to meet

5

Checking up on missing work

6

7

Choice by teachers to include kids they may already have a strong connection
with
Class/elective selection

8

Cohesive group

9
IO

Continuous for 2-3 years (same advisory)
-Divided .by grade level/genfer?

11

Flexible'(iiiove students around)

12

Good "rriafoh" between teac:ier and student

13

14

Group ofchildren need to fit togelher. The advisor ins to fit the g!"OUp of children
··Homogeneous gender grou_r;ng

15

I would prefer on-team kids in rny advisory

16

17

I'm not sure. Probably a su~vey to match interests of adults 1nd kid:;. Also, staff
development will be necessary to help get it started. In addition, parents will need
to be informed at PTO.
Keep same group 3 yrs., add new 6th grade when Bth "graduates.''

18

Keep same student for entire 3 years.

19

Maybe teachers/ adults should "loop" with kids each year

20

Mentoring

21

Mix groups to include all age groups

22

Mixed or heterogeneous groupings

23

Multi-grade level

24

Not too many students per teacher

25

Opportunity to loop with· students- or not- depending
on if thG advisory
..
relationship is a good cne
,.,,.
,,,_"'""

26

Same grade level students

_____

-

·--·

"

-·

so that there is a buddy-type program

___.

____

_,

.,.......,

_____

··---·~-,--,-·····-............. , ~ - -

_____

-

_______

.-...-·---··..,.

______ __

27

Same sex

28

Same sex and grade level

29

Scheduled one-on-one time w/students ·

. ..

.,..

·----·

·---

..

Class

---4--~,

···- ..
.,

,

.

.._,..... ·---··

. -..---~·---·

---·--. -~.,

I
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Stay with the same child,. 6-8

31

Students are fit with a faculty member - either sy choice, some/selection process interest matchup, etc.

32

Students need to be assigned to adults they trust or need to be given time to build
trust with that adult
,.,
,..
..
Students paired with educated teachers

33
34
35

,

____ __

__ .__._.

___ __________ ..

, ,.

,,

Students should be assigned so thafthey are ·,10t grouped oy team, but rather by a
grade level and team mix (6, 7, 8 - ditfore11t teams)
--~----Trust/friendship

1

Small (10 students maximum) to ;·ealiy be effective

2

Small advisory group

3

Small groups

4

Small groups

...

Class size

... ...

·-··

.. ,.

-···,

...

··-

·---

5 Small in numbers

.

_____

30

.

·-~-----·-·
~.
-

'

'

6

Very small groups

1
2

A strong and defined curriculum andlor a monitoring system
-····-·
Able to talk about anything

3

Academic planning

4

Academic review of grades/citizenship

'.:

Curriculum
·-

I

5 Academics
6

Academics

7

Academics, class meetings, pare1:it contact

8

10

Activities that promote group buildirig
-~-----· - · · · · - - All activities provided by school, not a:1 extra prep
·--·
Break down goals/objectives to see where we are on each

11

Career education

12

Career education/college info/high school electives resource:,, avaiiable

13
14

Character building and goal planni1;g [or high t.Ch00:' and the future
___ ,,
,.,_
··-~-----·--···;Character development

15

Character education

16

Character education

17

Character education

18

Character education

19

Character education

20

Character education

21

Character education

22

Character education

23

Character themes

9
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·--·---

-

'

.

--

'

-----

__

~,

...

,.

__________ _____
_,_,,

____

,.

.

---·--···''

..

.. ,

···-·----"
.'

.

.

.,

"'

. , _ ; - - ' + - - 1 , - - - - - - . , . ..

"

.....

...

'------------------------·---,----------------'
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r--r------------.------------------·-·-----·-------,
24

Character traits •

i---t-------~-----,-c-----~----···-------------------,
25

Collection of activities

I----!---------------·-------·------~---------;

26

Community awareness

·-----~-.-----------------------1
l----+-------~--------·--------~-------------~-27

Community awareness

28

Community service

29

Community service

f---,-----1----~c------------· · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

30

Confidential

31

Conflict resolution

32

Consistent group of people to develop/revise/develop for a best practice program

33

Current events

34

Curriculum provided to teachers

· 35

Defined curriculum

36

Discussion of irriportant current events and social issi.ies __ _

37

Diversity training

I - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - ·.. ~ - - - - - - - ,

38

Diversity training

39

Emoti61Jitl social and intel!e:.~tnal dewlopment

40

Form~(and materials provided to f~~ulty membe;~-~hcornfortable with being
advisors
f---+-------c-,-----,.---------.. - - - · - · - - - - -.. ·--------·------1
- 41 Frieti.dsbip skills
42

Fun activities that studen1:s. can take part in to unwind from.. their class schedule.

1----i--------------------------- -------------1
43

Goal planning

!---+----"------~-------------·--·~---· - - - - - - 1
44

Goal setting

45

Goal setting

46

Grade specific activities/events so these are not repeated from year to year

47

Guidelines

i----t----~~--------~--------------·-------1
48 Guidelines to be followed by all
1---1-------~---~-----------·-----·- --------,
49

Help w/activities that encourage a sense of community

I think middle school advisory should allow studems to (hink al oui. a variety of
topics and be able to talk and voice rhL-;r opinion fr-:ely
51 Identifying student strengths and wer-knesses
··---~~r--j----------ec~...,...---~----~---------,--··---·-·----~---,
52 Individualized iri order or meet needs
of students
.,
!----+-----------~---- -------,-----c-------c------------j
53 Life skills (online banking, checkbo::iks, insmai,ce.:: all the stuff you need to
know how to do when you ire on your own)
- .. .
. .
54 Looking at academics w/ students- giving ad vie~
50

0

------

55

Mini lessons about the program per~1aps eac~ mon,h.(f:;:, bullY,ing)

i - - + - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - · · · - - - - - - -.. --,.--..·---·-·---·---··--····----··--'----1

56

Norms

57

Not as familiar with this butl thi'nk guidelines., All students want to be
recognized/acknowledged
One-on-one sessions with each student.

58

-

i_L_-_-_-:..,'-_--~-_----:_-_-:_-_-_-_-_--_-;_-_-_-_-_-__-_-:_-_-_-_-,_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:...-_-.:,_--:_-_ ________________,
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for activitiesoutside of school to personalize

59

Opportunities

60

63

Possibly guest speakers or business mentors who could come twice/month before
they go to work
.
.
·--.·-·-·Possibly study skills
·.
. . . . -~ ..
Preparation for nigh school
Problem solving'

64

Purposeful guideFnes

61
62

'---

65
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··•·-'-"""·--·--.t!,1..
. -·-,.
- ~--"

-

-----~··------·-·-----....

Real life skills/etiquette

~;.·------·.

··-·--··

___

66

Resources for them

67

Same plan for aH students

68

Self awareness

69

Self-esteem/character huilding

·70

Service learning

71

Set curriculum

72

Social skills

73

Social skills

74

Social skills

75

Socialization .

76

Some set~objectives/guidelines for the meeting times_,-,--·-.c--;·

77

Speakers"rrom community

78
79

Specific items each teacher needs to implement but~given i choir-eon how to
implement the items
·-·-·--··~-~-·-Specific riorms

80

Specific objectives fore ach grade level

81

Structure of the program

82

Structure, defined roles

83

84

Student interest inventor:', learning styles inventory, MRTI, knew selves as a
learner
···-·----·-Suggested/planned ai::tivities

85

Support / team building

86

System of observation/ev:.Juation ofv~ffious programming .

87

Talk about non-academic middle school issues

88

Talking about social and behavioral concerns

89

Talking sessions similar to sup!)ort groups

90

Team building

91

Team building

92

Team building

93

Team building activities

·--·---.....

-·,

, __ ,

__.,_,___

,

·--·
.--,-~--.

~--

---·---·

..

-:--

.:

-··

.

..

.,- ,.

--- ~-·
...

.,.

"-·

--

-----·-·

.

.

________

...._

---·~------

•

·,

.J

•

·•

~...

.

"

• -

-~'·""'-~~..,~-·J·--~-·,.--·~·--·. . . .,. ___
.....

_______________

-. _. .....

,,,..,.-.----·~~

--:·~··..

·--~-----------
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94

Teen issue· discussions

95

The advisory should be l~::d by..teacher, but not controlled

96

Topics and issues that this age group faces

97

Useful tools that can be utilized by the advisor and the ad·.;isee

-

d<

,.

I

Contacting home when n~cessary

2

4

Parent advisors/volunteers to help lower number of kids in group or as an
additional person with a group
Parent involvement
·-Volunteer opportunities

1

Personal conversations

3

-2
1

Parents

Relationship

-··--·-··-·

--.--

Relationships

__ ___ __

····--

Able to refer students for additional help

_

,.

,

Student

,

2

Peer mentoring w/in advisory

3

Peer relationships

1

All adults should be involved - encore, core, counselors

2
3

All members of school comnm~iiy 'O have representation ______
··-··-··--···
All staffmeinbers included

4

All staffparticipate

5
6

Enthusiastic teachers who ha,,re been trained properly (o~~;hr,racter education and
advisory)
Every faculty member partic:pates

7

Every needs to be supportive

8

Everyone involved

9

Everyone on board

____ ,,,

Teachers

"

:

~A-o

_.,

___

··-

10

Include counselors, core, and encore teachers

I1

Inclusive of all teachers

12

Making sure everyone is for it or· it m:-;.y not work

13

Middle school advisory program should inc1ude tea~l;~rs: riarents, ~upport staff,
students, and administrators. T do beliew all students should have advocates. This
__ ...
includes a mentor/buddy.
_
Not imposed on staff - volunteers only

14

--,--···-··

___
.
__
..
Plans to get started
·------"'--~- ---·
At least 20-30 minutes daily to effectively implemen~
.__,,._,.,

15

1

__

,

,.

Time

<

2

Beginning of the day

3

Consistent meeting times

4

Consistent meeting timei~'leekly·

5

Have scheduled time to meet

6

Ifwe meet too seldom, like once a week or less, an,;:!;i!, is comprised of students
not in our class, then we ~-ever really i1~ve a chance to get to know each other

~-,·
-

to keep structure

-

'------------------------·----------------------'
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-

7

Need to be promoted everyday

8

·-·---- - - - - · ~. -··------------!
Not first thing in morning - mid momi ng or.aftemo:.JI,

9

Regular meeting time

___ --------.·---------~--t

10

Time for meeting

11

Time set aside for meeting with studen ts.

12

Time to develop_

13

Time to get to know students

,.

·-----·------------····------!

14

Time to meet with groups .

15

Time to meet with teachers

_________ _______

-· - - - · - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - !
.

·--

_,

fo; additional help

I

Definition of advocate - define role

2

Expectations

3

Training about advisory ~;oups

4

Training for staff

5

Training for teachers

6

Training for teachers

7

What will it look like?

1

I don't know

2

I have

--·-··------ ·--~-·------·---Training

...

no "idea

-----·--·------<
-~-~------·~-------!

--------·---·-·-------t--------i
-

·------- - - - - - · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - /
·------·---------'-------'
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Middle School AdvismJ' Te(y;her and Counselor
Postquestionnaire Result.~for Question 9

What components should be inctuded in a middle school advisory program?
Themes

Responses

1

Combined age groups

2

Combined age groups

3

Combined age groups

4

Cross-age

5

Crosses grades

6

Different grade levels

7

Groups of no more than J 5

Class
"-·-·-·

--------- --··-.

' - - ~-

8

Have same students all 3 years, adding 6th grade to group as 8th graders leave

9

Mixed grade levels
"·~-·-

10

Mixed grades

11

Multi-age.group

12

Multi-grade

13

Multi-grade

14

Multi-grade

15

Multi-grade

16

Multi-grade

17

Multi-grade level

18

Multiple grades

19

No more than l Okids

20

One adult per child

21

27

Selection process where students are placed based on their prderence and teacher
preference
·-····-----···-··Separate the discipline pro!'llems
.. _
..·-·--·------·--·--·---· . ..
Sizes 15 or below critical
-·-"'
. -~~-·-·----·
_,
....
Small #s
·=·--··-..·---·--·---··--------.,,.......-.............
..
-:,
·-· "
Small class
...
-··
Small class size ------·--- -·--··-~·----~-·
Small class size

28

Small class size (10-15 stud':~tf!)

29

Small. group size

30

Small groups

·22
23
24
25
26

-···-·-----,-~--

·--...

-~---

··----------..

______________
~---·

·-

-·-··----·····-- .... ·-·

• •c• -

--

,oor

-,,•••

··--··--~---·--··---~·-·•''-•

.- ....·---··--·-·

·----------·

..,_._.
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31

Small groups

32

Small groups

33

Small groups

34

Small groups - ideal would be 10 in a group

35

Small groups that meet daily

36

Small intimate groups

165
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37

Small size

1

10-12 students

2

10-15 students

3

10-20 students

4

Advisory classes are small (10 - 15 tops)

5

Less than 10 students per group

6

Very small groups of students

7

20 minutes

8

20 minutes per day minimum

9

20-30 minutes

10

Class size

30 minutes (not less, not more)

1

Academic strategies

2
3

Academic, social, emotional, and physical activities need to focus on the whole
child developmental concept
···Academic/study support

4

Activities

5

Activities that emphasize al aspects of adolescent growth. I feel that activities need
to be set and drawn from pre-made activities. Everyone teaches the same
values/skills. Then they can be reinforced in every class.
Activities to help students become better citizens

6

Cuniculum

8

Activities to promote social/emotional welfare as well as academic. Also to
perhaps do service activities
Activities with movement

9

Activity planning

7

10

Carefully planned agendas

11

Character building with real discussions

12

Character education

13

Character education

14

Check-in

15

Components should include resources (units, activities ) for teachers

· 16
17

Confidence building activities

-·

Conflict resolution

·-
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18

Consistency

19

Consistent meeting times

20

Cuniculum

21

Curriculum

22

Cuniculum

23

Cuniculum geared towards specific needs/goals of this school

24

Different curriculum per grade level

25

26

Discussing "pressing issues" that are relevant to a middle school student. Pressing
issues- bullying, puberty, differences, family/environmental (home) issues, social
issues, emotions, effective problem solving
Discussion time

27

Education

28

Follow through

- 29

-~-..

----·-

Goal setting & monitoring progress towards goals

-

30

Goal setting activities and fun acfr,rities

31

Goal setting, problem solving

32

Goal setting/ reflecting opportunities

33

Interaction between all grade levels

34

It should not be cuniculum based

35

Lessons from model guidance

36
37

Lessons that meet the needs of the students, if students are struggling with
behavior, then there should be a group of lessons on posiiive/correct behavior
Materials - like videos, books

38

Meeting among advisors, regularly to share feelings, what's working/not working

39

Monthly meetings to start

40

Monthly scheduled activities - like silent read

41

Multi-level cuniculum with specific planned activities. (6th, 7th, & 8th grade
cuniculum)
Open communication

•Ao

42

44

Overall structure to what" ~hould oc~ur w/ common objedives but flexibility in
implementation
Packet of activities available maybe boys/girls separate

45

Planned activities

46

Planned cuniculum/activities

47

Planned suggested activities

48

Planning and staff development

49

Pre-generated ideas/topics

50

Prepare & share activities

43

.
.
...

··-
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51
52

167

Programs (school-wide - are implemented to support advisory. ass..!mblies, field
trips, etc.
Record keeping/ goals & pr_o_gr_e_s_s_____________________--,

53

Regular activities - unifonn, so all or most groups are dcing. them

54

Resources are available

55

Service projects

56

Service-learning

57

Social interaction

58

Social skills

59

Social skills

60

Some activates should be planned but be flexible

61

SSR & readings in shared kit

-+-------------------------------------1

·-!.'.-

62

Strong proven activities

63

Structured activities 90% of time

64

Structured lessons

65

Student assessment of their involvement and benefit

I=----,-;/----------------------------·------------.
66
Study skills

• i,,

67

Sufficient time allowed with $tuctents

68
. 69

Suggested activities

70

Suggested activities

71

Suggested daily plan

Suggested activities

-+-~------------·------~-- ------------/

-+--------~------~--------------~
72 Support from administration
73

Teachers that want to be in the program

74

Team building

75

There should be a curriculum that goes beyond cutesy games and activities or
filling in sentence stems in a journal. How does it become real vs. contrived? The
dynamics of groups vary so much - one group buys into the plan and another does
not.
~f---These should address personal issues that students need to express in order to feel
supported. Also, it should emphasize career development, self-esteem, etc.
77 Treats

78
1

Viable, evidence-based activities bef.Un. with end ir.."mind
Informing parents

1 Enough planning so that eveiyone is on the same page

Parents
Planning

r---t------c-~------------·-·--·-·----···--··------~------1------~----1
l

Daily

1----,1-------,---~-----·-~-----------~---~-2

Daily

3

Daily meeting

4

Scheduled time should be totally uninterrupted (no pull-outs)·--·-

Schedule
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5

Specific time set aside fo, advisory

1

Allow for some choice in who we get

2

Background information about each student you have

3
4

Careful consideration of matching advisees to advisors
Communication/confidentiality

5

Community building

6

Community service

7

Decent selection process

8

...
.
Flexible grouping if one/two kids are not working out with advisor

-9

168

Students

---~---...___.__,.,..,;:,

···---~------,.

-Helping students feel connected to someone at sch0oi'

--·-------~

·-····

10

Keep kids year to year, if student opti:

11

Look at leadership ability

12

Student choosing or being matched with an advisor that they are comfortable with

13

Student/staff input on groups

14

Students should have a say in choosing their advisor

15

Students should keep the same advisor for 3 yrs.

]6

We need to remember- kids come first

-·~--:1.

1

All staff

Teachers

--

2

All staff have an advisory group

3

All staff members are advisors

4

AH teachers/staff should be part of advisinc:

5

Everyone included

6

Everyone needs to be on board

1

Meet daily

2

Time

3

Time - 20-30 minutes

4

Time - 30 minutes

5

Time - 30 minutes

6

Time - daily sessions

7

Time 30 minutes daily

8

Time provided for private conversation between student ai1d teacher

9

Weekly (at least)

I

Training

_____

.,

-----··

·-

,

...

Time

..

____
·-·

..

2

Training

3

Training

4

Training courses

·-·

Training

.

____ ....
.,

___
'-':""'.:~-

......

,

.

·--------~-----------'
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,------------------- ------------ ---------------,
5

6

Training fro advisors - maybe a small group of advisors ·)bserving a program at
another school to inform our teachers
Training ten advisors

Influencing the Opinion;.; on Mddle School Advisory
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Middle School Advisory Teacher and Counselor
Prequestionnaire Results for Question 10
What do you see as roadblocks to implauting a middle school advisory program?
Themes

Responses

.----------~---~----------------l

As I understand advisory can/should be made up of different age groups/grades.
Could be a potential problem

2

Distributing papers/information among all three grade levels

3

Figuring out the correct mix for each group.

4

How wilt students be assigned?

5

Poor mixture of students

6
7

Students being assigned to a teachei and it's not a good match
-"-·
Students paired with teacb1;;r that they don't trusUgei along with

8

Too many students assigned to each teacher

9

Too many students assigned to each teacher

1

Dividing student body into small enough groups to be worthwhile

l

Having to provide activities/curriculum for advisor:: time

2

Homeroom activities pertaining to grade levels

3

5

No curriculum/guidelines of how to run the lack of structured program on
activities
Not a strong enough curriculum (dependent on teachers all creating their own "another prep")
-~
Using the time in an effective way

1

Parent participation (yes/no)

4

I

Privacy

·Class size
Curriculum

Parent
---·

Relationship

1

Schedule limitations, staff turnover/attrition

2

Scheduling

3

Scheduling

4

Scheduling

5

Scheduling

6

Scheduling

7

Scheduling is a nightmare

8

Sporadic attendance and late arrivals

9

Taking away instructional time (the above ~uggestiun of20"""..}0 minutes must
come from class time)

10

Class

Schedule

..

-

---------·--~---

...

··-····

Too much additional time tbt may take away from lesson planning

l

All students getting the ailvisor they foe! most comfortabkwith

2

3

Difficulty in finding right matchup of students and faculty member with such a
large student base
. -..-·.
.
Students who don't want to participate

4

Students who see advisory ass.waste oftime

1

Adding more requirements of teachers when we already
our plates full
__have
H___._,O

Student

··~·-·

-

Teachers

'-----~----~--------·-------·•"ll.>--.. ------~--------.1
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2 Additional plan time required by teacher
3 Another responsibility
4

I

·----··

Apathy

5 Attitudes
-~
6 Attitudes in this building?
7 Change is always difficult, even ifics is the right thing
8

Commitment to following up with students

9

Cooperation of all faculty

---·~--,.
·-·

10

Coordinating all members involved

1I
12

Eliminating meeting time for elective teachers
Encore teachers use homeroom time for planning so this may go against the
contract
Encore teachers _will lose teaming unless we restructure something (schedules?)

13
14 Everyone taking the role seriously
15 Everyone would need to be on the same page, change can be diffirnlt for some
16 Faculty members who do not want to participate
17 Fear of change '
18 Finding enough teachers who really care about it
· !19 First year is the hardest, but after every·Jne goe~ throut,h the process, J think
~

everyone will see the benefits

-~20

How will electiv·e teachers be an advocate - communication with i:eams when not
on a team

,21

Inconsistent folJow ·through by leaders
---~·--···
Interest from staff

·22

23
24
-25
26
27
28
29
30

,~--------~

Lack ofparticipation/cornmitment to make it ~uccessful
Losing homeroom which we use for team building
Losing time for instruction - we already lose so much time- to testing, etc.
Loss of homeroom team - used as field trips, assemblies, graduation, etc. etc.
Loss of instructional time
Loss of team time for elective teachers
Making sure every adult in the building has an advisory
Many teachers in this building are lazy and will not implement strategies

31

Negative attitudes

32

Not all will want to participate

33

Not everyone on board. Teachers k,ck \n-depth cow~selon trnining. Teachers feel
very uncomfortable about dealing with kids on this Level r,f intimacy

34
35

Not having everyone on board

36

Participation by

37

People who feel _like it is another thing put on their l)late

·38
39

..

.

Opposition from staff members

all

..
..--~- ...

People who have·no_t experienced advisory or had.negative experiences
w/advisory
Personally I am uncomfortable ha~ing students who aren't part cfmy grading
roster. I'm also uncomfortable Havbg grades mixed.

·-
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~

40

Reluctance of teachers to try something new

41

43

Some people may not buy-in to the idea ofhavmg this type of program at our
school
Staff actually following through on the activities, whatever they may be, during
the advisory, and then following up with students
·---~''·-·Staff resistance

44

Teacher "buy in"

45

Teacher absences and subs taking over

46

Teacher paired with students that they have no other co.ntact with during the day
--····
Teachers not believing in advisory's benefits

42

47
48
49
·50

--·-··~-------·Jc. .
.

Teachers repeating activities/events from year to year resulting in boredom and
inattentiveness.
Teachers that aren't willing tfl cooperate

··---·-·-·

Teachers who don'tbuy into it won't lake it seriously

51

Teachers who see adviso•y as a wa~;te of time

52

55

The day is already filled with too much. Stuff that has nothing to do with
teaching. When would the program begin before/after school?
There is so much to do alrea<ly -people may be overwhelmed with "another thing
to do."
Total school commitment. I foresee a lot of people blowing it off as a study hall.
Someone also needs to take the time w write an effective, cohesive curriculum. If
it becomes another prep, some teachers will not do it.
Traveling teachers

56

Unwilling teachers

53
54

1
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Time

#1 roadblock would probably include scheduling during the day

2

Enough time to develop and carrJ om plat!

3

Our daily time frame

4

Time

5

Time

6

Time

7

Time

8

Time

9

Time

__

·---

-·-~-----

...,.

..;'.

-·---·-·

,.

-·
'

.

...

·-·-··-···~-~"

10

Time

11

Time - everyone: is swamped already doing their 13E<;T 4 k1<1:;!

12

Time - when & how long

13

Time - Will it take place ofitomeroom?

14

Time can be a problem

15

Time consuming

16

Time in the school day

17

Time issues

18

Time - Our schedules are beyond overload as it is

19

Time to meet

20

Time to prepare··

=l

.,._

..

•.

___

.,.._.... ,,.

'----------~-------------_,
. ---·-"-----------~----'
..;,;_·
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22
23

-·Time to see these students (1n a reguiar basis
·-··-··
Time well spent

-·.

·-·-·-·--_-.,...
--~~-

24

Time, logistics, good matches
- -·-~...
Time, scheduling

1

Lack of training and "know how"

2

Not enough in-service about advisory

3

Proper training for all staff involved

4
5

I am afraid that this might be one of those programs that sounds good on paper,
but won't be fully implemented and then it will have little ;:;uccess
It can come across as too contrived, not a natural thing

6

Lack of information - can be overcome.

-·~--

--"~-~-------·

. -···

Training
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Middle SchoolAdvisory Te,;,cher and Counselor
Po~tquestionnaire Results for Question 10
What do you see as roadblocks to implementing a middle school advisory program?
Themes

Responses
1

Activities

2

Activities not working

- ~ - - -..- - . ~ ~ ~

_______ ______
,.

--

3

Curriculum demands

4

Deciding when/what activities to schedule in monthly

5

Lack of structure

...

-----

6

Not getting through curriculum

7

Not providing resources

1

Educating parents of the r,h1inges or iniplementatio~ ·.

2

Parent buy in

3

Parents not wanting their kid~ to discuss ct"rtain iss•.rns

1

Philosophy

--------

~

Curriculum

~~

···-

Parents

Philosophy
-·

1

Enough planning time

2

Planning time

1

Assessment of the program

1

Personal conflict (studentfstudc,n,, teacher/student)

1

Finding a block of time in the schedule

Planning
Time

I
Program
Relationships
Scheduling
-·---·--··

2

Interruptions

3

New scheduling would be one roadblock

4

Schedule adjustments

5

Scheduling

6

Scheduling

7

Scheduling

8

Scheduling

9

Scheduling and logistics

·

----·

·--

···-·

..
..

---·

,.

__.. -·-·-------

10

Scheduling conflicts

11

12

Scheduling conflicts - if during homeroom- encore loies te:iming time
---·-·
Too many students too few faculty

13

Where will the time come from?

14

Where will we put it?

..

1

Arranging student to teacher ratios to keep groups small enough to develop the
stronger bonds necessary where all·students have a voice.

Staffing

lnfluer1cing the Or,mic?1s ,_m Middle School Advisory
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-

2

Staffing (enough for small groups)

I

Group of students placed together\\ ho really shoulc not be (uncontrollable)

Students

.,

2

Group selection- matching students .,,;,ith advisors

3

Have any advisory groups been single-sex? Would itudents feel more comfortable
and connected with those of the same gender?
.---·,,--·
Holding their interest & making it valuable

4

5

How to include the sevei·ely mod. Disabled with peers witr.. enough support as there
would be little chance to group

6

Making sure the kids want to be there

7

Matching kids to adults

8

Negative students

9

Number of students

-r~--·

.

·.~

.

10

Students not wanting to be placed with several staff members in our building

11

Successfully matching students with teachers and with other students

12

What are you gding to do with discipline problems?

13

What do you do with a kid who refuses to participat:;:?

1

~

,. 2
o.t
"\

,.. 3
4

5

=

-~----

A strong teacher will get stuck with ail the trouble m-~kers &
get the creampuffs

ii

weak teacher will

All teachers need to be on board and willing to impL~ment the program the correct
way. Teachers and other faculty need training and s•1.pport materials to do this well
Another prep. We are already loaded down
Are special education t~achers included
---•
Attitudes

··--------·

7

Biggest hurdle is staff readines.s/education. T feel that homeroom could easily be an
advisory period but is often a study hall/so.::ial time. Ifwe h:.;d a few lessons that
were "suggested" each week it would be great. I love t0 se<c: interaction on these
occasions.
,. .
Buy in from all staff

8

Cooperation of all advisors

9

Everyone buying into the program

6

10

Full-support of teachers

l1

Getting all advisors to actually do what they are suppose to do

12

Getting all teachers enthusiastic and on board

13

Getting all teach~rs on board or making thcin be po~tin'about it even if they
disagree

14

Getting everyone on board

15

Getting everyone on board

16

Getting everyone on board

17

It will end up being another prep· l0ts more work

18

Losing time for elective t0:i_chers to meet

..

.

.,

..

··-

-~

Teachers
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19

Negative mindset of some of the seasoned teachers. Everyone has to be ready for
advisory or else it won't ":ork

20

21

Negative staff members who don't like this kind of connection with kids. Mainly
the encore teachers who feel they are "entitled" to a homeroom time teaming
period.
Negative teachers

22

Negative teachers

23

Negativity of some staff members - open

24

Not everyone will follow what they are expected to ,fo

25

Participation by people who don't like this age group

26

Quality of staff to implement

27

Resources (having enough adult merr1bers to act as ;:dvisors)

28

Some attitudes toward the program

29

Some staff saying they are ",:-n board," but not following through

30

Staff agreeing with advisory programs

-

-

··--·

· 31

Staff not wanting to partir.ipate and carry their load

··32

Staff resistance

,,.33

Staff that is not open-mindeu·

c34

Teacher enthusiasm or lack of

:

·-

·--·----

-·

35

Teacher negatives

36

Teachers buy in

37

Teachers might resist

38

Teachers unwilling to devote quality time and commitment

:. 39

·-·-

·--r

Teachers unwilling to participate

·--·

40

Teachers who do not buy into advisory

41

Teachers who don't buy in

42

Unwilling, negative staff

43
44

What if you get a group of "dud&"' or ''dead wood?" This could bc: an extraordinary
experience or a dreaded 30 minutes everyday, and ¼ ~ woa't know which it'll be
until we're in the middle of it and that is kind of scary
~--·--"
,,
Willingness

45

Worry about what we'd "lose" to do this

·-

··--·-:.-·

I

Becomes additional lesson plan/record keeping.

2

Finding 30 minutes per month to use.

3

Finding enough time to s1.:ccessfully i;,nplement the prognm

4

Finding time

5

Finding time in the day

6

Time

Time
...

,

.

.
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----··------~-------,

-

··---·-··

7

Time

8

Time

9

Time

10

Time

11

Time

12

Time

13

Time

14

Time (will this make class shorter)?

15
16

Time in daily schedule vs. pressures of MAP and A YP
·----·
Time in the day

17

Time logistics

18

Time of day at first on day

19

Time to ensure it is done correctly and effectively

20

Time to have and time to pian activities

---··

·--·

··--·

--~---·

·--·

-

·-·

.

···-.

\

·W.

I

,.

·---··~-~:..-

___ __
,,

l

.,..

-·

.

... 2
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~;.,,-

..~;.·•

.;

--~-----

Training

Lack of training
Untrained teachers/lack of experience

··-··-

Don't know

" 2· Nothing new at 'this time

·---·-···--·

.

·--·-·

·---

-~--~-·-

________________,,.,._,~------.. ---·--·--------------'

....._
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APPENDIXC
Professi01ial Development Course lvlaterials
Professional Development Session 1

The Benefits of
Middle Schdol
2 c-"ic.Advisory;

-------·----------------------·--------------

Chelsea Watson
September 16, 2008

PREQUESTIONNAIRE

----·~-"·----------------

--···---,
The ear!J adolescent years are Ullfiely recognized as a
critical period in human developirumt. Middle schon/
students e:1:perience profound mental, moral, ;odai, .;,.i;w;f,.
emotional, and pl,ysical changes during tlu yearJ fmm IO
to I 5. They also face tlzepotentialfor s11bstam'ial dw:;w
in the quality efstability of theirfamilies, hom:!s, peer
groups, and economic status. In some ways. the lives ef
many young adolescents can be described as a su~j-,ct ! ;;_ ·
constant change and continuing crisis, too eflen m'lrked by
shallowness and brevity in their relationships witli others.
~George & Loun,bury, (2000. p.-7)

II
...
1

______ ___ ____________
,

_,,
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I

,

Y ot.lng adolescents deserve
school environments that
fully support them during
this phase in their lives.

.History of A~\tisory

--···--·----------

I
I

~-,
f

{\} taily 1890s
11; 1920s

1

& 19SOs role 9f guidance

and education
~· 1'960s- homeroom·

cyJ·Middle school movement

II
I

---·-·---~-----~---.-.;.-···--------------------·---·--------

I

HOW MUCH ADVISING ARE YOU.
' . ARLEADY DOING?
. .

Rate statements,

·~ ,,

~!:Pair & share

Comments

'-------·-,--.J'

-l--...;-...-.~

---

~.-··-------~-------·-------------·-ia---------------...- ...
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Advisory Defi~itions
.:· '·.

Advisor- An adult who meets with a small group of
students on a regular basis supporting their
academic, social, emotional, and physical well being.
Advisory program-A school organizational structure
in which a small group of students identifies with
and belongs to one teacher or counselor who
nurtures, advocates for, and shepherds the
individuals in the group on a regular basis.

~·-·---,_
.
..
.
·--~-"---··

AdvJ~y- '.'A particular roi~CfHft middl~ scho'dl
educ~tors pliy as active supporters of and
intercessors for young adolescents"
(Lounsbury & Brazee, 2004, p. 11).
Middle school- a building that houses grades six
·
through eight. · ·

'---------~----~---·_]

1
What Are You/Beliefs?
:;\1::-,'

I
I

Academic excellence is linked to a positive <,,hool
climate.
All teachers and counselors should be aclviso:-s.
Professional development is not needed 1:0 be a
successful advisor.
The size of the advisory group is n,,t significant in
achieving the outcomes of the program.
Advisory groups should meet before the fist
academic class.
j"
Advisors should work with advisees throug:Jout·
their middle school experience.

---~--------------~--------~·-. ·----··---·-------------
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l

Conclusiq.ri

In today's world, the need fo1·
middle schools to advocate for
each student by means of a
comprehensive advisory prcgram
is crucial.

....

-·-·------~---------

r
I

I
,

,_~ !;-:~

,------------

___ ___________
"

. \_.. ,.' .1

)'}:t;,; \
\'. -,,,)'.
MiaJze schools must p;rYvide ..

___ . ______________
,. ..____...,,...,,

oppor:tunities for students to discuss
issues in their immediate lives and the
world they live in with peers and adults
who can help them make-sense of their
feelings and concerns.

>

-Niska uc Thompson, !?<J07, p. '-'

II

---·------·-------------...--....-------~------------·--·--------------------- -----------

'--~--------,.--~--___J
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How Jt'!;!cb.Advising Are You Already Doing?

t~-NMSA·

------------

LA.UNCHING A StJ.:S:ZSSFIJL ADVIROR,,- l'ROGIIAM

·'"'. ·-·

How MU<::H ADVISING AR£ You ALREADY DOING?
Rate these statements (Sometime,==!; Oftei\>=2; Frequently=:3)

Have you ever ;aJked to students about
__being difforent from others
__being made fun of
__being picked 011
__being sent to the principal' s office
__changing dothes in front of others
__drugs and/or alcohol
--~ailure
__getting along wim ~tlll'·r s,adents
9. __ getting \.)st
IO. __having bus problems
11. __getting to class on time
i2. _giying a presentation in front :.if classmates
13. ____hard work
14. __homework assignm.:nts
15. __getting along w!th another teacher
16. __keeping up witli .:a!,ignments
17. __knowing what is expected of them
1g____ bckers
19. _ . lunchroom
20. _making friends
21. _moving from room to room
22. __new rules and routines
23. __school activities
24. __rumors about the schGol
25. _taking tests
26. __,mkind peopie
27. __family problems
28. __listening skills
29. __school spirit
30. __community awareness
31. __communi(y service
32. __academic concerns
33. __sharing fun Gokes, games)?
L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

,__ ..

'I

Total score

If you scored between 75-99, '/OU are al1.:.1dy- 1aiking to students about persona]
developmer,t issues as a regular part c-f yc,ur profes:,ional responsibilities. If you
scored betwee,1 50-74, you are talking lo l!lud~nts often about important concerns.
tfyou scored lei;; than 5(), advising does no~ ceem 1:1 ~a part of your job.

13

182
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Professional Development Session 2

The Benefits of
Middle School
Advisory

---·----·--·-------~------··----

October 21, 2008

Recapture September
...;, ..

----·-···"---·--------~-----

• Hi.s..tory of advisory
• How much are you already
doing?
• Definitions

------·--····-·-----------

Advisory Definitions

--··---- --------~----

Advisor- An adult who meets with a small group of
students on a regular basis, supporting their
academic, social, emotional, and physical weti be,11~:
Advisory program- A school organizational structur,
in which a small group of students identifies with
and belongs to one teacher or counselor who
nurtures, advocates for, and shepherds the

J
1·

-·---·--·--------------

,.___
in-d-iv-id-u-al-s-in-th_e_g-ro_u_p_o_n_a_r-,eg_u_l_ar_b_a-si-s._ _

--------·-·--------------
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Advocacy- "A p,.·6,ulac col, that mid~, school
educators play as active supporters of and
intercessors for young adolescents"
(Lounsbury & Brazee, 2004, p. 11 ).

I
t

Middle school- a building that houses grades six
through eight.

·-----·--··,,·-------~----

..
,-------~---------,--.
_,\

.,

,o . Recapture

----,-·---------~--

Septembu

:1~""'"

• IV ~tory of Advisory,

---,--.---·c-.- - - - - - ~ - -

1

·------ .. -~--------

,. Ho,v much are you ,1lrcady
d()lrl b<Ti>

" Definitions

• What are your beliefs?

l

Today.

• What does the literature and·
research say about rationale and
purpose of middle school
advisory?
• Multiple Perspectiv~s Pr·::>tocol
• Exit Slip

___

.___-~-------........--

·
~--

------":.'1.-----------,,·-----~-------~-

(

~-----,-------~----

I

···-,.-....·-·--..

\

:..\

_;:

----------

...

---·----,,-----~--------,,------------
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Literature & Research
Every student shoula b~ well *nown by at /e,:st one
adult. Students should be able to re01 on that adult
to help them learn from their experiences,
comprehend physical changes and changi.ng
relationships with family and peers, act on their
behalfto marshal every school and commu1;ity
resource neededfar the student to succeed, and het'/J
fashion a promising vision efthefuture.
- J.:ickson & Uavii.. 'l'ufl).ing l'oints, '21X '; ;1, l n
. . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ ....j

No ojher age level is ef more importance to thll
future ef individual,s, and literally, to that '!f
socie_ty; pecause these are the years when youngders
crystallize their belief.r about themselves andfirm
up their ,~elf-concepts, their philoso,phies ef life a11d
their values - the things that are the ultimate
deter.n,,1inants eftheir behaviors.

·--.--~~-~---·-------~----

---------..-------'----------···· . -·--------------~----

_____,·,---·------------

-Lounsbury, 20011, p.:

'---------------,..,.,-_,,.,._,..,.--•,. -·--'(

Every student needs at least on~ thr,ugh~;ad•tl~-1
who has the time and takes the trouble to ta!lr with
the student about academic 1114tters, personal .
;-'
problems, and the importance efperforming well
in middle grade school5. The student wlw feels
overwhelmed by course work, worried about a
health problem, intimidated by classmates, or
accused ef misbehaving needs to be able to :r,nfid,: ·
in someone with experience.
-Carnegie. Council on A.1oles•cnt
Dcvdopmcn,..t, Turning P?ints, t!.l~!l. I-'· J7

..____~__________.r-

.-.-..,,-t------------

-·-------- -------------------,-.,.------------~--~--.._,,---------~-----
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--,

I

Every learner needs an adult who knows f,im or
her well and is in a position to givr. individual
attention. Therefore, the middle school should be
organized so that every youngster has such an
adult, one who has a special responsibiliiyjor the
individual's a.cademic and personal welfare.
-This We Believe, 19M, pp.

----··-·-'

-.-·~-----------

f.

12-13

----··,------ ··----~-------

,1.d,.vjsory programf are predir::T.ted on the beli1rfthat
every young adolescent should have at least .?ne
.~d~~ at school to ad as the st'!dent's advor.'i<'.
-Knnwlc~&Brown,

:.:00'. o. 1: :"

--··-·---..---~----------

Leader., ef the middle school refQ_rm mo11emmt cite
in extended guidance program among the essential
elements efan exemplary middle school.
.,-..,.

--·----··--···--------------

-Jamei. & Spralding, 200!, p. l.,

...-------~-------~----,
The fundamental purpose efan advisor-advisee
program is to promote involvement between a
teacher and the student in the advisory group.
Every student needs to have a relationship with at
least one adult in the school who is characi:e~ized
by warmth, concern, openness, and credibility.
-G~orge&A!cx.11dc-

-~,•.-0;-1.. 11.:17.t

·---~--~---------------

(
I

'-----~-J

--~

· •.,_ _ ,..,._......--, ..r,,r_.., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--"··------------~---~---
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The overarching purpose efadvisory is to ensure
that every student belongs to a small peer group
attended by an adult mentor.
-Stevtnso11,. roo!l,p. 3J3

l

With an advisory program asp. fundamental pr!rt
efthe schedule and curriculum ofa middle school,
its opportunities were made a'f!ailable to every
student without regards to level~ efachieve,,zent
and without excluding anyone.

I
. _J

"'

__________

____,l'T!

- G11l,m~ GtJ/ltdge.. & Ca.r.. n•.•1,:. p , , ,..

Middl.e school educators have long recognized an
essential trnth about children's learning:
relationships matter. Ji'or young adolescents,
relation,hips with adult~form the critical
pathways.for their learning: education 'happens·
through relationsliips. Many middle grades
teachers intuitively recognize the importan.ce for
students 't!f being known by at ·zeast one adult
within the school, and idearty by many.
, ,, .

---,.1'.~.!!----------~------ ,·-------.... ... _ ......

------ --·--------------

-----~--,. --------~----

I

_,. _,~, ,_, .,.,. j

-------~-,-·~----------..---···--···----~----------

' - - ~ 1 , ·- ·

--------------

·~-,._.,,,,-.: · - - ; ~•.

Advisory programs "Allow teachers to be activdy
involved in the ajfective devewpment efstuamts. "

---·--~......-,.,,,_,

____~-------

-Anafra, 2006, p.2.

'----~--------..,>------....,.r:---1· . -~---··"-h•~·-------~-----
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Many principals perceive supportive advisory
programs to also have a long-term, positive efjed
by helping ro prevent students from dropping out ef
school. George and Olkdaker (1985) detennined
that 93% efsuch exempwry schools had advi:;ory
programs far all their students and that 62% of
these children enjoyed 'consistent academ;c
improvement' while schools reported an BO%
reduction in referrals for behavioral problems.
-M;i(' Laury, '.?OO'J, n_si: rited in Thi:- \Vi:
Ile\ic\ c in Action, 100~, p. ; ,
1

---·----·--··------------

___ ____

Student ad1:.i,w.1Y programs pro,vide an opprdwuty
far middle level.students to introduce an ad1.:l!
advocate int~. t£!e fife ef every student in school.
Many young adolescents suffer from feelings qf
isolation andJpneliness, and ad_vz:wry a(tfriti,,.,
all.ow them to connect with caring adult, and othmstudents to help them through the rough spots during
the middle level years.

,.,.

----·-·----····-·-·-··-----------

- National A11ociation ojS,condary Sthoo/ I' ·innpnls, 20or., p. 273

All advisory efforts, regardless eftluir primefacus
and local distinctiveness, will ultimately assi,t
students in becoming better and more effectiu
learners and leaders. However, having a more
speczficfecus will go a long way toward msuring
a program's success.
·
-sp,ear, 200.'i, p.

11

r .,

I

rI

-~•-"'<'

------~."'---....-------------

I

I.
...___________________,._!...,.~-!·_____J

- -.. . t:-·-'11-.~--------------
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Many schools have develr>ped advisory programs to
seroe the social, emotiona~ and intellectual nuds of
students. TVhen well planned and e:cecuted, such
programs will result in improveistudent
.
achievement and behavior and, ..
will enrich studnzts'
lives.
- Niska & Thompson, 2007, p.

----·------------~----(

-----·-----------------

6

---·

' - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - , - - - - - - - - - -- .J

__ ________________
.,

Advisory programs "Propide opportunities.for
students to lead discussions about their own progress
and their acqo7nplis!mu:nts in t~e advisor;' setting."
Advisory programs "Create a structured program
that allows each student to address issues efseifawareiwss,,interpersonal skill.s, decision-maki,;g
abilities, and personal safety skills. "
-National AsSO!iation of Secondary
School Princip.ils, ~ooa, p.is

Proto~ol
The Multiple Perspectives
Protocol

-

---·,·-------·----'----------------·---··-·------'---------·---·----------------

-Adapted from the National School
Reform Faculty,
ww 1.v_ nsr'iharmo)l~)r_;::

-Groups of4

-~·--r--~-------------
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Conclusion
• Today's Society
- Earlier maturation
- Less stability
- More academic pressure
- Internet
- Daily advertising
- Messages in music and videos
- Family structures

_____ _____ _____________
.

Therefore, schools must be
system~aiic in their approad1
to ''.. ,:aG-ultivate responsibh\
moral decision makers and
discrfminating, e~lighteni!1g
consumers."

,,

-------~--···--···------------

'":'"'-National Middle School Association, 200,1 • p.6
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. The Multiple Perspectives Protocol and Feedback Focus Sheets

T_he Multiple Perspectives Protocol
Rationale
Knowing that protocols help us to develop the habits we wish we had to
begin with, this protocoi was designed to help make the process of using
multiple perspectives to eurich our con versatiom transparent and to make
our learning more powerful. This means ·more than bringing various
voices together. It alsu means purposefu 11 y seeing what each voice
contributes to the whole.
Procedure
1. Introduction - name, point of view.
Your point of view can be broadly defined - "woman," "African
American," "middle school student," or more narrowly, ''frrst-year
teacher,'' "second-year teacher," "Park\vay teache: for over 20 years,''
,-·.,._ "teacher who taught an advisory period.'" Everyone has
;X-.multiple
ways
of descrihing themselves ~JY:l,
for the purposes of this
... t;, .._ .,
'
'
··: protocol, settle on one point of view. ·
:t

2. Facilitator presents a que&tion.
How does the literatu:e and re~;earch aiign 1.:ith your beliefs?
3. Everyone must writ1.~ their first thoughts.
4. Each participant, in tum, gives his/her preliminary thinking on the
question, prefaced with his/her point ofv~ew:
"From the point of view of a seventh grade parent, I thnk .. .''
5. Then there is a s:-cond round, with each person giving his/her thinking
based upon what they heard from the other participants:
"Having heard all of the other points of view, I now think ... "
6. A final round to reflect on the quality of the responses:
"I noticed that my/our responses ... "

~Adapted from the National School R.efom1 Fac1ilty, ,.,~,-.'1:,rf11armonv.org
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The Multlpfe Pe~.pectfves Protocol Feedback f ~ Sheet
Created by Andie Brown

Round 1 : p;-elimlnary thinking
Participant

------1----------+------,-------------

I
---~-4---------....,:..--,-·,.---------------

I

Ii

II
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The Multiple Per:;pectivas PrGtocol Feedback.Focus Sheet
Clwtadb~_Andl•Bl'Offff

Round 2: ·Based 011 what I heol"d ..!
Participant

"Having heardall of the other points of view, I now thinL"

---'------+--...-------1~------·--·------------·
------------~---i-----·------------------·
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The Multiple PerspJctlves Protocol ·Feedback Focus Sheet
Created by Andie Brown

·

Round 3: "I notictd... "
Participant

·1 noticea that my/our responses..."

Pel'SpectiY£

..

I

I
.I

l

,-•-

•''\..

...

,

'

-·

«

·1

I

(
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Benefits of Afiddle School hfviso,y Exit Slip

T'HE B·ENEFITS Of;,
MIDDLE SCHOOL ADVISORY
OCTOBER 21, 2008
Exit Si'ip

What validated your thinking?

What further.information would you like to
know/learn about middle school advisory?

·----·---_..,,.

__________

~----'

:nf' -1.::nc.hg the Orinions on M:.-:·idle School Advisory
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Exif Slip Resprmses·
Exit Slip Question 1: What validated your thinking?

--------------------

1. I enjoyed the activity. I am an advocate for advisory- it's what is best for MS
students. I understand that the activities are cfearly part of research and not a
platfom1 for SWM.

2. We Believe
3. Our building Goals (I think engagemrmt is key in raising grades and scores.)

4. I leameq. that other te~.d:,!rs als0 think i:,, is a good idea but that creating an
advisory group will be-difficult an<l·w·m need to be carefully handled.
·5t·.'._The research abu-ut one actulfadvocare-for each·student.
6. .,Reduction of disdpline issues

7.

·My: group agreed that advisory is a huge b:::nefit. We also agreed that the
logistics are overwhelming.

8. Research showing that children n·~ed advocates.
9. They need someone they can trust.

10. Kids need advisories.
11. Kids today have sooooo m~ny infhwnces, diJtrnctions, and stressors.

12. The quoJ:e from the Po•,:1,·~r point vali<:1:1.t1;,d my thinking.
13. Everyone at my table. i.s on board tc, :~~.part of an advisory group.
14. The protocol cc-~versatiorcwas h.elpfi.1fto me . .Evadhough we took different
roles, I know v,,:h.at-people think.
15. The many quotes from various sources .supported 1ny thinking.

Influencing the Opinions on Middle School Advisory
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16. The protocol was neat T. liked hearing tht1 ::-,ernpectives people choice and how
they shared their opinions.
17. Good quotes.
18. Also my group was very positive, which supported my hope that we might be
able to impleme11t this.
19. Wow- the quotes were powerful.
20. Everything!
21. More teachers than I thought really do care.
22. The quotes were very validating, as I am an advocate for advisory.

~---·-··---------

.

'\,~

E15}jSlip Question 2: What further iafonnation ,vould you like to know/learn about
middle school advisory?

-----,-·--------~---!. I am interested to know information regarding successful topics or ways in
which advisory has been utilized in 0ther schools.

2. I am also interested to kn0w how teachers are chosen and how students are
matched with teachers and if the pr0gram works best w/ multi-grade or
homogeneous grarles.
3. Would a negative teacher who does not try to build relationships be given and
advisory group?
4. How long do most school spend in. advisory?
5. What happens if there is;;. '11ajor personality conflict?
6. What about traveling teachers? Do tbey have· a group?
7. Do advisors stay with fr.,::- same group for three years?

ini1ue1;Giag the O(nions
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8. Does a~yisory do better in the morniE6 or at the end of the day?
9. Is there .data that link middle school s.dviscry network to student achievement?

10. What works best- grade level specific or mixed grades?
11. How will students be placed?
12. Do students go to advisory everyday?
13. Do all teachers get advisor:es?
14. Can placement change due to conflicts?
15. Who decides what happens in adviso-;y~·
16. Will students remain with the same advisor for all 3 years?
l}. How do the logic;tics ofscheduling work?

1:8.•, Do the c.ounselors have and advisory?
)f ,,.\Yhat do. you do witb negative teachers who do~1't want to focus on
relationships?
20. What happens with the negative teacher who will ruin the program?
21. What does research show about the most appropriate time of day for advisory?
22. How to possibly effectivd)'· impleme_.1t it
23. How can we implement and advisory for Southwest?
24. Activitic;s for group rncL::·ings.

25. I'd like t_o hear from s0rn:eone at ascJ;)ol where it works to find out:
26. Is there a set cuihculurn?

27. What dQes a typir:at session look and SOllild.like?

28. What da~a do they h~.v,:,. that validates the .-,dvis9ry program?
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Professional Developmen; Session 3

l
The Benefits of Middle School

Noyemb:d2~.':~:
Chelsea \'11:atson· ··

iI

-------··----------

..._____~_J
Recapture September & October ,.
'y

i':l

..

,,,.,.

•

;.

History of <!~YJ~ory

i<J How much are you already doing?
fJi Definitions

.~---···--·------------

.;,. ·

'"' Rationale & purpose
"~ Protocol- How does the literature and
research align with your beliefs?
.,,.,--;:-

--·---··~------------~···---------------

Ir ________

..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _• , · - .' " ~ ~ I '
",:•'

f' - ~--

,

. ~,---------

,,._,.

>

Today
Jigsaw

Literature & Research

--·-··---------------

1

Middle School Advisory Programs
,tO'Leary Junior High School
Cincinnati Country Day School
@Sacajawea Middle School
er~ Park Junior High School
'@ Sarasota County School System
-~~

1~·

j.

Green Bay Area Public Schools
LaPorte Indiana Schools ..

....__C_o_l_le-g-ia-te_S_c_h_o_ol_s_ _...,...._,-,-______ .

--i.
4il

--·--~---------------

Readings

;;;, Divide up the reaping. More than one
member of the, gr.oup will .read the same
section.
~

Once everyone has read the assigned
section do the following:
:·;share
''Record key learnings

-------·-1
Key Learnings
Frequency of advisory
;J Length of advisory
~ Number of advisees
;;i Advisory groups
,;, Matching of advisees and advisors
'" Goals/objectives/themes
t~ Who advises students?
Successes
Obstacles
Interesting information
ii'

j'

I

---······
_,..,.,..,

___________

t.

--··,(1,1,,o•·-----------------
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·1
G~HeryWalk .

I

,r, View key learnings

--·-~------------Observations/Comments/Reflectiuns

....---------------·-·-t
Research: Frequency & Length
~,~~

1,798 mjggle schools surveyed
q Daily meetings, 63%
<.;,Once perweek, 14%

---------·
-·---------------

@ 16-30 min., 65%
$1-15 min.;-15%
IN31-45 min:',: 15%

__ ______________
.,

----··-------------

't·.

Research: Frequency
8/Length
,.'
·."
-,':.,

181 middle schools surveyed
Daily meetings, 77%
Once per week, 10%
,.,, 16-20 min., 21%

· - -....

~

........

--...--·---------

·'.1•26-30 min., 14%

--·--·-·---------

3
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Some important factors neeaJo be considered in
the realm of when the adill$or::~dvisee time i&'.
scheduled. Practice seems'fo confirm the place
of the advisory-advisee time.at the beginning of
the day as best. For programs that meet da;ly
with the same group of stud,ents, 30 minutes
..
seems about right. Three-quarters of an hour is I
too long for most of the activities that one would
expect in advisor-advisee programs and less than
20 minutes seems too short and is likely to turn
into a homeroom where little else than
attendance is taken and announcements are
made.

.-------·-

-George & Alexander. 2004, p. 261

Literature: L,._~ngth

,tE>20 to 40 minutes of
uninterrupted time

-----~--------------.. ---,
Lit~rafore: Number offdvis'ees

10-20 students per advIBor .

i

I

-------·

I

------------------

4
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Advisoty Groups

'l

Cross-grade advisory ,research study
'.)Students favored and .felt this prG'Aded
an opportunity for meeting others and
talking about topics that are n(·'. relevant
during academic classes.
· Students showed an increase in their
sense of belonging.

Ii
.
1

I

--·------w----~------------·---·--···----------

Advisory Gro.1.tp.s
In multi-age advisories students feel a
stronger sense of community and informal
peer counseling.and mentoring occur.
If advisory is facilitated 'Nith single-grade
level advisees7 it is recommended to pair
up with another grade level for activities.
1;1, Allowing the stuqents to remain as ;:i 1rm1p
from year to year is advantageous.

I
I

-------------------

I

'-----------,,.------L.

-·-,·-,-----·~----~------

Matching Advisees t6A~visors
Student preference
Assign alphabetically
Computer
Intentionally assigned
Random selection
'J; Leadership talent
•a Discipline concerns

--··--··--··----------

L-----------'-r.-....,....,....---....i·

5

/

Wnbis· an -advisor?
"If you don't love 10- to 14- year-old:,
initially, nothing could help you become
an advisor. If you think this age group is
truly special, then you'll be a good
·
advisor."

---------·------------

___ __________________
,.

----·

--&lllnhiiM-W•·"IIRI-MilO.!d'«II,

"'~~.-.Tllll .. e'""'"'..,""""'

__ _____________
,._.,

----··---~-------------

'---------------~-,---

j
Who is an adv,_i,sor?
""Teachers
All
·, Negative. unwilling to change attil!Jde or lea,n r,aw skills
',New

w Counselors
t,·, Provide specific lessons
,,) Individual students & needs

Administrators
:_ -Co-advise

'---------,.-------------·--~- ··------~---·-·-------------

-,

/

~-,

Wlfo~':',.,_,,
is an Advisor?
'-

··---·1

- I

---.------------------

i

·----.. . ~-..,.1v-----------

Out of the 1,798 middle schools .::;ucv-ayet~-.'.
56% indicated that all professional staff
serve as advisors.

---·~·-----------------
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CQ'nclusion

____

"An advocacy program is not a curriculum
printed in a manual. It is a process
developed through a set of experiences
that establishes rapport betweer, aduHs·ts· ·
students as well as students to adults and
students to students, practices those
students can internalize and use with
others over a lifetime."

.

________________

, .,_;._.

-James t-. Spra\din;;.
as cited In This We Believe in Action, 2005
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Professional Development Session 4

··1

--------.
-.-,,,.,-,·-.,

The Benefits of
Middle School
Advisory
December 16, 2ti08

J
.1·

'----~--"--C_h_e_l_s_e_a_W_at_s_·.l_n_ _ _

l

•Hlsto:~~!~~~~e:vt::::~!{'

How m·uch are you already doing?
Definitio11s
Rationale & purpose
Protocol- How does the literature and
research align with your beliefs?
• Middle sc_h.ool advisory prograr.~s
• Gallery walk

•
•
•
•

·-·,--""1

Middle School Advisory
O'Leary Junior High School
Cincinnati Country Day School
Sacajawea Middle School
Park Junior High School
Sarasota County School System
Green Bay Area Public Schools
LaPorte Indiana Schools
Collegiate Schools

-·-·-·-----------------·-----·---------

-------·-··---------··---·····-,'"-----------

------------------ - - - ~ - - - - , . , . . . , . _ , .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

----,-----------

Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
--~

--·-------------

_____ ______ _________
,

J

.,

-·--··--------------
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Key Learnings
• Frequency of advisory
• Length of advisory
• Number of advisees
• Advisory groups
• Matching of advisees and advisors
• Goals/objectives/themes
• Who advises students?
• Successes
·•,. Obstacles
'--._·:._t_r_nt_e_re_s_ti_n_g_in_f_o_rrn_a_t_io_n_ _ _ _ _ _

__________ __________
_J ____ _________________

,_

..

,,

.~""l

Today
·
Literature,.-Qeseafch & V~de'o r._.
Frequency
~
Length
Number of Advisees
Formation of ··
Groups
- Who advises,,,_.

-

- Sample t ctiv1Lies
-'student ;'eedback
-Teache; Feedback
· - ~idc,J (Advisory)
- Postquestionnaire

1

'---,----.-.J
.-------------------·
Research: Frequency &
Length
• 1,798 middle schools survey::!c;
• Daily meetings, 63%

•
•
•
•

Once per week,· 14°
16-30 min., 65%
1-15 min., 15%
31-45 min., 15%

----·-----·---------~--------------_,

__________________
·---·-·--·----------

~--··--~N-4---....~---------

--------------.,.-----···'
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Research: Frequency &
Length

--·j

• Daily meetings, 77%
• Once per week, 10%

,·

• 16-20 min., 21°

I

I

.__________ J
"Some important factors need to be
considered:in the realm of when ch(::
advisor-advisee time is scheduled. Practlce
seems to confirm the place of the advisoryadvisee tim_~_at the beginning of th€:. d2y 2s
best. For programs that meet daily with
the same group of students, 30 minutes
seems about right. Three-guarterc of an
hour is too long for most of the activities
that one would expect in advisor-advisee
programs and less than 20 minute5 seems
too short and is likely to turn into a
homeroom .where little else than
attendancEf is taken and annouf"CVl'lents
are made."

-----~----

__________

---·------------_,,

________ __
,,.

,

---··'·- ··--------------···--·--"---------'

I

··-1
Literature: Length

• 20 to 40 minutes of

!

______,,,,,h'·-----------

uninterrupted tim

____________
__ ______________

·----·...-.•-··---··-·'-'·---------

___

,-_,_,-.:.,

,_,
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-. ----·-1·

Literature: Number of
. Advisees

• 10-20 students per advisor ,

-~-----------------·---·

.,,

___________

J,

. - - - - - - - .""'
.............- ._.....,.._ _ _ _ _ _....... -""i

!

Advisory Groups

!

• Cross-gr,;1d~.advisoi:v research
study

I

-Students favored and felt this
provided an opportunity for
meeting others and talking abnut
topics that.are not relevant durlng
academic· classes.
-Students showed an increase in
their sense of belonging.

Advisory Groups

·-·---·--·------------

:1 ___ ___
.

• In multi-age advisorie.s studerits fe::=-i:.
a stronger sense of community :cmd
,
·
. informal peer counselipg and
mentoring occur.
··.
• If advisory is facilitated with <;ir:~:Jc·'
.1 ·
1
grade level advisees, it is
recommended to pair up witi'i
.,
another grade level for acti'liti".?:S.
I.
·. • Allowing the students-to :·21-nciir: as a
group from year to year js

----------

, . -·---"-'6.:t"•_,_,_ _ _,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I . -~-~--

--··"...........--
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Matching Advisees t0
Advisors
•
•
•
•
•

·--T

___ _ _________
..

Student preference
Assign alphabetically
Computer
Intentionally assigned r
Random selection

. ..,"'

•·

I
( .

• Leadership talent
.• Discipline concerns

'

,.·

..__ _,_, __j

···-···----·. . t:,._,·-·----------···--·,··--···---------

Who is an Advisor?
"If you don~t love 10- to I 4•year-old_~,initiallyd1Qthing
could help you beccm1e an
advisor. -o{f you think this age
group is .Ir!11y special, the_n
you'll be a good advisor."
&--:..~::"!~~,~~!~~:. ......

___,...,_,

__ ,,

____________

---·--·--·-·---------

---·--·-------------I

'----------=-------J --·------ ----------

Who is an Advisor?
• Teachers
-All
- Negative, unwilling to change attitude or le;irn
new skills
-New

• Counselors
·· Provide specific lessons
- Individual students & needs

• Administrators
· - Co-advise

- - - . , · N , _ y , - ·- ~ • • · - - - - - - - - - -

.~--·-i~~·-------·--------------
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__

Who is··an Advisor?

...........

• Out of the 1,798 middle schools
surveyed, 56% indicated that all
professional staff .serve as advisors.

---·-···--·------------

-------·-·-··-·-----------

.a'1t-

·.

"').'t-'-t-<<-f C

Academic Success
• Advisory po.si,ttvely impacts a::?,.rler:ic

success

l

. .t.
•tt•r
if •11,l

,..

-Test scores.... al!ir
- Grades
!,)J"!!l\

__ _________

··----------------------,..

- Goal setting, ·

Video Clip

l t.

---~-m..,_____________

r:

r
·-···-->-----··----'~-------,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _j'
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-----·-----------_________

Student Feedback

,

• Improved student-teacher.
relationships
• Increased comfort level
• Closer relationships with other
students
• Reduce the incidence of smoking and
alcohol use
• Closer contact between student~ &
parents/guardians
.

·-···-·--·--·-----------

Student Feedback
• More orgapl~!2d and .ready to learn
• Increased self worth
• Social & emotional growth

---··- .. -···-···----------

··--·-··------------

Student Feedback
• Students had higher ratings of
school.
• Students' reported less stress. in the
following areas: academic, social.
• Students had lower reports of
depression, anxiety, and behavior
problems .
. • Students had higher reports of
· academic efficacy, using refocusing
ractices, and roblemco in

-----·-~·----------

··--·--,.. ··· -···-----------
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0

Teacher Feedback .

l

-···-·--···--------I

• Students were better behaver:!, more
cooperative
• Students felt a greater sense of
com mun it~

;

....._____ _ _ _ _ J

-··-·-·-··-··------------··'·,···---·-----------

··1
I

Teacher- Feed back
• Personal com_mitment to the :-nick1ii_o_ .
school concept
• Increased pare.nt support
• Student perspectives & issues ;n a
non curricular-format

I
!

____ ____-···--------..

• Meaningful re~ationship with ~-~udentj
• Cared about each advisee.
·· • Organization skills improved

\

~a,-·-

------------- ··-·--·
-------------------

Teacher Feedback
"It is not uncommon for tea::-!1ers
to develop new skills for
facilitating discussions, incre,%E·
their commitment to and sk;;;s
for personafizing learning, ::ind
even change their undersca,;d,ng
of their own authority."
Polit\~!"~ ! i:;:~ ..;r, 2004. µ. t9

'

---··---------------

I --·-·-'·---·--------I

Ii

I
l-

-··--··-------------

_........

--·---·-~---------
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Advisory
"An advocacy program is not a
curriculum printed in a manual. It is
a process developed through a ~',e~ cf
experiences that establishes rapport
between adults to students as vteli :'1s
students to adults and students '.o
students, practices those students
can internalize and use with nth0rs
over a lifetime."
.

Conclusion
"Advocacy provides young adofescenls
with affirmative and acceptance at a
critical time in their fives!· it is an esser.tial
element of the successfu middle le·;el
school. After-ell!, 'middle level schools are
in a particularly critical position because of
the opportunity they have to influence, for
better or worse, not only the students
themselves but society at large. The
future for our;,,s.ociety hangs in the
,
balance."
·
p.)£ .

-----·---.-------------

_______ ____________
,"

--- ----·--·------------···---------------

··---·-. ---·-----·-"··-~---------

Conclusion

------·~-------------

•Postquestionnaire
•Thank You~-·, 1

-----·---·-----------
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Appendix D
IRB
09-12
IRB Project Number

LINDENWOOD UNIVERSITY
Institutional Review Board Disposition Report

To: Chelsea Watson
CC:

Drs. Dean Vazis and Susan J<;enberg

The Institutional Review Board reviewed your propos;1J foi: rest.:arch at our meeting on
9 /3/08 and your subsequent revisi0ns, :md it has bern accepted. The committee appreciates
the hard work that has gone into this proposal and the prcmptness with which you
~esponded to Dr. Is~nberg's foo.::dback. Good luck with your darn collection.
.
Colleen ~iri Pss]). __ .
fostitutional Review Board Ctiair

-----~-..:.;,;..

··,-'". ,·.,., _ ___,9'""/~1""0.,_/=20-=-----Date
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C ,+I·
_;_,etter to .,'fq,.
1
r

Chelsea Watson
952 Bridgeport Drive
Ballwin, MO 63011
[636) 207-7041
Dear Colleague,

I am a student at Undei.v.rood University. As a partial fulfillment of my Doctorate
in Educational Adr.iinistration, I am conducting research as to whether teachers
and counselors will be in fav,A· of irnplementin1 a program after a professional
development course. You were selected for this study because you are a teacher or
counselor at CCW MiddkSchool. The course will consist of teacher and
COl!"!]..S~lor development on middle school advi:.;ory during regularly scheduled
Faculty Development meetings. AU participants will be given a questionnaire at
theJJ,eginning and end of the comse. Each teacher ,:md counselor will place his/her
qu~~tionnaire in a brown i;:nv~lope upon ..:ompietion tr, maintain confidentiality.

Please complete the attached consent form to participate in this research study.

Thank you,

Chelsea Watson
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Teacher Consent to Participate in Rer,earch
Signature of Research Participant
I understanq the research study. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction and
I agree to participate in the study.

Name of Research Participant

School Name

----~--------·--- ·---··--Signature of Research Participant

Date
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ReseaFCh.!r's r,:mai;'

Dear Staff,
On Tuesday, September 16, 200R, during the Fa,;;:':lty. Development Meeting, I will begin
the professional development course on middk· ,;£_:hool,advi~ory. Participating in the
course is completely voluntary. If you have any 'quei'.)tions, do not hesitate to contact me.
Thank You,
Chelsea
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Superintendent's Letter
Chelsea Watson
952 Bridgeport Dr.
Ballwin, MO 6301 l
July 30, 2008
Dr. Malito:
I am currently working on my Doctorate in Educational Administration at Lindenwood
University. The problem, purpose, rntionale, and questions to be investigated in the research
study are detailed below.
Problem

The National Middle School Assod~dou recornm~nds 'Lhe following for successful schools
·
for young adolescents:
• Educators who value working with this age group and are prepared to do so.
• Courageous, collaborative leadership
• A shared vision that guides decisio.is
• An inviting, supportive, and safe environment
• Higtexpectations for every member of tlw iearning community
• St'-!dents and teacheis engagect in active learnin;;;·
• An adult advocate for every student
• Schopl-initiated family community partnerships. (National Middle School
·
Association, 2003, p. 7)
CCW Middle School has addressed all of the recommendatiuns except providing every
student an adult advocate.
Purpose

The purpose Qf this research is to develop
teachers and counselors.

li

course .that changes the opinions and beliefs of

Rationale

In order for change to occur, teachen and counsebrs must be vresented detailed
information on new_initiative1; anci provided opportun~ties for input. It is imperative that
teachers and counselors hav~ ~hared beliefs before ::,mharking QD a new initiative that
impacts them and students. If :ead1er!i! 'lnd counsrlors rlo not~ :ve common beliefs and are
not worldng toward the same outcom~,the initiafrve wm·not be successful.
The following questions wi,ll b-..: investigated:_
What are the characteristics of young adolescents?
What is middle school advisory?
What are the benefits of a middle schct:11 advisory program?
What instructional methodologies are effective in engaging teachers and counselors in a
professional development course to change opinions and beHefs?

1nfiue1icing the 01·minn, ,.m iv1iddle School Advisory

I will begin the study in t~..,,~UJ!lrnm- of 2008, when the teachers return for the 2008- 2009 school
year and complete the study durir,g the winter of 2009:
I would appreciate yoi:r Ruppo:t in allowing thb study to take )lace at Parkway Southwest
Middle School.

II ()_

Signatures:

U /, /~ J?:{i
Ct.J;,.eo-._ ~

Dr. Robert Malitf?.
Chelsea Watson

/.1//a f
Date:__:!_/_:!,/ /IJ

Di!te:

7

r
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PLEASE POST
Notice of Final Oral Presentation
DATE:

March 18, 2009
Spellman Center, Room 4185

TO:

School of Education

This is to verify that Chelsea Coleman Wat:son has presented her Doctor of Education
Dissertation
to the Doctor of Ed1x:atimi. Degree Dissertation Ccmmi.tee:
,

Capstone Project Title:
Infl_11encing the Opinions and Beliefs of Teachers ~nd Counselors
About Middle School Advisory
Date Dissertation Completion: March 18, 2009

a~ tZ~_

Grade (Pass/Fail): Pass
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VITAE

Chelsea C. Watson currently serves as a middle school principal. Administrative
experiences have included serving as principal for 6 years, Assistant Principal for three
years, and Administrative Intern for three years. For five years she taught third grade in a
K-5 building.
Educational studies have resulted in a specialist certificate from Lindenwood
University, St. Charles, Missouri; Master of Educat~0n <lcgree in teaching from Maryville
University, St. Louis, Missouri; ,md a Bachelors Gf ,\rts degr~e from Drury University,
Springfield, Missouri.
Chelse?;~ accomplishm,mts include: "Soar Us to ~he Eagl~s," Leadership
,.

"'
Recognition, lvl_NEA; Excellence in Education Award, St. Louis American; Who's Who

Among Americ~~s Teachers: and MNEA Fan Confe1~nce d:1air. Professional experiences
include participation in the Leadership Center's Conrnunity Lt:adership Program for
Teachers, St. Louis Principal Academy, Building Summer Leaming Opportunities for All
presentation, and Cognitive Coaching Training.

